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Foreword 

ACH succeeding edition of the Descriptive Catalogue reflects, through the addi- 

E tions and deletions in its listings, the changes in demand for different varieties 

by commercial and private gardeners. Older types gradually become superseded 

in favor of those improved in quality or vigor, and in some cases fashions change, 

as exemplified by the present tendency toward darker green in leaf vegetables. 

While it is gratifying to be able to record increasing appreciation of the results of 

modern plant breeding methods, and to present new varieties made possible by such 

encouragement, it is still evident that conservatism is a strongly marked trait of many 

growers. Although in each edition of the Descriptive Catalogue we expunge a number 

of out-moded varieties, we still find it necessary to grow and to list, in accord with 

the preferences of our customers, a considerable number not of the highest quality. 

Among our 53 varieties of peas, 41 of bush beans and 51 of tomatoes, for example, at 

least one-third might be omitted and still leave ample varietal adaptation with consid- 

erable enhancement of satisfaction to growers. 

As a guide and recommendation to the more desirable varieties we have listed the 

names of these in capitals, and where a variety is particularly adapted to a limited area 

we have mentioned that fact. The number of days allotted to each variety, it should 

be emphasized, is relative and intended primarily to afford a basis of comparison 

rather than to state a rigid interval between planting and harvest, which is obviously 

conditioned by many variable factors. Similarly the measurements of size and 

weight are not absolute; they are, however, compiled from many observations through 

many years. 

Thanks are due to correspondents who have expressed appreciation of the previous 

edition and helped the preparation of the present one by useful criticism and 

suggestions. 

Associated Seed Growers, Inc. 
Main Office: New Haven, Connecticut 

New Haven, Conn. 

May Ist, 1942 
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THE EVERETT B. CLARK SEED CO., Est. 1857 
N. B. KEENEY & SON, INC., 1860 
JOHN H. ALLAN SEED CO., (1856 
JEROME B. RICE SEED CO., 1832 

Cable Address: Asgrow 

Growing Stations and Principal Warehouses at 

Milford, Connecticut . Hamilton, Montana 
LeRoy, New York Ronan, Montana 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin St. Anthony, Idaho 
St. Paul, Minnesota Filer, Idaho 
Greeley, Colorado Fairfield, Washington 
Powell, Wyoming Mt. Vernon, Washington 
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Distributors for Texas 
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San Antonio Robstown 
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ASSOCIATED SEED GROWERS, INC. gives no warranty, express or 
implied, as to description, quality, productiveness, or any other matter of 
any seeds, bulbs or plants it sells, and will not be responsible for the crop. 



‘ANY SELECTIONS 

The All-America Selections Council, sponsored by the American Seed Trade Asso- 
ciation and affiliated bodies, has in each of the past ten years made awards to 
distinctively new varieties. These coveted awards are made on the results of trials 
conducted in twelve different sections of the country by impartial judges, to whom 
the entries are known only by numbers, and who allot marks for Distinctiveness, 
General Usefulness, Adaptability, and Uniformity. 

The Asgrow record in these trials is as follows: 

GOLD MEDAL 

Wecrow- siringless Greet Pod Beanie. 222 0ae en cheeses obese hes 1933 
PESEOMW WONG Cry DCO nom mre. 7 ee es ee ere Bal ware ae he Ly, 1934 
SCableee Dawe LOMmatOn tees ae ek eee ne ean ey eee ee 1935 

SILVER MEDAL 

RSSreme black Valentine Beans... 2 ee ee ee emcee 1933 
Char om NecialwG@ucumb er. cor. eis oa kt ie ite oe ee 1933 
i Lignin vera soy = nl Coy gc 09 ee A tre en tne ee Ar Pe ce ee SR RE Ae ny ean 1933 
PES ORO Re HITE HANES take | S25 cin: peas es aces Pe eco as ne es 1936 
GIGe TG OLOMe LO ORTEe mgr srs ee Nae een aes Se et ta, gd 1936 
MRGEOI Caisse ee Suk eek eh Pie Os Sh Yok eae et wane Paty Lp tag ee ae eM 1937 
IbApVee Otator latina bea Mbe ens eis, occa Ge eee ee 1940 
BPS CAFE OLE Abs Call tet fst ek cen Nee oe es ee RAE Cah yee eatin eae een 1942 

BRONZE MEDAL 

stowellis .E.veroreen Hybrid: Sweet Corn 2 ....5.5.6..0.580 cis cescteesovieslenee: 1934 
PD y tie ep Der. -ASBTOW Stl ain 522 ccc. Cock. ok ietiieesh ee Mins 1935 
Ma ivae GIS Wee t COLT. ce mc, ee ee ne oa bs we hese ee 1940 
Peneny elu riGg- Sweet COEM oo Siw ost ee ide eo. 1941 
Mica al me bUReer bean (Sih et a ee tee AE Re ee ae 1942 

HONORABLE MENTION 

Cardinal Tomato «:..:....: FE oes ro ene ee OS 1938 

1Cooperatively, see page 15. °Cooperatively, see page 39. 

ARTICHOKE 
Cynara scolymus 

Large Green Globe 

Plants thistle-like, 3-5 ft. tall. Heads large, round but slightly elongated, deep 
green; edible base of scales thick and of delicate flavor. 

ASPARAGUS 
Asparagus officinalis 

MARY WASHINGTON 

Developed by the late Dr. J. B. Norton, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, for resistance 
to asparagus rust; and now by far the most extensively grown variety. Large 
green spears with tight, purple-tinted tips, of fine quality. Heavily productive 
and very uniform. 

Martha Washington 

Closely related to Mary Washington; a little earlier and perhaps slightly more 
resistant to rust but not so large or of such excellent quality and uniformity. 



ASSOCIATED SEED GROWERS, INC. 

Asgrow Stringless Green Pod: All-America Gold Medal, 1933 

BEANS 
Phaseolus vulgaris 

Through hybridization and intensive selection we have developed many of the 
leading varieties of stringless beans. In addition to creating new and better types at 
our breeding stations, a continuous program of pure-line breeding is carried on, so 
that Asgrow stocks of standard varieties may be maintained at their best. 

In listing the number of days from planting to marketable condition, we have 
used the average results secured over a period of years. These figures apply to 
plantings under normal conditions, and will vary somewhat in different sections 
of the country. However, the number of days indicated will serve to show the 
relative maturity of the different varieties. 

Dwarf or Bush 
Length Width 
of pod of pod 
inches inches Days 

ASGROW STRINGLESS. GREEN POD 3. 3 61%4 ¥% 52 
All-America Gold Medal for 1933; now one of the most popular 
varieties for truckers, canners and home gardens. Hardy, 
widely adapted and a very dependable cropper. Plant medium 
large, erect, somewhat thick stemmed, heavily productive. Pods 
nearly straight, dark green, round, meaty, succulent; entirely 
stringless, totally without fiber, of outstanding quality. Seed 
oblong, purple mottling on buff with brownish cast: 65 per oz. 

ASGROW ‘BLACK VALENTINE M 0.250 Seta ne 634 3% 49 

All-America Silver Medal for 1933. Highly popular with qual- 
ity shippers and market gardeners. Similar to the old Black 
Valentine except that it is free from strings. Plant large, erect, 
prolific. Very attractive oval pods, nearly straight, dark green, 
strictly stringless, and of fine quality and delicate flavor; re- 
tain color and texture in shipping long distances: seed oval, 
solid black: 90 per oz. 



BREEDERS AND GROWERS 

ed me AMeR itt yee re tN pe ee a ete pdaceces 

Long a shipping variety, which holds its firmness and color 
well after picking. Pods oval, dark green, but stringy. 

ON A UCL eee ne NO. lei Naa iin ok. 
An important early variety on northern and eastern markets 
and in home gardens. Plant medium large, prolific, thrifty. 
Pods flat, light green, stringless, slightly fibrous and of good 
quality. Seed straw colored: 65 per oz. 

BRITTLE WAX. Same as Round Pod Kidney Wax, see page 9. 

BURPEE’S STRINGLESS GREEN POD, IMPROVED ................. 
Since its origination in 1894 by Calvin N. Keeney we have 
markedly improved this sturdy variety. Plant bushy and pro- 
ductive. Pods nearly round, slightly curved, stringless and 
fiberless. Seed coffee-brown: 75 per oz. 

Serra sae Fae Tal ae ee A 8 oe ee ee 

Plant large and erect. Pods light green, thick-flat, straight, 
fibrous and stringy. Seed large, maroon color: 50 per oz. 

aS SaaONCSSG Ae ee Seer et ae ee 

Plant medium large. Pods thick-flat, light yellow, straight; 
stringless but fibrous. Seed white, kidney shaped: 70 per oz. 

BD acd ad ee eee eR ey et a ee ee ea 

Used in the South. Very similar to Burpee’s Stringless Green 
Pod but with somewhat smaller pods and white seeds. 

6% 
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Ya 

Ya 
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49 
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52 
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Asgrow Black Valentine: All-America Silver Medal, 1933 
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Giant Stringless Green Pod: A favorite Asgrow variety 

BEANS—Continued pete Genco 
inches inches Days 

Dwarf Horticultural (Speckled Cranberry: Dwarf Cherry) ................ 5 54 54 

Used for snap beans; also for green shelled beans, which are 
edible in about 62 days. Plant medium in height and prolific. 
Pods green at early stage, splashed with carmine at maturity; 
thick-flat, stringless, somewhat fibrous. Seed oval, pinkish 
buff, spotted and streaked with maroon: 60 per oz. 

Hrench’s: Horticnltural os). ee ie ee ee es ee ee i 4 68 

A New England green shelled variety. Plant compact, with 
short runners. Pods attractive in appearance but stringy with 
heavy splashing of deep carmine. Seed pinkish buff, mottled 
and streaked with ox-blood red: 60 per oz. 

Bull SIMbeCasune: 3 33 a ee ee 6 3¥% 53 

For market garden and canning. An excellent variety under 
favorable conditions but less hardy and more susceptible to 
disease than others. Plant upright and prolific. Pods round, 
nearly $Straight, very fieshy, stringless and tender; medium 
green. Seed reddish brown mottled with buff: 65 per oz. 

GIANT STRINGLESS“GREEN -POD» 22.7 ie oe 64 YY 53 

Originated by Calvin N. Keeney; introduced in 1898. An excel- 
lent variety for market garden and shipping; also extensively 
used for canning. Plant large, sturdy, prolific. Pods almost 
round, meaty, strictly stringless and brittle; without fiber or 
parchment, with marked indentations between the beans; color 
medium green. Seed oval, solid yellowish brown: 70 per oz. 

Goddard: GBoston: Favorite) 1c F a eie Aee eee Per os 64 iy 62 

A New England green shelled sort. Plant large, spreading, 
with moderate runners. Pods flat, splashed red, depressed 
between seeds. Seed long, oval, pale buff splashed purplish 
red: 60 per oz. 



BREEDERS AND GROWERS 

Length Width 
of pod of pod 
inches inches Days 

Sera taea ed SUTIN OOM ps ae Baas Sates Nad catia is Sop seg Sb eia Ei ecle vue ons nebeskendnosee 4l4 iy 51 

For home gardens. Plant small but vigorous. Pods straight, 
thick-flat, creamy yellow in color; stringless but fibrous, of fine 
flavor. Seed short-oval, white, with mottling of violet and 
light yellow around eye and ends: 65 per oz. 

Retreat ee ESC ATI INET) te Rc an. een eee 8 3% 50 

A European introduction which received All-America Solver 
Medal for 1938. Bush of medium size and prolific; pods long, 
straight, oval, medium green, and of good quality. Seed white, 
small: 90 per oz. 

SSUES a a Se See cer I a el 6 ly 66 

For late shipping. Plant sprawling and productive. Pods flat, 
light waxy yellow, tender when young, but stringy later. Seed 
reddish purple, splashed with pale buff: 70 per oz. 

itd aac Pe a en cc ga Sask cade shaidac Fhe cae 5 34 64 

Plant of true mehnece type, strongly prolific and resistant to 
common bean mosaic. Pods straight, round, silver-green, 
stringless, without fiber; seed purple-blue splashed with buff: 
100 per oz. 

Keeney’s Improved Stringless Kidney Wax. ...................:.0..s0sseecereeeseeeeneee 54 is 58 

Originated by Calvin N. Keeney; introduced in 1906. Excel- 
lent for canning and for home and market-garden use. Plant 
large and erect. Pods oval, light yellow in color, brittle, 
stringless, fleshy, and of fine favor. Seed white, kidney shaped 
with black eye: 75 per oz. 

PRC CTICIES SECMSEN ESS GOL CIN WV AM oo re oo ese na eee ng ees eases 5 iy 52 

Plant strongly productive. Pods thick-flat, golden yellow, 
stringless, and nearly fiberless. Seed short-oval, white, splashed 
with purplish maroon and buff: 60 per oz. 

heenery s strmealess Greet Refugee: oc 20 oss cise ene oabbeien tes estes 514 ¥% 70 

Originated by Calvin N. Keeney and introduced in 1908. An 
outstanding late variety for home and market gardens: very 
popular with canners. Plant large, very spreading, with many 
tendrils and drooping branches; heavily productive. Pods sil- 
very green, round, stringless, brittle, without fiber. Seed violet- 
purple, splashed with pale buff: 95 per oz. 

DE SEED LS S e eeeaeen  O ee emen ee 6% 7. 54 
Plant medium large, moderately productive; susceptible to dis- 
ease. Pods round, straight, slender; strong string. Seed mot- 
tled pale ochre-red: 80 per oz. 

Beemer mImaser. Vicia faba ooo. .ic5.0 hes ne eo po Bec tas iden ss os 5 UE 75 

Plant similar to Broad Windsor but pods are longer and nar- 
rower, containing 5-6 seeds which are oblong rather than round. 

Low’s Champion (Red Cranberry: Maine Cranberry) ...............0.000....... 5 4% 55 

Used in the Eastern States. Plant medium, erect, moderately 
productive. Pods light green, straight, flat, stringless, and of 
good quality. Seed ox-blood red with white eye: 50 per oz. 

LLESCTS LE Ba Sie C2 eee ene ee ene er ee eee eae eae ae hee ree 64 is 53 

For greenhouse forcing. Plant similar to Bountiful. Pods 
straight, flat, silvery green, stringless when young, but strong 
string later. Seed dark tawny yellow with broad eye-ring: 69 
per oz. 
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BEANS—Continued Length Width 
inches inches Days 

Medal Retue 66 <2: cr ee ee re ee 5 3% 65 

All-America Bronze Medal for 1942. Plant compact, erect, free 
from spreading tendrils, and resistant to common bean mosaic. 
Pods green, round, stringless and fiberless; devoid of purple 
splashing. Seeds distinctively different from regular Refugee 
types, being white with brown eye: 95 per oz. 

PENCIL: POD: BLACK WAX cook ee ee ee 6 Te 55 

Originated by Calvin N. Keeney. The leading wax variety for 
home and market gardens. Plant large, stocky, vigorous, and 
strongly productive. Pods round, slightly curved, fleshy, golden 
yellow, tender, entirely stringless, without fiber, brittle and of 
finest quality. Seed oblong, slightly flattened, solid black: 90 
per Oz. 

Plentituls 3.253 eo ee ee a ee eee 714 1s 50 

Introduced by Ferry-Morse Seed Co. and awarded All-America 
Bronze Medal for 1939. Primarily a black-seeded Bountiful, 
obtained by crossing that variety with Sure Crop Wax. Plants 
strong and productive, pods flat, light green, fairly straight, 
stringless and of good quality. Not related to the older variety 
of same name. 

Red Kidney 0:5 2206 ise ee ee 514 iy 95 

A commercial variety of fine quality for dry use. Plant large, 
vigorous, productive. Pods waxy green color, oval-flat, stringy, 
tough and fibrous. Seed reddish brown: 50 per oz. 

Red: Valentine’=. 7222 2.22 n a ee ee ee ee 43/4, 3% 52 

An old variety for home gardens, still used in the South. 
Plant medium, hardy, erect, heavily productive. Pods not quite 
so dark as Black Valentine, round, creasebacked, brittle, curved, 
stringy, of fair quality. Seed purplish red splashed with pale 
buff: 80 per oz. 

Red Valentine; Strinsless 2.22 s oo ee ee eee 44 3% 54 

Introduced by D. Landreth Seed Co. A stringless strain of 
Red Valentine similar in other respects to the regular stocks 
of this well-known variety except that pods are slightly shorter 
and more curved. 

Refugee ‘(1000 "to 1). Se ee ee eee eee 5 3% 70 

Plant large, spreading, hardy, heavily productive. Pods round, 
fleshy, stringy later, without fiber. Seed cylindrical, violet- 
purple splashed with buff: 95 per oz. 

Refugee:.Wax s.r 434 3% 54 

Originated by Calvin N. Keeney. An older canning variety. 
Plant sprawling and productive. Pods round, curved, light 
yellow faintly splashed with purple; brittle, stringless and of 
excellent quality. Seed cylindrical, bluish black splashed with 
pale buff: 100 per oz. 



BREEDERS AND GROWERS 

Length Width 
of pod of pod 
inches inches Days 

ROUND: LOD KIDNEY WAX (CBrittle Wax) 2... 20.05 .3..ccc80 5% ¥% 58 

Originated by Calvin N. Keeney and introduced in 1900. An 
outstanding sort for the canning trade and the home garden. 
Plant large, erect, medium green, vigorous and productive. 
Pods handsome in appearance, medium yellow, round, slightly 
curved, deeply creasebacked, extremely brittle, fleshy, succu- 
lent, entirely stringless and fiberless; the standard of highest 
quality. Seed white, kidney shaped, with black eye: 80 per oz. 

STRIDE Cl RO Ea a ae RP 54 iy 53 

Sometimes called Bountiful Wax. Originated by Calvin N. 
Keeney. Introduced in 1911. Particularly desirable for truck- 
ers and shippers. Plant large, sturdy, very productive. Pods 
thick-flat, golden yellow, brittle, strictly stringless; very little 
fiber, fine texture and quality. Seed oval, jet black: 65 per oz. 

PRT OTC Ta ase os cans See 5 dG ps0 soe Lhd be wads Sates? staan p tn sls yeaa 6 ¥% 51 
Similar to Asgrow Stringless Green Pod, but not so uniform 
and concentrated in season. Plant large and productive. Pods 
round, fleshy, dark green, stringless and of fine quality. Seed 
mottled buff and purple: 65 per oz. 

mennessee, Green Fod<( brown Bunch) i.0.c..o2.0)c.cink- avis aes 6% 54 50 

Plant medium large, dark green, spreading, hardy, productive. 
Pods flat, broad, curved, medium green, depressed between 
seeds, stringy, somewhat tough but of particularly good flavor. 
Seed broad, flat, solid dark hazel: 70 per oz. 

Medal Refugee: All-America Bronze Medal, 1942 
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° h Width BEANS—Continued cited Orr 
inches inches Days 

Eop-Noteh Wax” 52 sain ate cen hee ae ee ee eee (5 iy 51 

An attractive type of Golden Wax developed by D. Landreth 
Seed Co. Plant medium small, compact, with ample foliage; 
pods creamy yellow, straight, flat-oval, stringless and brittle. 
Seed oval, solid white with brown eye: 70 per oz. 

Uinrivalle dW ay. ieee ae ee ee ee eee 4l4 3% 52 

Plant dwarf, erect, stocky and productive. Pods attractive, 
light yeliow, narrow, thick-flat, brittle, stringless when young, 
somewhat coarse in texture. Seed small, long-oval, glossy 
golden brown: 145 per oz. 

URASi NO. SReLUS CGF a 2 ee ey en cee are ee 54 3% 63 

Developed and introduced in 1935 by the U. S. Dept. of Agri- 
culture. Highly resistant to common bean mosaic. Plant simi- 
lar to Keeney’s Stringless Green Refugee, pods slightly smaller 
in diameter and longer; light silver-green and devoid of purple 
splashing, round, straight, stringless and fiberless. Seed of 
Refugee type but mottled brown: 105 per oz. 

Webber Wax (Cracker Jack). os..n. ee ee 514 iy AG 
Pods medium broad, thick-flat, curved, bright yellow, brittle, 
stringless when young. Seed yellowish brown, long-oval: 75 
per oz. 

White? Kidney. 0s 6a sak Se ie ee tren 53% iy 100 
A commercial variety of excellent quality for dry shelled use. 
Plant large, erect, bushy, compact, vigorous and productive. 
Seed long, white, kidney shaped: 50 per oz. 

Blue Lake Stringless: A new Asgrow pole bean 
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Pole Varieties 
Length Width 
of pod of pod 
inches inches 

eel errr. IN ae Tb" en oie Seals Sener aan eo ht ce ee en Ree ee Se 7 34 

Developed for Southern growers by the Alabama Experiment 
Station. Resembles Ideal Market but is very resistant to root 
knot nematodes and possibly also to some forms of rust. Pods 
nearly round, almost straight. Develops purple pigmentation in 
stem and pods. 

Bingweake nce. eee. I ee es is ee 2 EN ere REN TA 6 3% 

Developed from a selection of White Creaseback. Widely 
used in the West for processing. Pods round, medium green, 
stringless when young, and of very good canning quality. Seed 
small, oval, ivory white: 110 per oz. 

Blue Lake Stringless UC A SSeS are toe Oc glee alee ment ae ei eer ee 614 3% 

A new and valuable variety of this increasingly popular canning 
and freezing type, developed at our Pacific Coast breeding 
station. The pods differ from those of regular Blue Lake in 
being stringless at all stages, fully round, somewhat longer and 
darker in color. Plant vigorous and productive; resistant to 
common bean mosaic and certain strains of rust. Pods round, 
dark green, fleshy, stringless at all stages, tender and of fine 
quality. Seed small, oval, white: 100 per oz. 

(CASS RTE. SLD TI We] RE 2 ots he Bi a ear ee nen eee 8 3/4 

For green shelled beans. Plant medium, 4-5 ft. high, good 
climber. Moderately productive, with short bearing period. 
Pods exceptionally flat, silvery green in color, tough, stringy. 
Seed large, oblong, ivory white: 75 per oz. 

Cutshort Red Speckled (Corn Hill: Cornfield Pole) ............0000000..... 344 34 

Used in Southern home gardens and often grown incorn. Plant 
5 ft. tall; good climber, bears over long season. Pods for snap 
beans; small, dark green, straight and round. Seed small, light 
fawn splashed with purplish crimson: 105 per oz. 

eS a Po ge a an le ee 6% 3% 

All-America Silver Medal for 1942. Plant early, hardy and 
vigorous, a good climber and with considerable resistance to 
disease, particularly common bean mosaic and certain forms of 
rust. Pods nearly round and straight, a lively dark green 
color, meaty, stringless and of fine quality. Seeds small and 
ivory white: 100 per oz. 

GENE 2CORNETELD~ .oo2......0..00.. cine: ne ons eae ee te eens 6% 

Vigorous and prolific cornfield type; planted in the cornfieid 
at second cultivation or by itself. Plants strong and prolific. 
Pods nearly round, straight, medium green at the picking stage, 
becoming purple mottled later, fleshy, tender and of good 
quality, somewhat stringy. Seed oval, tan with irregular brown 
mottling and stripes: 120 per oz. 

| | 

HH | CE bird BR: DPS Eee ee ee ee Se et 614 

Used for snap, green shelled or dry beans. Plant large, vig- 
orous, very productive. Pods nearly straight, flat, smooth, 
waxy yellow, fleshy, tender, stringless, fiberless, of good tex- 
ture. Seed oval-flat, white: 70 per.oz. 

11 

Days 

67 

64 

59 

65 

72 

60 

71 

74 
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BEANS—Continued 

IDEAL MARKET 'SRINGLESS! = .5 cee eee 

Specially bred at our Pacific Coast station to meet the demand 
of Southern growers for an improved type of Ideal Market Pole. 
This entirely new and distinctive variety is more vigorous 
and a better climber than the old variety, very prolific, with 
pods stringless at all stages, straight, round or nearly so, dark 
green, tender and of superior table quality. Seed black: 120 
per oz. 

KENTUCKY WONDER (Old Homestead: Texas Prolific) ............ 

The most widely used pole bean, introduced by J. M. Thor- 
burn & Co. in 1877 from the South where it had long been 
grown. Accordingly there are quite a number of different 
strains. Through careful breeding the Asgrow strain is dis- 
tinguished by productivity, earliness and freedom from flat 
pods. A strong climber, hardy, and prolific over a long season. 
Long pods in clusters, curved and indented; plump and almost 
round, meaty, brittle, fiberless with a distinctive and pleasing 
flavor. Seed buff brown: 80 per oz. 

Kentucky: Wonder; (Rust sResistant +... =... eee 

Quite similar to regular Kentucky Wonder, but resistant to 
pres: forms of rust; pods somewhat shorter, and more fully 
round. 

KENTUCKY WONDER, WAX: 222 2 ee 
A popular variety. Plant vigorous, good climber, productive. 
Pods waxy yellow, flat, nearly stringless, somewhat fibrous, 
meaty. Seed flattish oval, chocolate-brown: 80 per oz. 

Kentucky Wonder White (Burger’s Stringless) Improved ................ 

For home gardens and truckers. Plant medium, 4-5 ft. tall, 
not a good climber. Pods nearly round, silvery green, tender, 
fleshy, stringless, fiberless. Good for dry shelled as well as 
snap beans. Seed oval-flat, white: 90 per oz. 

Kentucky Wonder White, Round-podded Asgrow Strain .................... 

Vigorous plants, 5-6 ft. tall, with dark green, medium heavy 
foliage. Pods nearly straight, round and very meaty, string- 
less at all stages, tender and of good flavor. Shows resistance 
to rust and has a long bearing season. Seed medium ovai, 
pure white. 

Kentucky, Wonder: White? Resistant) 2:0». 2.5: 4 ee eee 

Plants wiry and vigorous, 5-5% ft. high. Stools well, and 
in some sections of California is grown without poling as a 
winter crop; gives heavy yields in this way. Said to show 
resistance to certain forms of rust. Seed pure white, flat and 
somewhat dished. 

Kentucky Wonder White, U; S:5No. 4% 2-2. te eee 

Developed by the U. S. Department of Agriculture as a high 
yielding type of Kentucky Wonder White, resistant to certain 
forms of rust. Plant vigorous, with dark leaves; pods oval, 
straight, dark green, stringless when young. 

Eazy» Wite (CW hite (Cranberry); Ge. cecn eck boa ie eee eee ee 

For the home garden as snap, green shelled or dry beans. Pods 
in clusters and thus easy to pick, thick, fleshy, stringless, little 
fiber, glossy green. Seed roundish, solid white: 70 per oz. 
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Ideal Market Stringless: A new Asgrow variety 

Length 
of pod 
inches 

LONDON HORTICULTURAL (Speckled Cranberry: Wren’s Egg) 5 
For home and market gardens as a snap and green shelled bean. 
Hardy and a good climber. Pods flat-oval, dark green when 
young, splashed with red, slightly curved, constricted, string- 
less, little fiber and very fleshy. Shelled beans of good flavor. 
Seed large, oval; color buff splashed with dark red: 50 per oz. 

Ps rraeenes ea ERE TOHMICTIGAL 230 9 05.5 ee ee 

The largest podded and largest seeded of the Horticultural 
beans. Pods attractive in size and heavily splashed with red. 
Seed like London Horticultural in color, but larger. 

IN ON a Fc ns Wet Fe Fe oan 05 cass v ose a ab ko asso senen bak sees A 

Of Georgia origin, introduced by H. G. Hastings Co. in 1912; 
an excellent sort for dry shelled as well as snap beans. Plant 
similar to Burger’s Stringless; good climber. Pods large, thick- 
flat, medium green, meaty, stringless when young, tender, and 
of good quality. Seed ivory white, flat: 80 per oz. 

Width 
of pod 
inches Days 

Cy eee 

a 98 

Oe 6s 
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BEANS—Continued 

Missouri Wonder GNancy D> Noxallj2a- 0 ae ee ee 

Usually planted in corn for use as green shelled beans or as 
snap beans when young. Plant large, good climber, prolific. 
Pods nearly round; medium green, later splashed with red; 
become tough, stringy and fibrous. Seed large, oblong oval- 
flat, grey-buff mottled with tan: 70 per oz. 

OREGON GIANT. Strinsless =>) 2 ee eee 

A new Asgrow-bred strain of this Northwestern garden variety, 
with larger, more prolific plants, and pods stringless at all 
stages. The plants are sturdy and climb well; the pods are 
long, large, thick-flat, stringless, very meaty, light green, 
splashed purplish blue. Seed kidney shaped; color pinkish light 
brown with broken lateral, blackish stripes: 50 per oz. 

scarlet Runner Phaseolus multiforus 2... ee 

Of large plant growth, 12-15 ft. with brilliant scarlet flowers. 
Used for decorative purposes as well as for snap and green 
shelled beans. Pods broad, oval, meaty. Seed long-oval, dark 
purple mottled with bluish violet: 25 per oz. 

Striped. Creaseback 222 22.) Sao ee 

An old variety for snap bean use. Pods round, straight, shaded 
with purplish brown at later stages; fleshy, of fair quality, 
stringy. Seed oval, tan with brown mottling and stripes: 
120 per oz. 

Tennessee Wonder (Brown Sickle: Egg Harbor: Striped Sickle) 

The pods are considered the largest, straightest and most hand- 
some of all cultivated beans. Plant medium, of good climbing 
habit, lightly productive. Pods light green, round, constricted, 
deeply creasebacked, fiberless and nearly stringless, coarse in 
texture. Seed slate-grey marked with long stripes of dark 
olive-green: 65 per oz. 

We Ss NO 3 ke Oe. SS Be SS SL ie ote re ae aa 

Introduced in 1934 by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. 
Resistant to rust No. 1. Plant vigorous, 5-6 ft. tall. Pods 
round, fairly straight, medium green, smooth, meaty, stringless 
and tender. Seed medium large, oval, solid white. 

WHITE - CORNFIELD 2.24.2 eee, ee ee 

Popular in the South for green snap beans and for dry shelled. 
Plant vigorous growing and prolific with long bearing period. 
Pods medium green, round, meaty and tender. Seed oval, 
white: 110 per oz. 

WHITE CREASEBACK 4005 ee a ee eee 

For home and market gardens. Early, vigorous; strongly pro- 
ductive. Snap pods oval-round, dull green, fleshy, stringless 
when young, tender, and of good quality. Seed small, oval, 
ivory white: 120 per oz. 

Yard Long (Asparagus Bean) Vigna sesquipedalls ....................00c000000 

A member of the cowpea group, grown for forage or as a curi- 
osity. Pods greatly elongated, nearly round, with light string. 
Seed reddish brown with black eye: 125 per oz. 

8% 
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LIMA BEANS: Dwarf or Bush 
Phaseolus lunatus 

[ED oS EYOTA N OY send tae as acetey Ber ecb BR neat nese agp ne conn i Ren Ae Sone oR 

All-America Silver Medal for 1940. Originally selected by 
Prof. W. A. Huelsen, University of Illinois; developed and 
introduced by Associated Seed Growers, Inc. The beans are 
small but thick, of bright green color when fresh, and similar in 
flavor to Fordhook. A thriftier and more robust plant than 
Henderson’s Bush, averaging 3.3 seeds per pod and maturing 

. very uniformly; adapted not only for produce markets but also 
for canning and quick freezing. Seeds white: 65 per oz. 

PERNT RTA? OT BINT BSN oa BY el 2 DT © (ie a ee eee et ei a eee ee 

Similar to Baby Potato but a week earlier and with slightly 
lighter pods. Developed by us for areas of shorter season 
or to follow an earlier crop. 

Ed IO RCO eae eet ee ee i CN Ne ode he ge BI eons cee ania date 

Developed by Dr. Roy Magruder at the Ohio Experiment Sta- 
tion from Fordhook x Henderson’s. Plant small but branchy 
and vigorous; pods resemble Henderson’s Bush but are smaller 
and thicker, very numerous, slightly curved, tightly filled with 3-4 
small plump seeds of high quality, deep green early, lightening 
in color later. Seed light cream: 65 per oz. 

EGET GES LESS ii or ae a Sa ea ce nn ee oe 

Plant medium large, vigorous, highly productive. Pods siender, 
with 3-4 grayish white seeds, large, broad, flat, of excellent 
quality: 25 per oz. 

BHER eC Se EI LGUCd aE ASIN inion es oe oe ec Seca. Masti aoe 

Plant large, erect, vigorous, very productive; pods in clusters 
of 5 or 6, averaging 4 seeds each. Dry beans large, plump, 
flat-oval, white with greenish tinge: 20 per oz. 

15 

Length Width 
of pod of pod 
inches inches Days 

Kr oe 

2a 3 66 

214 ¥z 70 

4% 1 77 

5 1% 75 

Baby Potato Lima: All-America Silver Medal, 1940 
a 
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LIMA BEANS—Continued ees 
inches inches Days 

CLARE’S: BUSHY ws. ee ee 234 4 65 

Exclusively a product of the Asgrow breeding program, this is 
an entirely new variety of Henderson’s Bush type, resembling 
the original in plant and pod but distinguished by its freedom 
from white beans at all picking stages. Chiefly of value to 
processors but is also a very attractive small-seeded type for 
the garden. Dry seeds mainly pale green: 70 per oz. 

FORDHOOK BUSH (152 eo Ss bee ~ 1 iS 

Large seeded potato lima type. Well adapted for market gar- 
deners and shippers. Plant large, upright, very sensitive to 
environment, highly productive. Pods straight, long, with thick 
fibrous walls; contain 3-4 large, thick-oval beans of excellent 
quality. Dry beans white with tinge of green: 20 per oz. 

FORDHOOK, ASGROW:- STRAIN =...2... = eee eee 334° A i fe 

Bred at our Milpitas, California, station. Markedly different 
from the old Fordhook in that pods are concentrated not only in 
regard to position but also in time of reaching maturity. The 
plants are stocky, without tendrils, and very prolific. The 
seeds are slightly smaller but somewhat thicker. 

HENDERSON'S BUSH? 42252) 3 eee 234 34 65 

Sometimes called Baby Lima, and known in the South as a 
Butter Bean. Used largely by canners. The Asgrow strain has 
been bred particularly for increased yielding power and con- 
centration in season. Plant small, dark green, erect, bushy, 
very early. Pods flat, containing 3-4 flattish, small oval beans. 
Dry beans creamy white: 70 per oz. 

Fordhook, Asgrow Strain; A single plant 
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Clark’s Bush Lima: developed through many years of Asgrow breeding 

Length Width 
of pod of pod 
inches inches Days 

[aN GSS OSV 7S BB SRT SE IT ye) eae eae ee re 3 ¥% 65 
Of Georgia origin and well adapted to the South. Plant small 
to medium, spreading without runners, very glossy, dark green, 
drought resistant, thrifty and productive; resembles Hender- 
son’s Bush. Pods flat, contain 3-4 strongly flavored beans. 
Seed small, flat, light, buff mottled with purplish black: 75 
per oz. 

OE DRS LEP ELAS Ser Ra oer ae a ce i a 3% 4% 69 

Similar to Henderson’s Bush in type, but with larger plant 
and somewhat larger pod and seed: 65 per oz. 

Pole Varieties 

I Ria rie 28 Sa ged wide Sak cceoinc cde Sunnah ote Ga con isle Moussevbcanbniers 5 1% 88 
Plant tall, vigorous, prolific. Pods smooth, straight with 3-5 
beans. Seed large, thick-flat, greenish white: 25 per oz. 

Challenger, Improved (Fordhook Pole: Burpee’s Best) .....0000000..0....... 4 1% 92 

A potato lima, similar in pod and seed to Fordhook Bush Lima. 
Plant vigorous, hardy, good climber, very productive. Pods 
straight, smooth. Seed large, almost as wide as long, flattish 
oval, white with greenish tinge: 30 per oz. 

Bane ne ists 1 PER SPECKLED ooo. ...ssc.cccsdgccesesalecsecsacssetsbeensessenseeees 34% Uf 78 
A popular variety in the South. Plant similar to Sieva, tall, 
vigorous, prolific over a long bearing season, stands up well in 
summer weather. Pods borne in clusters: 3 beans per pod. 
Seed small; color buff spotted with reddish brown: 65 per oz. 
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‘LIMA BEANS—Continued Lene ee 
= eee inches inches Days 

‘Guets Butter Speckled. 2:0. eee 4 1% 90 

Tall and strong plants, later than Florida Butter Speckled 
but with larger pods and beans. Seed large oval, greenish 
white with reddish-brown mottling: 35 per oz. 

‘GIANT: PODDED 36-255 ee ee ee 6, . 14 
Plant 8-10 ft., dependably vigorous and productive. Large 
pods contain 4-5 oval-flat beans of excellent quality. Seed 
large, dull white: 20 per oz. . 

KING OF THE: GARDEN i. oo ee ee 7 1% 88 

The most widely used pole lima; introduced by Frank S. Platt 
in 1883. Plant tall, good climber, hardy and vigorous, heavily 
productive. Pods flat, smooth with 4-5 large, oval greenish 
white beans. Seed large, flat, white: 25 per oz. 

Laat OW LG a a ee ae 5 1% 88 

Plant 8 ft., vigorous climber, prolific. Pods contain 3-4 seeds. 
Dry beans large, very flat, white: 25 per oz. 

Weyiathian . 2.....5 se ee ie ee ee eee 5 1% 79 
Larger and more attractive than Early Jersey or Seibert’s 
Early. Plant 6 ft., vigorous, prolific. Pods broad and straight, 
containing 5-6 beans. Seed large, flat, dull white: 25 per oz. 

SIEVA <€Carolina Small) White). 32 2-40. 2 ee ee eee 3 4 77 

Grown extensively in the South where it is known as Butter 
Bean. Plant 10 ft. tall, hardy, vigorous climber, bears over 
long season. Pods medium green, contain 3-4 beans of excel- 
lent quality. Seed white, flat, smooth: 75 per oz. 

Willow: edt to. f.2.25 eee ae ee ee 3 % 80 
Very similar to Sieva but with narrow, willow-like leaves and 
thus more resistant to the conditions of hot and dry weather 
in those sections of the South where it is grown. 

Wood's: improved =25. 2 6 ee ee ee ee eee 3% 74 80 
Similar to Sieva, but somewhat larger in pod and seed. Plant 
large, 9 ft. tall, vigorous, heavily productive. Pods slightly 
curved, contain 3-4 beans. Seed somewhat triangular, flat, dull 
white: 50 per oz. 

Florida Butter Speckled: Challenger: Giant Butter Speckled: King of the Garden 
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Edible Soybeans 
Soja max 

In recent years many varieties of edible soybeans have been imported from the 

Orient by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and detailed studies on their adaptation to 
North American growing conditions have been made, mainly at the University 
of Illinois. 

As a result a number of varieties eminently suitable for table use in this country 
have been developed. The most promising of these, listed as follows, have been 

multiplied for seed on the Asgrow farms. They are very prolific, highly resistant 
to disease and insect pests, of attractive appearance and eating qualities when cooked 
and served similarly to Lima beans. 

The number of days refers to picking for use as green shelled beans; full maturity, 
for dry shelled beans, is reached about 30 days later. 

Note: At green eating stage all the following varieties have medium dark green beans, 
more or less oval in shape though varying in size. The particulars given below 
refer to the dry stage. 

ESSE Ly Ea a aan ee ee ee Me enn Hes fe re eee Se 90 

Plants erect and of medium height, very prolific, well adapted for short 
season areas. Beans glossy yellow, elliptical, of mild and pleasing flavor. 

Hea NI aa ee ea ceca Sachs ssches Ss oes ngnsans a sease nt So ee sesaabe nate What ane rngee se ca oe 108 

Plants vigorous, branchy and sprawling. Pods large, gray. Beans large, 
oval, yellow. 

Sl GPs SR eee ee SESS CIN ome UNE oy IRS AE NS SR CR Rea id 

The earliest variety. Plants short and erect; pods large; beans plump, large, 

oval, green with dark eye-ring; for use shelled green. 

Bish ag oth g ys a9 a re nar ee ne ee tee NR eR ee 93 

Plant erect and of medium height. Pods large, gray. Beans large, almost 

spherical, yellowish, of nut-like flavor. A good mid-season variety, green 

or dry. 

OSES Ae is FOI Sed es aaa i RO ON ey, MED, ere ren Ny PUSS Ce Se ae 95 

Plant fairly erect, of medium height. Beans large, nearly spherical, yel- 

low. Of fine quality. 
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BEET 
Beta vulgaris 

In the production of the leading varieties of beet we have bred pedigreed strains for 

critical market garden, shipping and canning trade. Earliness, evenness of maturity, 

depth of color and small tap roots are features of these stocks grown from mother 

beets selected with discriminating care. The number of days shows the time required 

under average conditions in the North from planting of seed to the production of 
roots about 134” in diameter. a 

ays 

ASGROW CANNER © oie icca ries eer ere Ge coe er ene 66 

All-America Silver Medal 1936. Though bred primarily for home and com- 
mercial canning, this excellent variety is now also widely used as a table 
beet because of its very deep, attractive color and superior quality. Tops 
strong and erect, medium tall, about 14”, green with red ribs. Roots 
smooth, globe-shaped, with small neck; dark maroon-red. Flesh lively deep 
ox-blood red; exceptionally vivid and attractive when cut; richly colored 
juice. Holds quality well until roots are full-grown. 

ASGROW WONDER ocr ccs eae a acco aes ee eR cto 57 

All-America Gold Medal 1934; since then has been confirmed in leadership 
by growers and shippers. A pedigreed stock, the result of many years of 
breeding; unsurpassed in earliness, uniformity, and in depth of interior 
color. Distinctive green tops, erect, uniform in size and color, bunching 
very attractively for market. Roots round when young, semi-globular 
later, deep red, smooth, with small neck and tap root. Fiesh deep dark 
red, tender, and of excellent quality. 

Crimson, Globe >. nce AS nase Tica, Aigetes BU Bees NS Tea hace Gals SR GA age 69 

A main crop variety of medium season maturity, with large globe-shaped 

roots; flesh purplish red with moderately prominent light zones; foliage 

medium green tinged with bronze. 

Asgrow Wonder Asgrow Canner 
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CUR OSIES CTS, UDG C12 1/2 se ee a ea a ia a eer eR eee neers ree 

A standard early variety, very popular with market gardeners, as the tops 
bunch well and it makes a good appearance with dark red, flat-globe or 
turnip shaped roots. Small tap root. Tops large and tall. Flesh purplish 
red. The Asgrow strain of this important variety has comparatively indis- 
tinct lighter zones. 

JOYS IBIS ODT Pa] DV aN Re] God 221 al BPI cee ara te oa a ee eo re 

A standard variety for truckers, produce shippers and canners. The Asgrow 
pure-bred strain is of excellent quality. Tops medium, dark green tinged 
with red. Roots globular, smooth, uniform, attractive, with small tap root. 
Color deep ox-blood red. Flesh dark red with indistinct lighter red zones. 
Fine quality, sweet and tender. 

JESGWPISY  TNIB IE: TRS lid eR IA OI a Sara en en ns ts er Sn ele en a ee he ee 

Very early, used by truckers for forcing to reach the earliest market. 
Tops small and erect. Roots flattish, medium dark red. Flesh bright blood 
red with lighter zones. 

LESSER NIN COTING SIS hs ele OF PN a ee a dc I A eee 

A standard variety now largely superseded by Asgrow Wonder. Tops 
medium and green. Roots semi-globular, dark purplish red, with small 
tap root. Flesh blood red with zones of somewhat lighter shade. 

iSereihy7 Ue lieveval ALTTNE GI cys ae Sc are ore aap oie wie i A, lM ere teen er tee pee es aaa Senne 

For home and market gardens. Tops medium, but somewhat coarse. Roots 
turnip-shaped; dark red. Flesh bright red with zones of lighter shade. 

IES Sf SS ee ee ee aE eo Ne sac ciie ci ca tan au Ree PCAC w LOE Ns oe aay ca wba eaislos sen duanenRge ovsnspsucoszan® 

Roots globular, of medium size, dark red, Interior bright red with 
whitish zones. 

LASTS? STR DBE TEN GOVE! Pa ate eR eee eee re eee eee eee 

A well-known late variety for winter use; grows partly out of ground. 
Tops erect, large. Roots 10”-12” long; 2”-214” diameter, dark purplish red; 
flesh deep purplish red with inconspicuous zones; of good quality and suited 
for winter storage. 

Lutz Green Leaf iver CentuGye eis hy eee Poe ee 

For home gardens. Tops glossy green, with pink mid-rib. Roots half 
long, top-shaped; dark, purplish red. Flesh deep blood red with indistinct 
zones. Of good quality and an excellent keeper. 

SUE ERENDIU Ope MATA NI LSE reese os ee ee eee Sac aa Os seein Mee ao eat ae haha SoMENL wadag'e oe ME 

Developed by Dr. Roy Magruder at the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Sta- 
tion, and awarded the All-America Silver Medal for 1933. Tops medium 
small, erect. Roots flattened globe in shape, smooth, ox-blood red; flesh 
dark red with indistinct slightly lighter zones, sweet and tender. 

(EBA RRe | SSB TE BL Re Oa De ag a po I 9 a ee oe ee ee 

Tops tall, green and red. Roots globular, medium smooth, deep red; flesh 
dark red and practically free from zoning; of good quality. Adapted to 
market gardener and canner. 

RPEIEUETOMOMST OSD. 2.0.0 co ocx deucbsvcciesesececdscsietescccccvecaesevse: Fe ice ale Bane Nae ys omen NA 

The distinguishing characteristic of this strain of Crosby’s Egyptian is 
described in its name; the flesh is distinctly vermilion in color, otherwise 
plants and roots are similar to the original. Quality fair. 

68 
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MANGEL WURZEL 
Beta vulgaris 

Giant Half ‘Sugar; Rose 02. 50424 5 ee eee pone ae 
A heavy yielding, valuable variety for feeding. Roots long, oval; skin white 
with rose-colored shoulder; flesh white, with good sugar content. 

Giant. Half Sugar, White .o..0°).. 6 ot. ee ee 
Roots long, oval, with white skin; flesh white; a good feeding variety. 

Golden ‘Tankard 2): i225 a ie ee eee eee 

Roots large, nearly cylindrical, grayish above ground, deep yellow below. 
The only yellow-fleshed variety. Does well on light soils. Flesh yellow 
with white zones; very productive. 

MAMMOTH LONG RED: 002. a) 6 oe 
The most popular variety and the best cropper. Roots extremely large, 
long, slightly tapering; grow half above ground. Color light red; flesh white 
with rose tinge. 

SlUdStRap 3 ocd) eke is Be a ea ee ee 

A good cropper and of high feeding value. Roots long, oval, reddish yel- 
low; grow half above ground, easily harvested. Flesh white, tinged 
with yellow. 

SUGAR BEET 
Beta vulgaris 

Klein “Wanzleben 2.2.82 6c ie a eee 

A variety largely used for sugar manufacture on account of high sugar con- 
tent; is also good for stock feeding. Roots long with thick shoulder; 
tapered; skin gray-white; flesh solid white. 

SWISS CHARD 
Also known as Spinach Beet or Leaf Beet 

Beta vulgaris var. cicla 

Common:/Green se 6 ee ee in ee ea THe ice aaa ee Reet eee Gee, 

Smooth leaves of medium green with slender mid-ribs of lighter green; 
leaves used for greens. Also known as Perpetual Spinach. 

FORDHOOK GLAND tovsie ys .c.-gethes Sesitat oe, omit eo one 
Tall and sturdy; increasingly used. Leaves broad, heavily crumpled, dark 
green; stems broad, thick, white. 

LUCULLUS oe fait erie a ial Gin a ie ee re 

Popular for home and market gardens. Upstanding in habit of growth; 
leaves crumpled, bright yellowish green; stems thick, broad, and pale green. 

White Silvet ii. A a ee eo ee ee ee 

A medium tall sort with broad, smooth, medium green leaves. Stems fleshy, 
broad, white with greenish tinge. 

ASSOCIATED SEED GROWERS, INC. 
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BROCCOLI 

Sprouting or Italian type 
Brassica oleracea var. italica 

Sieve NE SRO UarNG. AREY (CALABRESE) so iii scsi erbe ci elesigheinces 

The leading variety for shippers, market gardeners and home gardens. The 
tall branching plant forms a compact head of bluish green flower buds 
resembling a head of cauliflower. After the main head has been removed, 
side shoots with small heads continue to develop. A delicious vegetable, 
steadily gaining in favor. 

SULT AERIS SS E5 GCCO Ged BY EIN 1G 70 St DB 8) es tea ee ee 

Very similar in every way to our early strain, but about 30 days later in 
maturity. 

RE C AER S ae SEO UEC ET CHEE CIT oc sg een ee ists SEaep ase wR Wcbceteae lone ee tedcapectdes 

A new variety of true sprouting type developed at our Milpitas, California, 
breeding station, to meet a need of the quick-freezing industry. Many 
individual sprouts with small heads are formed, but are not concentrated into 
a main head, thus allowing a better growth for their special purpose and 
facilitating picking and packing. 

Broccoli Rab (Italian Turnip) 

For description see listing under Turnip (page 94). 

Cauliflower Broccoli 
Brassica oleracea var. botrytis 

Purple Cape eee rs 0 ae eee eaten esis rane 

A distinctive variety with purple, somewhat coarse, large, compact head; 

leaves large, crinkled, dark green; of medium season; for home garden use. 

TSS CUD Sg So oc ace ace ere AEE eh eh Bae ein We er dea sa eA 

A large, creamy white, firm head. Leaves dark green and numerous, pro- 
tecting the head well; a dependable header for home and market gardens. 

See Age eee Tia So oS ae ay See OMS ty RRL foes RA oe SUID a eine en eee ene ee a 

For early spring shipping. Plants large with dark green leaves; heads very 
large, solid, white, attractive and well covered. Used mostly in Pacific 
Coast areas. 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS 

Brassica oleracea var. gemmuifera 

Pin reat rin proved, lone Esland Strain 2). iisec.cescs. co.cc ds asgdnseothvedeelcenosiagsdedievhetownss 

Plants 22”-26” tall; stems thickly set, with firm cabbage-like balls of 154” 
diameter, maturing successively. 

Za 
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CABBAGE 

Brassica oleracea var. capitata 

Our cabbage seed is produced largely in the Puget Sound section at our western 
Washington production branch from seed stocks of highest quality. Each year the 
various varieties are checked at our Eastern breeding station, Milford, Conn., to 
guard the vital factors of earliness, evenness of maturity and uniformity. 

I'he column of Days gives relative period to maturity from setting out plants. 

Varieties marked y.r. have been developed, mainly at the University of Wisconsin, 
for resistance to the cabbage-yellows disease. It is recommended that only these 
varieties be planted in infested areas. 

Diameter Weight 
of of 

head head 
inches pounds Days 

All Heéad- Harty is cs sical ee ee ee 9 6 78 

Excellent for shipping and for kraut. Heads deep, medium flat, 
slightly rounded at top and slightly sloping at base, 7” deep, 
solid, uniform and of good quality. Outer leaves gray green. 

All ‘Head. Select, yai- seen Se ea ee ee eee 9 6 78 

Resembles standard strains of All Head, but is less uniform 
and somewhat coarser in texture. Firm heads, flat to slightly 
rounded at top. For. shipping or early sauerkraut. 

All Seasons 0:5. S320 eho Se eee ee ee 9 8 87 

A good keeper, popular with makers of kraut. Heads large, 
solid, 7” deep, and of excellent quality; a good cropper. 

CHARLESTON WAKERIEL D 23 ee eee 6144 4 74 

Used in the South for winter shipping to northern markets; 
excellent for home gardens and truckers. Heads pointed and 
fairly firm, outer leaves dark green; 7”-8” long. 

COPENHAGEN “PAR KoEGT ors ee nee ee eee 614 3% 69 

Dependably early and uniform, used largely as an early shipper; 
desirable also for early kraut. Outer leaves few and of gray 
green color, short stem; heads round, solid, and of superior 
quality. An excellent short season type. 

DANISH BALL HEAD: (Hollander)-=.-2 222 eee 74%, 6% 103 

Most widely used and best type of late cabbage for kraut, for 
storage and for shipping. Plant fairly large, sturdy, with short 
stem; outer leaves medium. Heads deep round, very hard; 
interior decidedly compact, leaves composing head smooth and 
closely arranged. Texture tender, crisp; flavor good; ideal 
for high quality kraut. 

EARLY ROUND DU PCH. 22.2055 oe ee ee ae 744 44% 71 

Used for early shipping and by truckers for local markets. 
Plant small with short stem. Head nearly round, 51%4”-61%4” 
deep, solid and of good quality. 

GLORY -OF ENKAUIZEN? 228.3 en ee ea 8 5 77 

A very attractive second early variety, used largely for kraut, 
also by truckers and shippers. Heads large, round, solid, with 
few outer gray-green leaves; of excellent quality. 

GOLDEN ACRE cocci oie oa eee ee ee ee ee 6 3 64 

An extra early Copenhagen type with small, round, quite solid 
heads, maturing with Jersey Wakefield. Plant dwarf, with few 
outer leaves; used by truckers for the early markets. 
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Danish Ball Head: A favorite late variety 

Diameter Weight 
of ° 

head head 
inches pounds Days 

Keres aa Ae tee ee te cS ho a ean Sovamaesies ess 6 3 66 
An attractive strain of Golden Acre. The type and general 
characteristics are the same, but Green Acre holds its green 
color longer and is thus of added value to market gardeners 
and shippers. 

dpa Ngp vara td CeO Eo oo No we ig sess soduldnsiia dad sdvhvovindestaehasdo awn. 8 6 Vd. 
An improved resistant strain of Glory of Enkhuizen. Large, 
round, solid heads. 

Jersey Queen, y.r. eee aa oe wee tees 5 24 66 
selection from Jersey Wakefield. Heads small, compact, 

conical; leaves smooth, dark green. 

LEEPER? LSU SYS Det raw a ae 5 24 63 
An extensively used and popular extra early variety, with 
small, fairly compact, conical heads 7” long. Plant small, with 
short stems, permitting close setting in the row, leaf color dark 
green. Used largely by market gardeners and shippers. 

ev ee Sa CSaV er CSG FSR Doh vr 01 61 21s 6 (eee i a cee ee 12 abt 110 
Quite similar to Premium Late Flat Dutch but shorter in stem; 
large, spreading, dark green leaves. Heads very large, flat, 
solid, 6144” deep. For home and market gardens, also for ship- 
ping. A good keeper. 

ESE SELES OTST oa YS ee ea ee 7 7 100 
A large strain of the standard red cabbage. Heads round, very 
hard; color purplish red; an excellent keeper. 
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Diameter Weight 

CABBAGE—Continued Hena Siied 
; inches pounds Days 

MARION MARKET. yin 3 ee ee eee 614 4% 79 
A development from Copenhagen Market but with slightly 
larger, later maturing, round, firm heads; leaves more blue- 
green. Good for kraut or market. 

Midseason Market :(Steadtast) 44 ee 8 6 78 
Plants vigorous and rapid growing. Heads large, hard, globe- 
shaped on short stems, medium yellowish green leaves with 
creamy white center, of crisp texture and good quality. 

Penn, State: Ball Head’ 2. ee ee Lh AA eee 74% 5% 105 
Heads extremely hard, flattened globe, 6”-7” deep. Desirable 
for winter storage and for kraut in districts free of the cabbage- 
yellows disease. 

PREMLUM-LATE_FPLAT DUTCH 2225 ee eee 12 12 100 
Deservedly popular for its heavy yield. Excellent for home 
and market gardens and for shipping. Heads very large, flat, 
and solid; leaves light gray green; 614”-7” deep; of high quality. 

Fred Acre 223) 255 ee eo ee 74 
The earliest red variety. Plants small, compact and short 
stemmed; heads of medium size, round, very hard and deep 
red; uniform in shape and color. 

Red: Danish: GRed Dutch) 38 se eee ee 7 7 88 
A superior strain of Red Rock developed by careful selection 
for uniformity and quality. Heads round, hard and heavy, deep 
colored throughout. A good shipper. 

Red Hollander, vite 20 cree. ee eee eee 7 6 100 
As its name indicates, this variety combines red color with the 
round, hard head of the Hollander type. Good for shipping 
and storage. 

Marion Market: A yellows-resistant type 
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Diameter Weight 
f fo) of 

head head 
inches pounds Days 

Resistant, Golden Acre (Resistant Detroit), Y.0: .....0).c6-5.5...0ccree se: 6 3 65 
A Golden Acre type from Denmark into which yellows-resist- 
ance has been bred. Medium small, round heads. While ear- 
lier than Racine Market, is not so resistant. 

Sa VO eRe TlON-DRUM BEAD: 252 o kissed ecceccssheezennne 8 6 90 
The best of the Savoy type for general use; an excellent keeper. 
Heads nearly round, full and hard; leaves large, coarsely 
crimped, rich dark green; of good quality. 

STALE TESS 4 Ba/2 0 9a] Bp 2 2 Deel BB ad Bat Col eee he caer ee ee a ee 11 10 90 
Long and deservedly a favorite variety of the flat type for 
main crop in Fall, or winter storage. Used also for Fall 
planting in the South. Plant medium, vigorous, with very 
large, solid, flat heads, leaf color gray-green, 6” deep. 

SEG GOSS OTe a eer ee ee cae NS ae a I ae 10 8 88 
Heads large, flat, thick; 714” deep, short stem; a dependable 
cropper of good quality. 

Surehead 2 e2....2ec:. eee ns ane een ha Sie en ee Oe Sr Oe BIE h cbc 10 9 il 
Of the Late Flat Dutch type; medium long stem; a dependable 
header. Outer leaves not numerous but of upright growth. 
Heads large, round, somewhat flattened. 

VERRIER aAGy eV Ee ee et os oy ts RS AD er Re ED a 6 34 83 
Short stemmed, vigorous, and a dependable header, for market 
gardens and shipping. Heads very solid, fine grained, 7”-8” 
long. The leaves have a distinct twist at point of head. 

WUASCOMSIABULE SCAG OTE Si Lise eee he ners ok secs Semsot onadeS loadecedeanaiavasdedvedecueseces 10 9 95 
A hardy drumhead variety which shows considerable resistance 
to drought and mosaic as well as to yellows. For fall markets 
in the North and Southern winter crop. Slightly coarser than 
standard All Seasons. 

SEI SVSOR Spe a Ez La & [7S 100 Ds 15 od ee 7 7 100 
Heads very hard, smaller but more uniform and smoother than 
Wisconsin Hollander, short stem, blue-green leaves. 

Baise aep ee urea ETT Toe 5s co eo v9. a Sad fa soe cv 0d eon so ch ca cased dence ode eec gee 71%4 8 105 
Selected from Danish Ballhead, the first yellows-resistant 
variety of the series developed by Prof. L. R. Jones and Dr. 
J. C. Walker at the University of Wisconsin; now greatly im- 
proved in quality and resistance. Heads round, becoming 
slightly flattened, color blue-green. A heavy cropper. 

CHINESE CABBAGE 
Brassica pekinensis 

Also called Celery Cabbage, though the correct name of the species is Pe-Tsai. 

Length Days 

CoE irate APTMPIEO VEG. P-CKIN) 2.02.55. ocsecsc sedi ssecsasoenpoevenecteadeceesccedecchalaccaccess 18 75 
Early and dependable in heading. Head 3”-4” thick, tapered at 
tip, solid, blanched well, sweet and tender. A superior variety. 

Pe -Psai- sex. 28. “esgic Fark Shs eee eg ne AA Ee Ban ee en ee 15 1 
Correctly called Chokurei. Early and sure heading. Outer 
dark green leaves enclose cylindrical, tapering head. 

MUELLER GEE PS Oe ae oe en sag ee ae ee ce en oe ena ry ee ee 9 85 
A short stout oval variety, about 7” in diameter; compact, ten- 
der, and well blanched. Grown in the South. 
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Hearts of Gold Bender’s Surprise Tip Top 

CANTALOUPE AND MUSKMELON 
Cucumis melo 

ASSOCIATED SEED GROWERS, INC. 

The days to maturity for the different varieties are based on average results obtained 
from plantings in Colorado. 

Diam- 
Length eter 
inches’ inches 

Baran: hc eh ee a ee ee eee 18 ~ 

Resembles a huge banana in shape. Fruits smooth and slender, 
lemon colored; tapering at ends, 6 lb.; flesh pronounced salmon, 
of somewhat banana-like flavor. Good for late planting in 
the South. 

BENDER'S” SURPRISE 20 Sex ee ee 8 7 
Fruits thick-oval, 7 1b.; coarsely netted, distinctly ribbed; skin 
hard and greenish yellow at maturity; flesh bright salmon; of 
delicious quality; can be shipped short distances. 

Burrel?’s ‘Gem (Defender) = ee Tae aay on eee 6 4l4 
Fruits oblong, 3 1b.; medium in netting and distinctly ribbed; 
outer color deep green until maturity; fiesh thick, firm, pink- 
salmon, of excellent quality. 

Casabay (Golden: Béatity) (3. 6s Oe a eee 8 7 

Grown largely in the hotter sections of California. Stands up 
well for shipping long distances. Fruits medium large, globe 
shaped; 6 lb.; outer color golden yellow; surface wrinkled. 
Flesh white, luscious and spicy. 

DELICIOUS. (Early. Bender: Little Bender) —........ 64% 6 

Similar to Bender’s Surprise but much earlier and of superior 
quality. Fruits 5% lb.; coarse netting with prominent ribs; 
rind hard, creamy green at maturity. Flesh bright salmon; 
thick and of delicious quality. Good for local markets, espe- 
cially in districts of shorter season. 

Days 

98 

90 

90 

110 

83 
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Length 
inches 

EXE EE APESTEL oleae SS, Sas Reece oy ae ge en Ie Ai ee a2 Re ae nee eee 
Slightly oval shape, 314 lb.; heavily covered with fine netting, 
and without ribs. Flesh green, tinted salmon at center; excel- 
lent quality, and a good shipper. Vines are rust resistant. 

EPS Sepa) F) CeSrr ey os steer see Say pete Oh NI Ne cape Ste aN AOR SO ge ne eee 
For home gardens, does not keep. Outer color emerald green 
yellowing at maturity; distinctly ribbed, with slight netting; 
3 lb. Flesh very thick, deep rich salmon color, sweet and of 
spicy flavor. 

“Eure weg) LEAT Big (1 2 ES Res nV ot a ee et 
For home gardens and local markets. Fruits large, globular, 
flattened; 3 1b.; heavily ribbed, with coarse netting. Flesh 
green, thick, of good quality. 

Ria GG tae cs ah allds <5 athe Mal Neem sing ene ae ee 
A medium sized melon for home gardens and nearby markets; 
2 lb. Outer color buff mottled green; flesh medium, orange- 
yellow, juicy, sweet and spicy. 

SEVEN CORY © VEE Ske SR aera eee ee ery ee ere eee ee 
Developed at the University Farm, St. Paul, Minn., for resis- 
tance to fusarium wilt and introduced in 1941. Fruits oval, 
with light but coarse netting; about 344 lb. Uniform and early. 

Sis he Dycoy LES DSS) Rar aed ate a al aad SO Me en ES rh Es ee 
The original strain of this outstanding shipping variety which 
is planted extensively in melon-producing sections of the West, 
South and East. Fruits oval; inconspicuous ribbing with heavy 
netting. Flesh extremely thick, salmon-orange, sweet and of 
very fine quality. 

HALE’S BEST, IMPROVED No. 36, Asgrow Strain .............000.0..... 
Our improved strain of Hale’s Best, developed from No. 36 
for uniformity in shape and complete netting with sutures 
nearly eliminated. An outstanding shipping and market variety. 
Fruits 3-4 lb. with exceptionally thick, deep salmon colored 
flesh; sweet, aromatic and of very fine quality. 

Ei ite tees oe ee VEO ol Ee ALUN oss eso es eect dhs ener 
A large-fruited strain of this leading variety for local markets, 
preferred in some areas to Bender’s Surprise or Tip Top. 
Fruits oval, 5-6 lb.; ribbing somewhat prominent, heavily 
netted. Flesh thick, salmon-orange, sweet and of excellent 
quality; seed pocket rather large. 

Ree eee EE OO COD) oe hic Aba case dees «ood teach ew 
Grown extensively for local markets. Fruits nearly round, 3 
lb.; distinctly ribbed, deep green, covered with fine gray net- 
ting. Flesh very thick, deep salmon; tender, juicy, sweet 
and aromatic. 

WS SR EDULE SS 2 ese Se ss oe res eee oan eee ee eee eee 
Excellent for home and market garden use, as well as shipping. 
Fruits round, 3% lb., yellowish white; smooth, with sparse, 
coarse netting. Flesh gray-green, juicy, with sweet, slightly 
spicy flavor. 

(SPE LEST Re es a i REN Oe ne Ne J Se ee a ee a 
A distinct type grown largely in California and Colorado; an 
excellent shipper and keeper. Fruits large, globular; 6 lb. Sur- 
face smooth, hard, with practically no netting; creamy white. 
Flesh light emerald green, thick, ripening to the rind; juicy 
and tender, with a distinctive sweetness of its own. 

SY 

4V, 

Sz 

V2 

29 

Diam- 
eter 

inches Days 

= i5 85 

Bie 85 

614-80 

5 88 

514 85 

5 82 

Ri BO 

6 83 

6 90 

5 105 

74% 112 
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Diam- 
Length eter 
inches inches 

HONEY ROCK (Supar Rock): ee eee ee 

Introduced by the J. C. Robinson Seed Co. All-America Gold 
Medal for 1933. Fruits nearly round, 4 lb. Skin gray-green, 
covered with coarse, sparse netting. Flesh thick, juicy, orange- 
salmon, with very fine flavor; 1%4” green ring beneath rind. 
Good for home use and local early markets. 

Imperial No. 45, Powdery Mildew Resistant —.........0....0....ccc00-----c0:--.. 

Fruits short-oval, with indistinct ribbing and well netted. Flesh 
thick, firm, sweet and of good quality, light orange in color. 
Similar to Hale’s Best. Can be picked on full slip (mature 
stage) for distant shipping. 

Kniche | oo Re 

Fruits oblong, 2 lb.; skin deep green, maturing to golden yel- 
low; heavily netted, ribbed. Flesh juicy, medium green, shad- 
ing to pink at center. 

Larce Hackensack 20 yen Bae eo ee ee 

A very large type for home gardens and local markets. Fruits 
somewhat flattened, 7 lb.; prominently ribbed and with heavy 
netting. Flesh thick, green, juicy and sweet. 

Milwankee. Market :. 3... ee ee 

For home and market gardens in areas of shorter season. Fruits 
nearly round, 6 lb.; with prominent ribs and sparse, coarse 
netting; color light green. Flesh thick with small seed pocket. 
Salmon colored and of high sugar content. 

Olio: Sugat .:-2002 50 ae be ee 

Might be described as a green-fieshed Tip Top. An excellent 
variety of this type’for the home garden. 

Osace (Miller's (Cream) 222 8 Se eee eee 

For home and market gardens; not a good shipper. Fruits oval, 
514 lb.; exterior very dark green, deeply ribbed, covered with 
slight gray netting. Flesh exceptionally thick, rich orange- 
salmon; tender, sweet, and of distinct flavor. 

PERFPECTO, IMPROVED 2253.53. ee eee 

Introduced by Garwood and Woodside. All-America Silver 
Medal for 1933. Rust resistant and a good cropper. Very de- 
sirable for shipping or market gardens. Fruits nearly round, 
3 lb., with hard gray netting, and no ribs. Flesh very thick 
with extremely small seed cavity, deep salmon color; fine 
grained, juicy, sweet and aromatic. The Asgrow strain is a 
few days earlier than other strains. 

Persian o.22 cs ee Sa ee es ae ee ee 

Grown in California. Fruits globular; 8 lb., rind very dark 
green, netting fine but sparse. Flesh thick, orange in color; 
of distinctive flavor. 

Persian, Small or Gaby Straim........ oo ea eee % 

A recent development, providing a neater, more compact melon 
of the Persian type, better adapted for shipping, but preserving 
the flavor and general characteristics. Has solid netting and 
thick flesh; weighs about 5 lb. 

6 54 

6%, 5% 

54 4, 

614 8% 

7 6 

7144 6% 

7 6 

54 5 

9 8 

61%4 6 
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Days 

81 

87 

82 

88 

85 

95 

88 

115 

110 
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Diam- 
Length eter 
inches inches Days 

Pride of Wisconsin (Market King: Wayside Market) .............0.00000.... 61% «6 90 

Introduced in 1937 by R. Buist Co. from a cross of Honey Rock 
and Hearts of Gold. Fruits oval, 334 lb.; rind pearly gray, 
faintly ribbed, with sparse, coarse netting. Orange flesh, solid 
and thick, with small seed cavity, very sweet and of fine flavor. 
A good variety for home gardens and short distance shipping. 

QATEIT, Ob. {COLIC EGG G5 ae ie ot or ab hc anne feo rere ee i aR RA 7 6, 93 

An improved strain of Pride of Wisconsin, somewhat larger 
and later, but otherwise similar. 

ROC EOL 7 GING CEEG: 1 CrOFD )irc. os op, ec eee Ss ao epae ses foachgah ohio de ced edeneeSezaeeneeceses: 544 5 92 

Fruits are small with rather large seed cavity, nearly round, 
214 lb.; with very faint ribs, and heavily covered with hard 
gray netting; flesh thick, green in color, with gold tinge at the 
center; juicy, spicy, and of good flavor. 

STMT IS he ee a sen alt dogo Wi 6A 90 
A splendid variety for home gardens and local markets. Fruits 
large, slightly oval, 614 lb.; skin pale green, turning to yellow 
at maturity; distinctly ribbed and slightly netted; flesh bright 
salmon, sweet and delicious; similar in type to Bender’s Sur- 
prise and Milwaukee Market. 

Hale’s Best, Jumbo Strain: Preferred for local markets 

CARDOON 
Cynara cardunculus 

Smooth Solid 

An almost spineless variety 4-414 ft. high with broad solid stalks of good eating 

quality. 
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CARROT 
Daucus carota 

Planting stocks are developed at our Breeding Stations from individual progenies 
which have met the most exacting specifications in performance- Smoothness and 
shapeliness of roots with depth of exterior and interior color are vital factors in rat- 
ing parent lines. 

In giving the number of days for the development of roots, we have used the average 
of readings for a period of years. These will vary considerably in different locations. 

Diameter 
Length at 
of root shoulder 
inches inches Days 

IMPERAT OR 65 Ss aoa ce ee ae ete 8 1% aT 

Our introduction; received All-America Silver Medal for 1933. 
An outstanding type specially developed to meet the demand of 
the critical market for a long, smooth, handsome carrot. Tops 
medium, but strong enough for good bunching. Roots have 
rounded shoulders, smooth, deep rich orange; uniformly tapered 
to a semi-blunt end. Flesh rich orange color, extending to 
center of root; fine grained, tender and of excellent quality. 
Imperator so nearly meets market growers’ and shippers’ speci- 
fications of the ideal carrot that in many sections it has prac- 
tically displaced all other varieties. 

CHANTENAY;- IMPROVED VONG 4... 2 3 ee 6 2 i2 

A well known and popular all-purpose variety; desirable for 
home and market gardens, and for canners in packing diced 
carrots; a good cropper. Roots deep orange, smooth, tapered, 
stump-rooted; flesh deep orange with indistinct core. 

CHANTENAY.-RED. CORE 2 a ee 5 Z a2 

Developed and introduced by C. C. Morse & Co. A desirable 
Chantenay with good interior color; valuable for canners and 
market gardeners. Roots somewhat shorter than Improved 
Chantenay; flesh reddish orange, with indistinct core of nearly 
the same color as the surrounding flesh; tender and sweet. 

DANVERS HALE LONG 2 oe ne ee ee eee 6 134 i 
An old favorite that still retains its popularity with many 
growers. Orange roots, with broad shoulder and blunt tip. 

DANVERS; RED COR Bec. n5 2 ee eee fl z 15 

We have bred an outstanding, fine, long variety of this im- 
portant type; used by home and market gardeners, and exten- 
sively for shipping. Roots tapered to a blunt end, bright orange 
with core of very similar color, tender, and of good quality. 

Batly: Scarlet: Horn<35 $3 ee ee ee ee 344 1% 64 

Used by gardeners for early market. Tops slender and short; 
roots tapered and blunt, like a small, short Chantenay. Crisp, 
red-orange flesh. 

French Forcing3 isc) oe eae ee ee 2%4 1% 60 

Used for earliest planting and for hot-house forcing. Tops 
very small; roots nearly round, red-orange. Flesh medium 
orange, crisp and of good flavor. 

Flite ims csi cago eects 9a ee oe 10 21% 80 

Used largely in New England gardens. Tops medium. Roots 
deep orange with greenish shoulder, nearly cylindrical, ending 
in abrupt stump end; flesh deep orange. Tender and of good 
quality. 
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TGS TONG EN NCAS SA a ae Ns a eka Sh a ee ee 
A heavy cropping sort for garden use, and for stock. Large, 
strong tops, roots tapered to a point; red-orange. Flesh simi- 
lar in color to exterior, with core of lighter shade. 

TEES TENE LOY a Vee ees gee ate Rae pe er eral ete err rear oe re cee ee ee 
"An attractive sort for home and market gardens and for ship- 
ping. Roots midway between Danvers and Chantenay in type; 
bright orange, tapered, stump-rooted. Flesh bright deep or- 
ange; fine grained and tender. 

NANTES IMPROVED CORELESS ........................ Sr ae ek a el 
Excellent for forcing, as well as for home and market gardens. 
Tops very small. Roots bright orange, cylindrical, blunt ended. 
Flesh reddish orange, crisp, tender, and of very delicate flavor; 
practically coreless. 

OVC rPANOG ICE SAC) ee ad oot ed Nd toc cee cecaba noel dotedssadeeusbad wiassese 
Grown to some extent for home use, but chiefly for stock feed; 
prolific, and a good keeper. Roots bright orange, thick, blunt 
ended, of heart shape. Flesh coarse, deep orange; small tops; 
easily harvested. 

BE pa Tete re ee FU An CRO intl Svccists oa Gahebysuckeacouseee as 
A general-purpose sort, a strong cropper, good for storage. 
Rocts smooth, red-orange, nearly cylindrical, tapered and 
stump-rooted; flesh bright orange. 

SSO IRAP SIRO 2 S31 SW 1 Bol 2a hd eae ait eet ie gee ar ey aan nea 
A new variety bred particularly for the shipping trade. Tops 
short, dark green, strong enough for good bunching. Roots long, 
deep orange, tapering to blunt end, resembling a shorter, stouter 
Imperator. Flesh bright orange, tender and of good quality. 

Ses OW BUSTA SoS Bie eS ee 8 ie Re eR ee ee 
Suitable for field culture on light soils; a good cropper. Roots 
attractive, bright red-orange, tapering and pointed. Flesh 
red-orange, crisp and tender. 

Length 
of root shoulder 

inches Days 

2% 
inches 

11 

4 Va 

6% 

T/, 

10 

Diameter 
at 

14% 

1% 

oY 

2Y, 

14% 

2% 

3° 

88 

75 

70 

We 

72 

75 

80 

Selection of Imperator roots for transplanting to seed-production fields 
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CARROT—Continued 

POUChON 2 ee ee 

Similar to Nantes but a little longer. Tops small. Roots 
deep orange, cylindrical, stump-rooted. Flesh bright orange, 
tender, sweet, of fine flavor; core small and inconspicuous. 

White: Beloiaia: sr. hhc eke ee hepa rea 

Used exclusively for stock; grows partly out of ground; skin 
green above ground, white below. Flesh white with tinge of 
cream color. 

Yellow: ‘Beletan eis 2325) 65 Seon, Oe ata a it ity Sie ee ee 

Very similar to White Belgian, except for color. Pale yellow 
skin, with green top; hardy and productive. : 

ASSOCIATED SEED GROWERS, INC. 

Diameter 
Length at 
of root shoulder 
inches inches Days 

6% 1% 70 

12 3 95 

12pn es 95 

CAULIFLOWER 
Brassica oleracea var. botrytis 

Danish: Giant. (Dry Weather) (2.505) kee eo ee 

Well adapted to dry weather conditions; later than Early 
Snowball and of larger growth. Heads creamy white, and of 
excellent quality. 

EARLY: SNOW BALD 03ers eee 

The best and most widely used early variety. Plants dwarf, 
with short pale green leaves. Heads medium, firm, compact, 
solid, pure white, and of finest quality; a dependable header. 
Well adapted to shipping. 

SHOW GEILE eae Pee Ds teat Ew etl oraeeee ae ats ne ef ee 

One of the best varieties for shipping long distances. Plant 
of medium height with upstanding, medium green outer leaves. 
Head slightly larger than Snowball, firm, solid, very white, 
well protected by inner folding leaves; curd has fine texture 
and is free from small protruding leaves. 

SUPER-SN OW: BA Ee ees ea Yoo a re ale 
A highly desirable main crop variety, also used for early 
planting. Starts heading early and uniformly. Heads medium 
large, compact, very white; much used by produce growers 
and shippers. 

Diameter Days from 
of head _ Setting of 
inches plants 

7 67 

64 55 

7% 57 

7 56 
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CELERY 
Apium graveolens 

The time of maturity for the several varieties varies considerably in different sections. 
No vegetable seed requires more careful handling in production than celery. 

EASY BLANCHING (Sanford Superb) 
An excellent second early green variety for home gardens and truckers. Wee 
orous and compact in habit of growth, it blanches readily to attractive white, 
and is a good keeper. Stalks slightly taller than Dwarf Golden Self Blanching, 
are thick, solid and of good flavor. 

Emperor 

For home gardens and nearby markets. Plant dwarf and stocky, with large full 
golden heart. Stalks thick, broad and tender; not a good shipper. 

Giant Pascal 

A green, home-garden variety, good for fall and winter storage. Plant large, 
stocky, with dark green leaves. Stalks long, broad, and solid; blanches to yellow- 
white; of excellent, nutty flavor. 

Golden Self Blanching, Dwarf Strain 
This original French strain is still widely popular with market gardeners and 
shippers. Plants medium in height, stocky and compact; foliage yellowish 
green; stalks very solid, broad, of delicate flavor; blanches readily to golden 
yellow. 

GOLDEN SELF BLANCHING—TALL STRAIN 

Earlier than the original strain, with taller, less sturdy stalks. Particularly 

desirable for truckers, but not as suited to shipping; blanches readily; of excel- 

lent quality. 

GOLDEN PLUME (Wonderful) 
Similar to Golden Self Blanching, but earlier. Well suited to market garden 
planting and to shipping. Plant of medium height with compact, full heart; 
blanches readily to golden yellow; of excellent quality. 

Summer Pascal . 
A vigorous, compact green type, resistant to blight. Has fewer stalks than 
Utah, but more than Giant Pascal; long, solid, crisp, stringless and altogether of 
excellent table quality. 

~UTAH (Golden Crisp) 
A very desirable green type maturing a week earlier than Giant Pascal. Plant 
stocky, full hearted and compact; blanches readily. Stems thick, solid, medium 
broad and full rounded; of nutty flavor and fine quality, quite free from strings. 

White Plume 

Leaves bright green, tinged with white; stalks medium, easily blanched to pure 
white; solid, crisp and of good quality. 

CELERIAC 
Apium graveolens var. rapaceum 

Large Smooth Prague 

A turnip-rooted celery. Plants dark green with hollow stalks. Bulbs spherical, 
with few roots, 2”-3” in diameter. Used for celery-like flavoring in soups. 
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CHICORY 
Cichorium intybus 

Cicoria di Catalogna (Radichetta) 
Also known as Asparagus or Sprouting Chicory. An annual with leaves like 
dandelion, used for early greens; leaves and flower shoots very tender, with faint 
asparagus flavor. The improved Asgrow strain is more upright in habit of 
growth, and the leaves are medium cut with green stalk. 

Large Rooted (Magdeburg) 

Dried roots are roasted and mixed with ground coffee. Roots 12”-14” long, 2” 
in diameter at top; tapered. 

Witloof (French Endive) 

Used extensively for salads. The parsnip-shaped roots are reset for forcing in 
cold frame or greenhouse, and the new leaf growth forms an attractive, com- 
pact blanched head, 5”-6” long, having a pleasantly sharp flavor. 

CHIVE 
Allium schoenoprasum 

A small perennial belonging to the onion family which grows in clusters. May be 
grown from seed or propagated by division of the clusters. Leaves used in salads 
and for flavoring in soups and stews. 

COLLARD 
Brassica oleracea var. acephala 

A non-heading type of cabbage, used extensively in the South for “greens.” 

Cabbage Collard 

Medium tall, with a cluster of loose folding, tender leaves, which can be left 
on the plants and picked as needed. Of Georgia origin, from a cross between 
Georgia collard and Jersey Wakefield cabbage, and well adapted to Southern 
conditions. 

Georgia (Southern) 

The old standard variety. Plant upstanding, and vigorous, with large, undulated 
leaves; withstands heat and adverse soil conditions. Of fine quality when cooked. 

Louisiana Sweet 

An attractive strain of the old Georgia collard bred by Dr. J. C. Miller of 
Louisiana Experiment Station. Plant tall, hardy, with a cluster of large, thick, 
tender leaves. Leaf area much greater and with less leaf stem than other varieties. 

Asgrow corn breeding: A small, well-shielded isolation- field 
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Allegheny: All-America Bronze Medal, 1941 

SWEET CORN 
Zea mays v. saccharata 

Sweet corn has been a leader with us for eighty-five years, during which time we have 
originated many well-known varieties. Our production program includes the mainte- 
nance of excellent strains of standard sorts and the development of new, superior lines. 

Through the use of more recent breeding methods for the improvement of sweet 
corn varieties, we have developed, through nearly twenty years of controlled pollina- 
tion, many inbred lines of high merit. The crossing of these produces hybrids of 
outstanding vigor, uniformity and productivity. Disease resistance is also a vital 
factor and we can now furnish various varieties that are highly resistant to Stewart’s 
disease or bacterial wilt. 

The number of days indicated for each variety represents average trial row readings 
for many years at our Eastern breeding station, Milford, Conn. 

In some sections maturity dates will naturally be different. 

Varieties listed in larger letters are, in our judgment, the better and more important. 

Varieties marked (y) have yellow kernels; those marked (w) have white. 

HYBRIDS 
A hybrid is the first generation of a cross between strains of different parentage and 
involving one or more inbred lines of corn or their combinations. (Ohio State Law.) 

Height Length 
of stalk of ear 

feet inches Days 

Ona mE =e A aoe Ss cad ok de Seach os ad cto tng eo songlav cess cn 744 71% 8) 

All-America Bronze Medal, 1941. An exclusive Asgrow hybrid 
variety for home and market gardeners. Tall, vigorous plant, 
highly resistant to bacterial wilt and a heavy yielder. Ears 
tapered, mainly 18-22 rowed, well filled to tips with very narrow, 
long kernels of medium yellow color. 
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CORN—Continued Heiebeene! 
feet inches Days 

Carmelcross “(yn oh ee ee ee eee 514 | 79 

A second early variety developed by the Connecticut Experi- 
ment Station, New Haven, for market, canning or home garden 
use. Vigorous and heavy yielding in comparison to its earli- 
ness. Medium sized, gently tapering ears, with 12-14 rows of 
yellow kernels. 

COGENT HY BRED 19:x 24°(w)' 4 ee ee 8 8 94 

_ Another Country Gentleman hybrid of our breeding and exclu- 
Sive production. Has a somewhat thicker ear and larger kernel 
type than Shoepeg Hybrid 19 x 9. Well adapted for areas of 
heavy, rich soil in the Eastern States. Stalk erect, with good 
foliage, and prolific. Ears long, slightly tapered, well filled at 
tips. 

COUNTRY GENTLEMAN HYBRID Gll)(s x6 Gy). 7 8 99 

An extremely drought-resistant variety originated by Prof. 
W. A. Huelsen of the University of Illinois. Well adapted to 
the Midwest and especially for the needs of canners. Notable 
for its high percentage cut-off. 

Country Gentleman Hybrid (il) 5 = 10.G) =. ee 14) TA 38 

Also originated by Prof. Huelsen and admirably adapted to 
Midwestern conditions. A prolific variety, giving high yields 
except in extreme drought when it is easily outclassed by 
Hybrid 8 x 6. 

GOLDEN CROSS BANTAM (Golden Cross) (y) 20.0.0... 6 8 85 

Developed by Glenn M. Smith and introduced jointly by the 
U. S. Department of Agriculture and Purdue University. The 
result of crossing P39 and P51. Extremely uniform in plant 
and ear characteristics and in maturity. Highly resistant to 
bacterial wilt. Now the most extensively used hybrid. 
Widely adapted to canners’ use and excellent for market gar- 
deners. Stalk sturdy and upright. Ears 10-14 rowed, kernels 
rich yellow in color, medium in width and depth. 

Golden Cross Bantam: Widely adapted and highly popular 
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Golden Hybrid No. 2439: Especially adapted to the East 

Height Length 
of stalk of ear 

feet inches Days 

“Gy OIL BS Si) STS Lb EAT RSI EE Toad io mare SSS ft C8) aa fi 73% 87 
An exclusive Asgrow development from crossing inbred lines 
Asgrow 24 x P39. Exceptionally valuable to truckers and 
canners in the East or in irrigated sections. Plant tall, vig- 
orous, uniform, comparatively free from suckers; leaves wide, 
dark green and numerous. Ears cylindrical, 12-16 rowed, with 
long husks affording considerable resistance to ear worm. 
Kernels lustrous golden yellow, medium-narrow and deep, with 
tender hull; sweet and of excellent quality. Highly resistant 
to bacterial wilt. | 
This variety is often spoken of as Bantam Evergreen Hybrid 
but is quite distinct from any other of that name. 

Wace ian ee Ee sae PRU et one shes Vale SERA ah ECT ee 614 «8 87 
Originated by Iowa State College, commercially developed 
and entered by us in the All-America Trials for 1939, when it 
was awarded a Bronze Medal. An attractive variety, highly 
resistant to wilt. Plants tall and sturdy. Ears 714”-8” long, 
12-14 rowed, cylindrical; well filled with medium-narrow, light 
yellow kernels. The Asgrow strain of this leading hybrid is 
distinctive and exceptionally productive. 

EY OEY Es ev cade Se Sag gee oe Rotate ey LEO aes ee veel ee ce 6 74 83 
Developed by Dr. W. Ralph Singleton, Connecticut Agricultural 
Experiment Station and awarded the All-America Bronze Medal 
for 1942. Vigorous, well-foliaged plants; tapering ears well 
filled to the tips with 12-16 rows of bright yellow kernels. 

er peices Se CLOGS (13-0). 6.2 ois tle me 5 y; 76 
Developed by the Connecticut Experiment Station as a first 
early market and home-garden variety. Introduced in 1937 
and now the most popular early yellow hybrid. Stalks short but 
sturdy, highly resistant to bacterial wilt. Ears long, plump, 
abruptly tapered at tips; 10-14 rowed, with light cream-yellow, 
medium-broad kernels of good quality. 
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CORN—Continued | Hote net ne 
feet inches Days 

Narrow Grain Hybrid 14 x 11°()) (Gv) 42 ee 81,0 71% 90 

A new hybrid variety developed primarily to provide canners 
with a late white type of heavy yield and high quality in shape 
and texture of kernels. Stalks tall and strong; ears large and 
well filled with 18-22 rows of narrow, deep kernels; a very 
promising variety. 

NARROW GRAIN HYBRID 26 x 15 (W) ooo 8 7 98 

An exclusive product of Asgrow inbred lines. Very uniform 
and highly desirable for canning. Stalk sturdy, upright with 
no suckers; leaves wide, dark green. Ears uniformly tapered 
with 18-22 rows. Kernels narrow, deep, tender. 

PONT TAG (Guy) cok coe ae i ee te wA IA 90 

An exclusive Asgrow hybrid. High yielding and well adapted 
to Midwestern as well as Eastern conditions. Stalks strong, 
with ears relatively free of flag leaves. Ears trim and well 
filled with 16-20 straight rows of very white kernels, narrow 
and of good depth. 

Redgreen. Cw) 5. OE Bac orl) unas arene ale etree ne 8 1% 95 

Developed by the Connecticut Experiment Station for Eastern 
growers. Stalk upstanding; foliage reddish green. Ears 12 
rowed. Kernels very white and tender, cob small. 

Sache niicCy 25 oe ee ee toy a eo eS 6 134, 82 

An exclusive Asgrow hybrid, introduced as an early companion 
to Golden Cross Bantam, and thus affording a longer season of 
this most desirable type. Plants vigorous and very resistant to 
bacterial wilt. Ears long, trim and well filled to tips with 
10-14 rows of medium-deep, bright orange-yellow kernels. A 
very attractive variety of excellent eating quality and flavor, 
well suited to quick freezing. 

Corn plots at the Asgrow midwest station: Franklin, Indiana 
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Top Cross Maine Bantam: An Asgrow hybrid of special adaptation 

Height Length 
of stalk of ear 

feet inches Days 

SHOE PE Gell YER EDi1Osx. 9 (GW) eae ae 8144, 71% 96 

Exclusively an Asgrow production from our own inbred lines. 
Particularly suitable as a fine-kerneled corn for canners in 
Eastern areas only. Stalk sturdy, upright with ears 314-4 ft. 
from ground. Ears long, cylindrical, well filled at tips. Ker- 
nels very fine and deep, tender and of excellent quality. 

SpPancLeoss- Gopaneross. 13:4) Cy) van eecschecce hoes dwn, es aca honda ouaaessodben ben tebes 5% 6% 73 

One of the best first early hybrids for the home or market 
garden. Highly resistant to bacterial wilt. Well tipped small 
ears of 10-12 rows; kernels golden yellow, sweet, and tender. 

STOWELL’S EVERGREEN HYBRID 14 x 5 (w) .0000.. ee. 8 8 93 

Our development from crossing inbred evergreen lines Asgrow 
14 x Asgrow 5. All-America Bronze Medal for 1934. Highly 
valuable to market gardeners and canners, especially in the 
East. Stalk sturdy with close growing upright ears, 4 ft. from 
ground; foliage medium green. Ears very slightly tapered, 
uniform, with 16-18 rows. Kernels white, medium-wide, deep; 
medium cob. 

Pendcesoid- chop Cross Sunshine)- (Cy) 2 .2..00..06..6..oeciseccboec ocdee ces bhble ees 544. 71% 83 

A good variety maturing ahead of Golden Cross Bantam. Stalk 
sturdy with good foliage; highly resistant to bacterial wilt. 
Ear nearly cylindrical, 12-16 rowed, kernels medium in width 
and depth, golden yellow, tender and of good quality. 

TOP CROSS MAINE BANTAM (jy) ........ SSP CR REEG ae Sadia aR aan Ree aN 6 7% 83 
Our development; has proven highly successful for canners and 
gardeners in short season areas. Stalk sturdy with deep green 
foliage; ear slightly shorter than Golden Cross Bantam and 
somewhat thicker, very slightly tapered with 12-16 rows: ker- 
nels medium-narrow and golden yellow, tender and of excel- 
lent flavor. Highly resistant to bacterial wilt. 
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OPEN-POLLINATED 
Height Length 
of stalk of ear 

feet inches Days 

Alameda (EKarly:Short’aop)= Gy). ee ee 5th ad 88 

A market-garden variety acclimated to Caliromnn: Ears 12-16 
rowed, well filled at tips, very white and of good quality. Long, 
close-fitting, dark green husks minimize ear-worm damage. 

BANTAM EVERGREEN (y) occ: iS ae eee te 95 
Also known as Golden Evergreen. The most important open- 
pollinated late yellow variety, appearing on the market when 
most other yellows are overmature. Our development from 
Golden Bantam x Stowell’s Evergreen. Evergreen type of ear 
with 14-18 rows. Kernels rich golden yellow, deep, with tender 
hull, sweet, and of fine quality. 

Bardens. Wonder Bantam (y)2 22.3 es ee eee 6 7% 85 

Somewhat longer ear and slightly taller stalk than regular 
Golden Bantam. Ears 8 rowed. Kernels broad, tender, and 
of good flavor. 

Black ‘Mexican: Gw)) 25ers 6 74 88 

A very old variety. Ears 8 rowed. Kernels tender, excep- 
tionally sweet; white at eating stage, changing to blue-black 
at maturity. ; 

CVARKS LARLY, EVERGREEN: Gy) ee 8144. 71% 90 

One of the best known canning varieties, also desirable for mar- 
ket gardeners. Originated by Everett B. Clark on our Milford, 
Connecticut, farms many years ago. Ears 16-20 rowed. Ker- 
nels very deep, ivory-white, sweet and tender. 

COUNTRY GENTLEMAN (Shoepce)) Gu) 7 7 95 
A prolific variety of excellent quality. Stalk often with two 
ears. Kernels very deep, slender, sweet, with tender hull, and 
set irregularly without row formation. 

Early Golden Sweet: Gore ee ee 41%, 6% 67 

Introduced by Gill Bros. Seed Co. in 1937. Very prolific for 
so early a variety. Ears 12 rowed, slightly tapering, a little 
lighter in color than Golden Early Market. Of very good 
quality. 

HARLEY. SUR BP RES Bic eects ea cee 5 7 72 

Notable for ear size combined with extreme earliness. Very 
desirable for the earliest markets. Ears 8-12 rowed, well pro- 
tected with strong husks. Kernels tender and of good quality. 

GOLDEN: BANTAM, : Gyr ee a ee eee 544 6% 79 

Introduced by W. Atlee Burpee Co. Was long the standard 
yellow variety. Stalks often have 2 ears. Ears 8 rowed; ker- 
nels broad with tender hull, sweet, and of very fine flavor. 

GOLDEN BANTAM, IMPROVED 10-14 ROWED (jy) .........0. Sign gf 82 

Our development from Golden Bantam. Ears 10-14 rowed, uni- 
form and attractive. Kernels golden yellow, medium-wide, 
deep, sweet, and of fine flavor; remain tender longer than 
regular Golden Bantam. 
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Height Length 
of stalk of ear 

feet inches Days 

Sealed ain (Cag le GI QO es et gs a re ee er fee a ae 744 7% 93 

All-America Silver Medal for 1936. The result of our cross- 
ing Country Gentleman and Golden Bantam. Similar to Coun- 
try Gentleman in stalk and ear characteristics except for its 
golden cclor. Kernels deep and narrow. 

Evaluating kernel texture for our annual performance records 

SPSL Yah, ERS es TTY PS 0 EY 6, 12) I an Or ne eee 41%, 6% 72 

Introduced by Gill Bros. Seed Co. A popular and prolific 
variety for home and market garden but susceptible to Stewart’s 
wilt. Ears 8-12 rowed. Kernels golden yellow, medium, ten- 
der, sweet, and of good flavor. 

ee eee EN ee EE ONS) ache 5 Oh nd One ace SS nd RSA acs ies ook. wold 4 6 67 

Short plants, frequently bearing two ears, 8 rowed, rather 
small. Kernels deep yellow, tender and sweet. 

SEGRE OSTA EG oe ee acager 7 7% 87 

For home and market gardens. Ears rather thick at the butt, 
12-16 rowed. Kernels golden yellow; of fair quality. 

une traE SPSS TIC ACG) et et te eh oe ele eka tb 544 6% 74 

A good early market-garden variety. Ears 10-12 rowed. Ker- 
nels medium broad, golden yellow, sweet and tender. 

SES i di ar ae ae Oe 9 8 105 
Plant strong, unusually vigorous, productive. Ears large, 
tapered, 12-18 rowed with tight-fitting, protruding husks; 
highly resistant to ear worm. Kernels white, medium-deep, 
sweet. Adapted to Southern growing conditions. 
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CORN—Continued . ea 

Howling “Mob .Cw), <4 ee ee ee 

A prolific variety for home and market gardens. Ears 12-16 
rowed, thick butts, strong husks with green streamers. Kernels 
clear white, plump and of fair quality. 

Long Island Beauty-CGiate: Mammoth): Cw)... > 

The largest eared variety of sweet corn. Stalks have coarse 
leaves; ears very long, thick and tapering, 14-16 rowed. Ker- 
nels large, white, of good flavor. 

Oresonrtivergreen: Gv). se Se ee ee ee ee 

Used on the Pacific Coast. Desirable for home and market 
garden, also for canning; ears medium-thick, 14-18 rowed. 
Kernels clear white, medium length, sweet, and of good flavor. 

STOW ELE’S(-EVERGREEN -Gy)ionee ee 

The best known late variety of sweet corn; first grown in 1847 
by Nathan Stoweil at Burlington, N. J. Used extensively by 
canners for a standard product; also by home and market gar- 
deners. Stalk sturdy and erect; ears 214” thick, 16-20 rowed. 
Kernels clear white, deep, rather broad, sweet and tender: 112 
per oz. Holds well in prime condition at eating stage. 

Wihipple’svEaelys Whites Cw) te ee ee Pee 

Ears 14-18 rowed, well filled at tips. Kernels deep, medium- 
narrow, sweet and tender. 

WHIPPLE’S EARLY YELLOW. ©) 433225 = oe eee 

Deservedly popular for home and market gardens. Stalk sturdy 
and erect; ears 12-14 rowed, strong husks, well filled at tips. 
Kernels golden yellow, fairly deep, sweet, and of good flavor. 

White Early Market (w) Fete ty Oey 2 ee oot ae ee eee ee 

Stalk often with two ears, 10-12 rowed, with strong husks. 
Kernels clear white, tender and of good quality. 

GARDEN CORN FOR ROASTING EARS 

Adams, xtra farly- Dwark Gv) 3.3. Se a i ee 

Widely used in the South for early planting for roasting 
ears. Ears 12 rowed; white; reasonably tender and sweet 
when young. Husks of the Adams series are tight-fitting, 
limiting ear-worm damage. 

Adams: Harty Cideal)* Gwe oa ae sk a ee Sree eee 

A hardy variety, resembling Extra Early Adams but larger 
and later. Ears 12-14 rowed; kernels white, fairly sweet and 
tender at roasting stage. 

Adams; Larrze. Iniproved: Gi): eo ee el ee ee oe 

A large eared, roasting variety, in season slightly earlier than 
Trucker’s Favorite; 12-14 rowed. Kernels white and rea- 
sonably tender when young. 

TRU CEKER’S FAVORET Bi Cw) 252 2 ee ee ee 

Extensively used in the South for roasting ears; also for 
shipping; ears 12-16 rowed. Kernels white, fairly tender, 
and moderately sweet. 
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Stowell’s Evergreen: An old variety esteemed for its large, white cars 

POP CORN 
Zea mays var. everta 

There are three types of pop corn, kernel shape being the determining factor: Pearl, 
with broad smooth kernels and heavy cob chaff (flower glumes) on tips; Hulless, 
with shoepeg kernels and very light chaff; and Rice, with pointed kernels and rather 
heavy chaff. 

Height Length 
of stalk of ear 

feet inches Days 

Giant Mellow (South, American Giant: TNT.) 20. see ee ie 100 
A popular late variety. Large ears, 12-16 rowed. The golden 
yellow kernels of pearl type are large and creamy white 
when popped. 

Gatden Oucen-(Oucens Golden). 4050s oe easiest ii 7 90 

Tall, vigorous plant, with long, slim ears having 12-16 rows 
of smooth, yellow pearl-type kernel. 

SELLE EV STV ESSV ESS ae Fa al ae ee eC an a 5 34 85 

Ears chunky and without row formation; kernels white, pointed, 
narrow, pop to large snowy white. 

WN ERE BEST ELS cs ge Sis et A ea a ae ae oe cS 614 6 90 

An old standard early variety. Kernels pointed, of translucent 
appearance; white when popped. 

CORN SALAD 
Valerianella olitoria 

Sometimes used in spring or winter salads, but mixed with more piquant herbs such 
as peppergrass, since the leaves are almost tasteless. May also be cooked as spinach. 

Large Leaved 

A strong growing, large sort, with rounded leaves of gray-green color. 

CRESSES 
Garden Cress (Peppergrass) Lepidium sativum 

A hardy, quick growing annual, having finely curled, deep green foliage, with 
pleasing, pungent flavor; excellent for garnishing. 

Upland (Spring Cress) Barbarea verna 
Dwarf plant with slender stalks, and oval, notched leaves. Desirable for salads. 

Water Cress Roripa nasturtium aquaticum 

Perennial aquatic. plant, with long stems and small thick leaves with pungent 
flavor. For salads, and garnishing. 
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CUCUMBER 
Cucumis sativus 

The breeding of new strains and improvement of standard sorts of cucumbers is car- 
ried on at breeding stations in Colorado and California. Exceptional care is exercised 
in the isolation of breeding plots to prevent hybridization. 

The number of days indicates the relative time required from planting of seed to 
first picking of fruits for slicing. The figure should be reduced by several days for 
small pickles and increased slightly for full grown fruits. 

The letters b.s. indicate black spined varieties and w.s. white spined. 

The more important varieties are listed in larger letters. 
Length Diameter 
of fruit of fruit 
inches inches Days 

A 8 Cowwisiecks Clee a ee ee eee 81, 20s 
Introduced by Abbott & Cobb; a leading variety for shipping 
and market gardens. Fruits uniform, nearly cylindrical, very 
dark green, tapering at ends. Attractive in appearance and 
holds its color well. 

AIM Gt OTA WES. sac.c see eercn oeo eo e 744 2% 62 

An old variety for home gardens. Fruits semi-blunt ended, 
medium green. 

Boston Pickling. sbiS2e ne i ne ee 6 2% 58 

Very early, and prolific; a good pickling variety. Fruits me- 
dium green, slightly tapered. 

CHICAGO PICKLING Discs. 3622s. osc es eee 6144 2% 59 

A sturdy well known pickling variety. Fruits medium green, 
nearly square ended; very prolific; well warted and ribbed at 
pickle size; uniform and attractive; largest of the pickling 
sorts. 

Colorado: A very attractive, dark green shipping variety 

Er 
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Length Diameter 
of fruit of fruit 
inches inches Days 

CARS SE Ce PAL One (SEAN. WSs 6.0 co8 soe aece ceeece-aedee selec afesennnadsense 814 2% 63 

Our introduction. All-America Silver Medal for 1933. An 
excellent all-purpose variety favored by many shippers and 
truckers as it holds its color, firmness, and edibility unusually 
well. Fruits handsome, very dark green color; gently tapered 
at both ends; flesh crisp, firm, and of superior eating quality; 
few seeds. 

CCIE CUTER ANT BCS ir SY OS ee a Se ce A Ne sr oem cr ree 814, 2% 68 

Introduced by J. C. Robinson Seed Co. All-America Silver 
Medal for 1935. A very attractive variety, for market gar- 
dens and for shipping. Fruits very dark green, cylindrical, 
tapering at stem end, with small seed area. One of the choic- 
est varieties at present in cultivation, both for appearance and 
for slicing texture. 

PE VENUS BY STE SOE ye a a oe ee see erg mer rene 9 21% 65 

The ancestor of most of the slicing varieties now in general 
use. Fruits dark green, tapered at both ends; flesh crisp and 
of good quality. 

TBAWE ROSE Ore PEI SES ce ea ae tee aim ei ci err Ore eee 7 24 61 

Used in the South for first shipments. Fruits slightly but 
abruptly tapered at both ends; color deep green. Does not 
hold its color so well as other shipping varieties. 

TESTE ie (CRS EPS hae PESTS a cE Sep 544 2% 55 

Small fruits borne in clusters. Chunky, uniform, medium 

green; used for pickles. 

Biavie| Ay LEN GSE USER CSL area 2 a Ta ag Re ee eee eee 84 2% 64 

Ours is the originator’s strain of this favorite variety which 
was introduced by Jerome B. Rice Seed Co. in 1910. Desir- 
able for shipping and good for slicing. Fruits dark green, 
slightly tapering. Flesh firm and crisp. 

Taye or. TROP SST NG RAS Oe Sg ie ae eee eS 4 2 54 

A small, exceptionally early, and prolific pickling variety. 
Short oval, medium green. 

Giverktn WV eSt 1NG1a-CUCHINIS ANLUTIA ......2. cc. cco. ccaccceenecnectnnndaesseeseneoetn odes 214 1 60 

Not a true cucumber. Used for very small pickles. Fruits 
pale green, covered with prickly spines; oval and uniform. 

See Ted APHIS Ee Pd ee eA Ret OS SoS ee ea Ay aeaeedepersenivends 544 2% 63 

A standard pickling variety. Fruits medium green, tapered at 
both ends; uniform and slender. 

eas Aa ete ee en he Ra re ee ee ale, Ne a 2 tect owdes wabee es 3 214 65 

In appearance resembles a lemon; used for pickles and for sal- 
ads. Fruits nearly round, rich lemon color; crisp and well 
flavored. 

SET LERE Es Be Sear See A so Fea) Fe 9 0) Die ea aR et ee 12 21% 70 

Desirable for the home garden, also for shipping; sometimes 
used for greenhouse forcing. Fruits very dark green, uniform, 
straight and attractive. 

LAGE ES ELE Ts al ORT aOR ECG Pe 0s CE en ee Oe 11 21% 67 

Standard light variety for the home garden; excellent for slic- 
ing; hardy and prolific. Fruits deep green, straight, slightly 
tapered; heavily warted; flesh very white and crisp. 
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A comparative study of pickling varieties at one of the Asgrow stations 

CUCUMBER—Continued oF innit Gf fone 
inches inches Days 

IMCA-R IK Be Rae 6 iy es ae ee Bee, aha cae ee 73%, 2% 65 

A new Asgrow variety developed at our Eastern breeding 
station and available for 1943 planting. Vines very vigorous 
and prolific; fruits slightly tapered to each end, very dark 
green in color, notably uniform and trim in appearance; an 
attractive cucumber for the early market. 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION PICKLING. bis. 6 24 56 

A highly desirable, very extensively used pickling strain devel- 
oped at the Michigan Agricultural College in collaboration 
with the National Pickle Packers’ Association. Fruits dark 
green, symmetrical with thick walls; full ended; slightly 
shorter than Chicago Pickling. 

SNOW-’S PEREECTION PICKLING bs... eee 514, 2% 56 
A somewhat smaller sort than Chicago Pickling. Early, pro- 
lific, and rightly popular. Fruits deep green, and distinctly 
square ended, uniform, and attractive. 

Stays (Gréeen;.w.s, (Black Diamond): 5.4 ee ee ee 7 23% 60 

Used by Southern shippers. Fruits symmetrical, nearly square 
ended. Very dark green, holds color and firmness well when 
shipped long distances. 

STAYS GREEN, VEONG#LEY PE wes. 25k cae ten ee eee 8 2% 58 
A new variety of most desirable type for shippers and market 
gardeners. Combines the valued deep dark green color of 
Stays Green with the size and trim, cylindrical shape of 
Straight-8. In addition is unusually early, prolific and uniform. 
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Length Diameter 
of fruit 
inches 

SURV N CUS UNS a Se ae cae ge ie nr i Se 8 
Introduced by the Ferry-Morse Seed Co. All-America Gold 
Medal for 1935. For home and market gardens and shipping. 
Fruit uniformly cylindrical, rounded at ends, medium green. 
An attractive variety. 

CREE, CHG IETES ay Ue ec ag eg ie pn aE Sy a en ec 7 

Grown for its unusual color, which is white at all stages of 
growth. Fruits weigh up to 2 lbs., produced in clusters; 
cylindrical with rounded ends. 

DANDELION 
_ Taraxacum officinale 

Arlington Thick Leaved (French Broad Leaved) 

Ay 

of fruit 
inches Days 

24, 66 

2% 90 

The most popular variety; plant rather upright, forms a 20” rosette of large, 
broad leaves. Leaves are thick and easily blanched. Also known as Improved 
Thick Leaved. 

Cicoria di Catalogna (Radichetta) 

See listing under Chicory, page 36. 

DILL 
Anethum graveolens 

Long Island Mammoth 
Plant 2-214 ft. high, with leaves cut into thread-like divisions. Seeds very flat; 
of strong, bitter flavor. Used for flavoring pickles. 

EGG PLANT 
Solanum melongena 

) BS EAS SLE BS) A GL iN ERS a en a ee eae ee RA in ele 26 

A prolific early variety. Medium sized plants. The large globe 
to oval shaped fruits, 4-6 per plant, are smooth, very dark pur- 
ple, holding color well after picking. 

[Dea EGA SEES cs Sead ee 7 a ed Nene ame ia Rely rie ee 32 

Plant upstanding, holding fruits off the ground. Fruits elon- 
gated, tapering towards stem; dark purple. A hardy variety, 
resistant to drought and disease. 

LP BEE SEES Et Rey 2 a eo ln cy ere eee a ae 32 

Developed for use primarily in the Southeast. Plant tall, car- 
rying the fruits off ground, vigorous and quite resistant to 
blight and other diseases. Fruits long, oval, with no neck at 
stem end; color deep black. Produces over a long period. 

Wee es TTR Mee ee ne Bee. cmon Ae ee eG eee act Si ic ee: 26 

Fruits 7”-8” long, 214”-3" thick; dark purple, smooth and 
attractive; oblong-oval in shape. 

Le BAT LS PTT SS SPU Sal & Ud of Ce Den ene ca oe ee ee 18 

An early market variety developed by Dr. J. R. Hepler, New 
Hampshire Experiment Station: All-America Silver Medal for 
1939. Bred to provide a good crop in short season areas, with 
fruits round to olive shape. Lower fruits touch the ground. 

Memmi tT HIDTOVEE “SPITClESS co. 20. o-oo oo dadoce pecectce ccc loncesedenescctgevebeer dest canes 30 

Plant spreading, spineless, bearing 4-5 fruits near or on the 
soil. The broad, oval, black-purple, glossy fruits are slightly 
larger than Black Beauty. 
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ENDIVE 
Cichorium endivia 

Days 

Batavian Broad Leaved. Ciscarolle) 3. eo re ee 74 

Plant 16” in diameter; leaves toothed and twisted. Thick ribs form com- 
pact heart, which blanches to creamy white. 

FULL HEART-(Clorida Deepsileart us -455 eee PR 71 
An improved strain with larger leaf, broader, thicker, well-blanched head, 
earlier in maturity. Of upright growth, with a dense mass of thick, slightly 
crumpled leaves strongly bunched to give a well blanched heart. Exten- 
sively used by market gardeners and shippers. 

Green ‘Curled: Pancalier i ee 76 

A late sort with large, curly, deeply cut leaves. The crowded foliage, dense 
at the center, readily blanches itself. The midribs are tinged with rose. 

GREEN CURLED RU EPEC 2k ce i ee 76 

Plant 16”-18” in diameter, tufty and full in center; midrib white, an inch 
broad, thick, tender, and fleshy; blanches readily. Good fall variety. 

White Curled 2222 Re ee 73 

A very distinct, small sort. Plant 12”-13” in diameter; leaves finely curled, 
with broad ribs slightly rose tinged. Creamy white at the heart. Hand- 
some in appearance, and of fine flavor. 

FENNEL 
Foeniculum dulce 

Known by some shippers as anise, though this name is properly applied only to an 
herb of the parsley family (Pimpinella anisum). 

For Sweet Fennel, Foeniculum officinale, see Herbs, page 101. 

FLORENCE FENNEL (Finocchio) 

Plant 30”-36” tall, with broad overlapping stalks something similar to celery 
stalks but forming a flat-oval, bulb-like enlargement at the base of the stem. 
This bulb, the “apple,” frequently used as celery, is sweet and anise flavored. 

KALE 
Brassica oleracea v. acephala 

Height 
of plant 
inches Days 

DWARE- BLEUE: SCO PCH 2.3 ea ee ee 14 55 

Piant has wide-spreading, finely curled blue-green, plume-like 
leaves. Used as a vegetable, and for ornament. The Asgrow 
pedigreed strain is exceptionally uniform and handsome. 

DWARE- GREEN? SCO EC Ei ree oe ence eos ee 14 55 

A hardy sort, similar in habit of growth and appearance to 
Dwarf Blue Scotch, except for color, which is bright, deep 
dark green. The Asgrow pedigreed strain is large and 
very attractive. 

DWARF: SIBERIAN (Sprouts) re ee ee 14 65 

Large, hardy and vigorous plant, very spreading. Leaves large, 
coarse, plain at center, with cut and frilled edges; deep bluish 
green in color. Largely grown in the South. 

Tall-Green: Curled Scotelys253.54.52 er ee oe 30 60 

Hardy plant with leaves deeply cut; curled at the edges, light 
green in color; very tender after exposure to frosty weather. 
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White Vienna: the popular variety of kohlrabi 

KOHLRABI 
Brassica oleracea var. caulorapa 

Days 

Dee Pe T YS YATES TEE Take 22 eg ee A a ee Pn ee er erence 62 

Dwarf plant having short green leaves with purple stems and veins. Bulbs 
globular, purple, with white, tender flesh. 

NEON giles > IES MINDS ee Ree fun NRG So Sdn cea eer hs ee ae ag nas coun uaa sabere seo 55 

_A handsome, early dwarf sort, excellent for home and market garden; used 
also for forcing. Leaves 8”- 10” long, with slender stems. Bulbs 2”-3” in 
diameter; globular, very light green; flesh clear white, tender and crisp. 
The most popular variety. 

LEEK 
Allium porrum 

Giant Musselburg 

A hardy variety, with long, medium-thick stem. Leaves broad, deep green. 

LARGE AMERICAN FLAG (London Flag) 

An early popular sort. Stems 8”-10” long, 144” thick; white, and attractive. 

Leaves large, medium green, drooping backwards. 

Giant Carentan 

Large stems, 6”-8" long; 2”-3” thick. Leaves very dark green. Hardy, prolific; 

for fall and early winter use. 
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LETTUCE 
Lactuca sativa 

Our stocks are bred for productivity, uniformity, and high quality. The number of 
days represents the time required to develop marketable heads from the planting of 
seed, under average conditions. However, since the maturity of the New York types 
varies with weather and growing conditions in the lettuce-producing sections of 
California and Arizona, the time required to develop heads indicates relative maturity 
rather than exact period of growth. 

The letters b.s. indicate black seeded varieties, and w.s. white seeded. 

Varieties listed in larger letters are, in our judgment, the most desirable. The Impe- 
rial strains and varieties were developed by the late Ivan C. Jagger and introduced by 
the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. They are resistant to brown blight; a destructive soil- 
borne disease. 

Where not otherwise indicated, the following varieties are of the heading or cabbage 
type. 

Days 

Big. Boston (Trocadero) ws 2 ee ee ee i 

A popular butter-head variety for forcing and for outside culture. Head 
of medium size, and compact, with creamy yellow heart. Leaves smooth, 
glossy; wavy at the edge, which is slightly tinged with reddish brown. 

Boston Curled,:biss 3200 2 ie eee 47 

One of the first varieties used in the United States; non-heading, medium 
green, very curly and crisp. Similar to Grand Rapids, except darker in 
color. Medium in season, and probably the most fringed of all varieties. 

California Crean Butter, bs) =e ss ee eee ie ee 75 
For market gardens. Heads are large, globular, solid, with golden yellow 
interior. Leaves large, thick, dark green, tinged and spotted with brown; 
of excellent quality. 

Chicken Lettuce, w.s. 

A hardy, tall growing, non-heading, dark green variety, producing the largest 
amount of leaves of any lettuce, for poultry and rabbit feed. 

COSDERE 5 WWeSe ee es ny St ee i oe se ee a 76 

Developed by Dr. R. C. Thompson, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and released 
in 1936, from Paris White Cos x Iceberg. A home garden variety with 
ability to head in summer weather and resist tipburn. Heads small and 
compact; outer leaves light yellowish green, crumpled and frilled. 

Crisp as Ice (Hartford Bronze Head), bis, 2.20.0. eee eee 74 

A compact, medium sized head, well blanched, and of delicate flavor. Leaves 
thick and crumpled; deep green with dark brown cast, giving the plant a 
bronzed appearance. 

Dark :Green. Cos, wis: i.....23. hie ee ee eee 66 

A medium large, self-closing sort; leaves very dark green, slightly crumpled. 

GRAND RAPIDS, -B-Sics hiss cass scascy been ce ee 43 

One of the most popular loose leaved varieties. Excellent for early plant- 
ing outside, and for greenhouse forcing. Plants erect and compact; leaves 
light green, broad, wavy, curly, and heavily fringed. 

Grand: Rapids (Ohio). Dark Green; b.sies le eee 43 

A very attractive, new strain, especially good for forcing; differs from 
Grand Rapids only in its darker color, 
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SUPERS LEER ER. a ee I 8 aT Se 2 Rete Cech reek ee Se en Oe Se 

A heading variety of the Imperial type developed by the U. S. Dept. of 
Agriculture and Michigan Experiment Station; available for 1943 plantings. 
Leaves large and well-folded; ribs heavy. Shows considerable resistance 
to tipburn and ability to head under adverse conditions. For local markets. 

Ee ONC On barely \W So mec eee eee Ber ee ee ei 
An old favorite for home and market gardens; hardy and sure heading. 
Heads large, globular, compact, tender and sweet; leaves large and broad, 
and curly, light yellowish green. Good for midsummer planting. 

Tg RITES ae ea ec crt see ee ly ME ec Fone ic we Soran Soe RT athe ats ng VOSS SR Aga obo Sevens 

Very desirable for home gardens and local markets. A large, late variety 
with wavy, fringed, light green leaves, tinged at the edges with reddish 
brown. Resistant to heat. Heads compact, crumpled, crisp and sweet; 
white interior. Quite different from the shipping variety, New York, which 
is usually called Iceberg in the produce trade. 

Tih ee ERSTE "ApS O is ES oe aint SUE i orm ln Ua eae Pe eit Og eR Een ee 

For earliest outside planting and for greenhouse forcing. Leaves yellowish 
green; tinged with brown at edges when grown in the open. Heads small, 
compact, with golden yellow interior, and buttery flavor; of fine quality. 
Scorches rather easily. 

“i PEA EON EVES NSA ONS Re eens SEOs 0 gone aA ree ee eee oR rep een 2 ey Se ene re eT 

Small and compact. Leaves much crumpled, frilled, medium brown with 
a bronze tinge. Heads round, hard, with well blanched, white heart; of 
good quality. 

Grand Rapids: Trial rows at our Eastern breeding station 
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Imperial No. 847: Widely adapted and a popular shipping variety 

LETTUCE—Continued 

New York types; known in the produce trade as Iceberg 

NEW YORK (WONDERFUL, LOS ANGELES). wis. 2.0233. eee 

The pioneer of long distance shipping varieties. A large, curled, heading 
lettuce, with dark green leaves which are slightly curled on the edges. 
Heads are well blanched, sweet, tender, and of excellent quality. 

New York: No: 12; wise. 3k Ae ae Be ee ee 

Developed and introduced by Pieters-Wheeler Seed Co. A widely used 
strain of New York, which stands heat well. Plant and head lighter green 
than New York, with fewer outer leaves, and several days earlier; large, 
compact, uniform and attractive. 

NEW YORE. No: 199 IMPROVED. WS. 4 3 a ee ee is en eae 

An early variety well adapted to summer and early fall production; resist- 
ant to tipburn; slightly darker green than Imperial F with more prominent 
ribs and heavy core. Heads medium large, compact, attractive. 
Strain No. 199 of this variety is an improvement on the original introduction. 

IMPERTUAL .No.-44, wisi oe ee eee 

A development from Imperial No. 152 which was originally developed for 
California but has also proven to be valuable in the East and Southeast, 
where it heads better in warm weather and is appreciably less subject to tip- 
burn. Hard, well formed heads, with long leaves. A fine shipping variety. 

Imperial Nos 152, wreSeiok aiistiect hh ek ee ee 

Resistant to brown blight, well adapted for early fall planting in California 
-and Arizona, and dependable in heading. Heads medium large, solid, 
attractive; long, well folded leaves. 

ASSOCIATED SEED GROWERS, INC. 
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lip etal Norm 5 OacCC ormelllag 39). ne ee tos dacs eck chee ccc esecs ee RedRE No pesivvggeedbvestuee 

Developed by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture and Cornell Experiment Station 
as a variety suitable for those in New York State who wish to grow head 
lettuce in July and August. Of the Imperial type, and said to withstand high 
temperatures and tipburn better than Imperial No. 44. 

RIV IRE SE io eee IN| Osea OUR EWES a ee ee cee ee flee Shea sta saee gs Lav ava ans vetoeieeviedsutbods sak ona 

Bred from Imperial No. 152 but somewhat later; resistant to brown blight. 
Planted for fall, winter and spring harvest in California and Arizona. Heads 
medium dark green, very large, solid and firm. 

TEM TE TEI RSE /2N I oy. ING) = £514 Hee) oe Sse es crm aera as 8 a eg nes ea eet = mea 

Originally developed as a brown-blight-resistant variety for summer plant- 
ing in California, has in recent seasons given most satisfactory results in 
other sections and is now a very important variety. Heads are medium 
large, hard, fine and well covered by the inner leaves. Stands up well in 
summer weather, resisting tipburn. 

SRDS IEMA INWGIg CASO SSS Ge secs ke ye ae Cl eth i ct A ne nr CAO nea a 

The white seeded counterpart of No. 847. Heads are very similar in general, 
though No. 850 has somewhat shorter leaves, more yellow-green in color. 

ETFO gl ANUP T RNE Sig et ret  eeeEe a a: Pace at Mee coee aaa’ iebeweaas ane stice ia soot Guitiee! seaniiad ones denccdewenweanes & 

Similar to Imperial F in being resistant to brown plicit and partially 
resistant to mildew. Good for fall planting in the warmer areas. Heads 
dark green, large, firm, somewhat coarse, of good quality. Resists frost 
damage better than most other New York types. 

PeAoaOZ pkg sty ACE) Pee eee etn eS Sea) Re Seer cere ae AS ee TDD ea Se eee 

An early non-heading sort, very desirable for home garden use. Plants 
of medium size, crisp and tender; color light reddish brown on a medium 
green base; leaves crumpled and highly frilled at the edges; of excellent 
flavor. 

SU SRGESKONGIST: (COTE ec FE IS ae ee og AN A SO Cee fo =O ee 

A popular early ipose leaved variety, large and compact, with broad, light 
green leaves, crumpled and frilled on the edges; crisp and very tender. 
Used extensively in home and market gardens. 

SIMPSONS EARLY -CURLED (Early Curled Silesia), w.s. ....00.060.0.00.000. 

Probably the most widely used of all varieties for home gardens. Early, 
hardy, and dependable; loose leaved, with large leaves, somewhat less 
crumpled and frilled than black- seeded Simpson, forming a compact central 
bunch; color yellowish green; tender and sweet. 

“NAVI BNG BBY SL SUL CoBit Sia t EI EUR ll ea Se cre eI ca ec aC RS Pe 

A first early variety for home gardens. Head small, medium green, with 
few outer leaves. 

Raiser © SON COCOEE). WS. 5 ec tec eed ide eee ok ee 

Similar to white seeded Big Boston, but with leaves slightly lighter green 
and free from a brown tint; heart buttery, yellow; of excellent quality. 
Highly desirable for nearby markets. 

ote ee ries COS Cl RTANON) WS. 5 Gccccc folic cietes dscns hcssosewolieeyerdis bisethewsbens 

Widely used for greenhouse planting, as well as by home gardeners and 
truckers. A medium large self-folding sort, with medium dark green, 
erect, smooth, concave leaves. Head compact, solid, with greenish white 
interior; crisp, and of excellent flavor. 
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Fordhook Fancy: one of the popular varieties of mustard 

MUSTARD 
Brassica juncea 

Chinese Broad Leaved 

Plant medium large, vigorous; leaves broad, large, slightly crumpled, oblong, 
medium green, scalloped at edges; seed reddish brown. 

Elephant’s Ear 

Also called New Chinese. A large, vigorous growing sort, with extremely large, 
deep green, fairly smooth leaves, 9”-10” long, and 6” wide; of mildly pungent 
flavor; seed reddish brown. 

Florida Broad Leaved 

Large, upright growing plant; leaves exceptionally large and thick, bright green; 
smooth with toothed edges, and pale green midribs. Seed reddish brown. 

FORDHOOK FANCY (OSTRICH PLUME) 
A handsome, upright growing, mild variety, slow to bolt seed stalks; leaves bright 
green, plume-like, and deeply fringed on the edges; seed reddish brown. 

SOUTHERN GIANT CURLED 

The best known and most popular sort. Leaves long and wide, light green, 
tinged with yellow, heavily crumpled and curled at the edges. Seed small, 
reddish brown. Used widely in the South. 

TENDERGREEN (Mustard Spinach) 

A quick growing variety particularly suited to the South. Leaves oblong, thick, 
fairly smooth, dark green with lighter green ribs; slow to seed, resistant to heat 
and drought; combines flavors of mustard and spinach. 

: 
| 
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OKRA 
Hibiscus esculentus 

Height 
of Mature 

plant pods 
feet inches Days 

RlerIsoite SDINeLeSSeem ci oe ee ok hc Bac Se tend cs ae 4%, 7 55 

Developed by the South Carolina Experiment Station. All- 
America Silver Medal for 1939. A very uniform spineless 
strain of the Perkins long-prodded type. Plant has less foliage 
than Perkins; pods rich green, straight, ridged. 

TO cbt Grisly IN GARE Yeh ie a, Se ee cs se tea addon cies Heda os eee 2 7 50 

Introduced by H. G. Hastings Co. Dark green, fluted, pointed 
pods; quite prolific. Adapted by its earliness to more northerly 
latitudes. 

Ly BYES CCHS AY Heal 02 a ae ee ce ae et 58 

A green companion variety to Louisiana White Velvet devel- 
oped by Dr. J. C. Miller at the Louisiana Experiment Station, 
suited especially to canners and preservers as the pods retain 
their color when processed. 

iowistana. vWhite, Velvet Clady Pinser) ..6 22250. is 5 614 58 

An improved strain of White Velvet. Plant tall, early and 
prolific. Pods creamy white, slender, spineless, ribless. 

PTW TA CANIS VU AIRC bee en earth eenns seve basd uae ete luda pacevndncay 5 4 62 

Developed at the Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station. 
A late sort, very prolific and of good quality. Plant dwarf, 
dark green, pods dark green, short and round. 

PIB TOKEN Si Ave id Et “Chall Green): $n ks pee eis eeee 5 7 56 

Pods bright, deep green, slender, meaty, tapered, and ribbed. 
A valuable market and canning variety. 

VEL WTS) 22 La Tren SY aU fete cc ag ket yo wel ea ae oe A tem 5 8 50 

All-America Bronze Medal for 1939. An excellent develop- 
ment of White Velvet type for the home or market garden, 
introduced by H. G. Hastings Co. Long tapering pods, green- 
ish white, round, smooth and entirely spineless, stay tender 
to larger size than most other varieties. 

NR Se STE Sy ES ep ae OO nee RE ole nie Ore ee! 47%, 6 60 

Plant early, prolific; pods creamy, sometimes pale greenish 
white, meaty, tender; smooth, round and pointed. 

White Velvet Okra: Extensively grown in the South 
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ONION 
Allium cepa 

For over eighty years we have produced onion seed for the critical trade of America. 
Outstanding depth of color, tough clinging skins with consequent exceptional keep- 
ing quality, and uniformity in trueness to type are factors which make our selected 
stocks superior. Planting stocks are renewed each year from parent lines pro- 
duced on our breeding grounds. 

The varieties listed in large type are, in our judgment, the most important ones. 

The number of days indicates the time from planting of seed to maturity of bulbs 
under mid-west and eastern growing conditions. Length of daylight is also a factor 
in the time required to form bulbs. 

Ebenezer: A standard variety used largely for sets 

Australian Brown; No: 5:26.22 oe eS ee ee eee 100 

The best strain of this standard variety, noted for keeping quality, pure 
lemon-yellow flesh and chestnut-brown scale color. Bulbs deep-flat or semi- 
globular in shape; with tough tight-fitting skins; flavor very strong, and flesh 
cooks rather dark. 

BABOSA: ‘(Early Grano). 22.253) Soc et eee 90 

An early, relatively non-bolting variety of particular value for fall seeding 
in Texas and the Pacific Southwest. Bulbs top-shaped, medium large with 
straw-colored skin; flesh white, mild and of excellent flavor. Highly 
desirable for early markets. 

BRIGHAM:- YELLOW GLOBE. 3 ee eee ee eee 109 

Specially desirable on account of its fine keeping qualities. Bulbs globular 
with rounded bottom, a deeper, blockier type than Yellow Globe Danvers; 
solid, well covered with tight-fitting thick skins; foliage dark green; par- 
tially resistant to aphids. 

CRYSTAL WAR oe ee eS eee eee 93 

Sometimes called White Bermuda. Grown extensively in Texas for first 
early shipments to Northern markets. Bulbs very flat, medium sized, clear 
white; of mild, delicate favor. The Asgrow strain represents many years 
of continuous selection. 

EARLY YELLOW ‘GLOBE. oo2n2 a ee eee eee 98 

A reliable and deservedly popular variety originally introduced by F. H. 
Woodruff & Sons; productive and an exceptionally good keeper for so early 
a variety. Bulbs medium large in size, yellow, with clinging skins, solid, 
uniform and attractive. Earliness in maturity insures minimum damage 
from thrips. 
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Boe EPC) ates) se were et Bee ae ie es 

An excellent variety for producing sets of exceptional keeping quality. 
Bulbs deep-flat, of medium size; dark yellow, very firm, with thick skins. 
Sets when planted make an early maturing, good keeping onion for market. 

GOLDEN GLOBE (Golden Marvel: Bottle Neck) ......0.......00000.: Ph even eek en 

Popular for growing globe-shaped sets of excellent keeping quality; very 
productive. Bulbs oblong-globe, or bottle neck in shape, rich golden yel- 
low; firm and hard. Also desirable for market or storage. 

BPO ETORVIC mE SUCIIN lee eet Neem Rhee oe Ret Rio at ne coca tee ee eae Re ih oe a aa 

A red Bermuda type, of very deep, attractive color and sweet flavor. Bulb 
shape similar to Yellow Bermuda but thicker. Color a very deep dark red. 
For first early market in Pacific coast areas. 

MUTioa seat i) BESO MM PAIN CESS oes oe as ese Ree ses so eae nsec ed wa abd 

Particularly notable for its hard bulb with thick skin and. excellent stor- 
age quality. Bulbs three-quarter-globe shape, slightly flattened at the base, 
dark yellow; medium early. Productive and of good shipping quality. 

Nebuka (Japanese Bunching) Allium fistulosum 

A bulbless bunching variety, grown for its very long, pure white stems; 
long standing, tender and of delicate flavor. Resistant to pinkroot, thrips 
and smut. 

Ghrromevitciiean ete Wows: ClO een se he oe mc w he cih eB es nee 

Popular in onion-growing sections of the Midwest. Bulbs medium large, 
globular, with somewhat flattened bottom; pure yellow in color with hard, 
solid flesh; of excellent keeping quality. 

Pi zetccety sO Citta se ee cn. ee hota ent ee oe nt Pa oe at ee ee 

A popular shipping sort grown extensively in the South. Bulbs large, 
globe shape; skin thin and glossy, of straw color; flesh coarse but mild. 
The Asgrow strain is very productive. 

Red Creole ............ WR Rs Di ge ne we Woe sn ne |e Une DAR Sa cue naan eae h ea, ee 

A desirable, highly productive variety for the South. Bulbs large, semi- 
globular, reddish in color. Flesh solid, ne grained, of distinct flavor. A 
good keeper holding well in storage. 

OBE, LURE GG TORRE Clee d ee ayetd Coy) \eicn tee a r gos ae rn ar Rea eet a en pe te 

An early variety for home gardens; popular in Italian communities. Bulbs 
long, pointed at top and bottom, large, bright red in color. Flesh firm, 
sweet and of very mild flavor. Very slow in bolting to seed. 

ee CURIE SITeN te at ehh pa Se cert has Bie Ss deve GOs saeabictadeelaae Be ite At A Py s 

An old variety of excellent keeping quality. Used extensively for sets, 
and for storage. Bulbs medium large, flat on the bottom, with sloping 
top; purplish red; flesh fine grained, firm, white slightly flushed with pink. 

SEER SS CRITE A oi RR EE Se cree Re 6A See Cn re en eee 

Recently developed by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture and California Experi- 
ment Station from a cross of Stockton Yellow Globe (G36) x Early Grano. 
Bulbs of medium size and semi-globe shape with straw-yellow skin. Highly 
non-bolting and relatively early. Adapted to first fall plantings in California. 

SP EUAR ECAP YT TROC Gly Gye pig case a ai ore a es Sec ree eno ae a or ee 

The finest of the red onions. Bulbs perfectly round, of good size, with 
small neck and thick, deep purplish red skin; flesh white, tinged with pink; 
of strong flavor. Productive, and a good keeper. 
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ONION—Continued Days 
SOUTHPORT WHITE ‘GLOBE 3.) 4" 38 110 

The best of the white varieties. Bulbs round, medium sized, solid, pure 
white, very attractive; skin thin and delicate; flesh waxy white, fine grained, 
and mild. Keeps well in fall storage. 

Southport Yellow Globe 2.0. os ea ee ee LES 

The first strain of Yellow Globe Onion developed in this country was named 
after Southport, Connecticut, where it originated. Used for storage and 
shipping. Bulbs round with slight elongation, medium size, solid, rich 
yellow, skins tough and clinging. Flesh white with creamy tone. 

White-Babosas 45 Lec 2 a eerie Tek Ss eal os Relraetia. sn eS aN ga OE sO 90 

A new; variety developed at our Pacific Coast breeding station for intro- 
duction in 1942. Similar to Babosa except that the shape is somewhat more 
spherical and the skin color is a clear attractive Silverskin white. Promises 
to be valuable as an early, non-bolting, white market onion. 

White Barletta-CWhite Pearl) ae ee eee 90 

An, exceptionally early sort, used for pickling and for green bunching. 
Bulbs small, flat, pure white, of mild, sweet flavor. 

White Lisbon 

Grown almost exclusively as an early bunching onion. At maturity the 
bulbs are large, thick-flat, with thick neck; clear white in color. 

WHITE PORTUGAL. (Silverskin). 20 ee 100 

The most widely used white onion. An all-purpose variety, for sets, pick- 
ling, green bunching, and storage. Bulbs medium sized, thick-flat, clear 
white, hard, fine grained, and of pleasing flavor. A dependable cropper. 

WHITE E. OU BE Nes ocscc ea ee 90 

Valuable for early market and pickling, sometimes used for bunching and 
for pickles. Bulbs small, flat, clear white, firm and mild. 

WHITE SWEET  SPANIG Dy ooe coogi cuatro eeepc au eee 110 

The largest of the white onions. Bulbs globular with small neck, pure 
white; flesh clear white, firm and mild. Very attractive, and a fair keeper. 

White Welsh Allium fistulosum 

Used exclusively for green bunching, as it forms no bulbs. A hardy per- 
ennial, which develops white shoots for the market in advance of those 
from sets; tender, and of delicate flavor. 

YELLOW. BERMUDA och Oi as ho eaen tiles ie cea enon ome eee ace oe ee 93 

A medium sized, flat sort for early market. Skin light straw color, thin 
and loose; flesh nearly white, sweet and mild. The dual name arises from 
lack of positive color. Grown extensively in Texas and Southern Cali- 
fornia for early shipments to Northern markets. 

YELLOW. GLOBE. . DANVERS io occ oe a ee ee 110 

A popular strain of Yellow Globe. Hardy and a good cropper; used largely 
for storage. Bulbs medium large, round, yellow, firm, solid with small 
neck. Flesh white, with slight yellow tone. 

YELLOW SWEEP SPAN OE oy ie cciccetes taurmte Rc eee ete Senne eee een 110 

An increasingly popular large yellow variety of Spanish origin, similar to 
Prizetaker, but larger. Globular, with golden yellow skin; flesh white, 
mild, very sweet and of pleasing flavor, desirable for shipping and fall stor- 
age. We are producing leading strains of this important item. 

ONION SETS 
Our onion sets are produced in the best set-growing sections, from our own pure- 
bred seed. Careful cleaning, sizing, and packaging at time of shipment, make for 
arrival in customers’ hands in prime condition, Asgrow sets are second to none in 
quality and attractiveness. The varieties include: White, Yellow, Red, Ebenezer, 
Golden Globe, etc, 
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PARSLEY 
Petroselinum hortense 

Days 

Pete Bel TiplecCurled) >< 2 6. tee heresies Hos An 70 

A compact plant with dark bright green leaves, exceedingly finely cut and 
curled, giving the appearance of a dense piece of moss. Very desirable 
for garnishing, and for decorative purposes. 

Ee Mia AAA REA Eres tee ete tok eh ace ae ee ees ee ae Se cae ee Syl Ale Ae eae: 85 

A recent introduction of triple curled type. Plant slow growing, very 
dark green, tall and with stout stems for bunching. 

“EL ACTE AYER ESE os Sie ren Metin Woke hark ca ace ecg Maal re ele aoe ee AZ 

Used largely for flavoring. Leaves bright green, deeply cut, flat, not 
curled; stem small, solid, without purple coloration, edible. 

Rooted Hamburg, Petroselinum hortense var. radicosum ....... ey Ee ne eS ee 90 

Forms thick, fleshy, edible roots, 8”-10” long, used for flavoring, like celery 
or celeriac. Leaves plain, deeply cut; stems hollow, tinged with purple; 
coarse and tough. 

Parsley plots at our Milpitas, California, breeding station 

PARSNIP 
Pastinaca sativa 

Se Sh 5 Vey 5s Oe G2 IA ee DSR Mateo ig GOS ieee Met See Hee Pea aE Non ee 95 

A new and very good variety; the roots are large and broad-shouldered, of 
medium length, fine texture, white color, and with small core; very free from 
side rootlets. 

So EE EC QE SA @ OFT rarg otoY em aie ae ec ey ee 95 

Most commonly used of all varieties. Root 10”-12” long, 23%4”-3” diam- 
eter at shoulder; hollow crowned, uniformly tapered. 

rN I Acre are are eB Pe 8k le Are ee ed Se Oe he ye RS fies) 

A very early variety with medium top. Root 6”-8” long, 21%4”-3” in diameter 
at shoulder; full crowned, slightly rounded at top; flesh tender and sweet. 
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Spring scene at the Asgrow pea-breeding station, Hamilton, Montana 

PEAS 
Pisum sativum 

By breeding pedigreed stocks through generations of pure-line cultures, we are con- 
tinually improving existing leading varieties of peas. This intensive process, sup- 
ported by careful inspection and checking of field crops, produces exceptionally high 
grade stocks. In addition to maintaining standard varieties, new strains are devel- 
oped by means of hybridization and selection, which enables us to combine desirable 
plant characters such as disease resistance, productiveness, and quality of two or 
more parents in new and more useful introductions. 

Since the time from planting to first picking varies widely in different seasons and 
in different sections, we have indicated in the column of days, average results under 
normal rainfall conditions in the North. These figures will be of assistance in com- 
paring the relative earliness or lateness of the various varieties when planted 
in any iocality. 

Varieties listed in larger letters are, in our judgment, the newer and more important. 
Smooth seeded sorts are commonly handled on the basis of 120 lb. to the bag and 
wrinkled varieties 112 lb. 

Smooth-Seeded 
Height Length 
of plant of pod 
inches inches Days 

RTCA AON ee eh, ered bee Oye eet oct ee te AN eee 
The Asgrow strain—the first progeny line, pedigreed stock of 
this variety ever developed—is noted for its pod size and pro- 
ductivity. Fully resistant to Fusarium wilt. Used very exten- 
sively for canning; also by gardeners for a first early variety. 
Plant slender, light green, very uniform in maturing. Pods 
single, blunt, light green, round, straight, contain 6-8 peas of 
good quality. Seed small, round, smooth, bluish green: 
130 per oz. 
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Height 
of plant 
inches 

Holes Kettner Ohne tk aye oie ete hhc Te conte sesso ie crete 

Developed from a rogue found in a crop of Alaska. Plant 
more vigorous but less uniform than regular Alaska and about 
two days later to picking. Pods are similar but in general 
a little larger. 

18 QUEL MEM) Cain ere(eie 2a Gy EW 6 (6 (2) Ve ie ee ne NT etn a een 

Sometimes called Large Podded Alaska. Popular in some 
sections with market gardeners for early planting; resistant to 
Fusarium wilt. Plant medium green. Pods single, somewhat 
curved, pointed, medium green, contain 7-8 peas of only fair 
quality. Seed medium, round, dimpled, bluish green: 125 per oz. 

Camada micid: -55 72 ae es, itch pel ee tals SE ey are Rant ART rear eae 

_A commercial sort for field culture, resistant to Fusarium wilt. 
Plant very tall, medium green. Pods single, blunt, light green; 
contain 6 peas. Seed small, smooth, creamy white. 

CAMP ASTE AS Des arse VSS (C1 S16 F106) ieee a 

The earliest sort in common use. Plant very dwarf, slender. 
Pods single and double, pointed, dark green, slightly curved, 
contain 7-9 peas of good quality when picked young. Seed 
small, gray-green, dimpled. 

LAXTON’S SUPERB (Early Bird, Improved Laxtonian) ................ 

The earliest large podded, dwarf sort. Plant light green, 
coarse. Pods single and double, curved, pointed, medium 
green, attractive; contain 9-10 peas of fair quality. Seed dark 
green, dimpled: 90 per oz. 

Namimnoethn Pod@edaly xtra Marly. 2 os ecto iene Ski cas ee. 

For home and market gardens. Plant medium heavy, deep 
green, productive. Pods light to medium green, broad, round, 
blunt; taper slightly from blossom to stem end; contain 6-7 
peas of fair quality. Seed round, dimpled, cream colored. 

i) LARTETEGN RE ESN 2. \170 PA 2 2 ee SG ae le Ec oe et Re CT Je ee Se 

A commercial sort, grown extensively for dry use; resistant 
to Fusarium wilt. Plant dark green. Pods single and double, 
plump, blunt, straight, light green; contain 6-7 peas of poor 
quality. Seed large, round, creamy white. Very productive. 

Pedisree-t.xtraarly (Hirst and Best: John L.). ........00...hce 

Developed and introduced by Calvin N. Keeney. A hardy sort 
that can be planted very early. Plant light, resistant to 
Fusarium wilt. Pods single, light green, blunt, plump, contain 
6-7 peas of fair quality. Seed round, dimpled, creamy white. 

Wallets Wonder Cvy’s Special: Frostproof): ..20.....6..cc5.00.cee00ceccsceetsuses 

A hardy variety for earliest planting. Of Georgia origin and 
in favor there. Resembles Pedigree Extra Early but has 
smaller pods and is said to be more resistant to cold. 

Pei re ee eer RG ee ae. a rial eS, Me a 

Developed and introduced by Rogers Bros. Seed Co. A can- 
ning variety, used where small sizes are desired. Plant 
light. Pods single, narrow, light green, blunt, straight; con- 
tain 6-7 peas. Seed small, deeply dimpled, light green. 
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Wrinkled-Seeded ae 
inches 

ALDERMAN (Dark-Podded: Teleplione)-2.-. se 

A handsome large podded variety. Excellent for home gar- 
den, for truckers, for shipping to distant markets and for freez- 
ing; resistant to Fusarium wilt. Plant dark green, coarse. 
Pods single, large, plump, straight, dark green, pointed; contain 
8-10 peas of highest quality. Seed large, light green: 90 per oz. 

American® Wonder. =2 "> a a ea ee one eee ee 

For the home garden, and very productive. Plant dark green, 
fairly coarse. Pods single and double, light green, blunt, 
straight, and well filled with 6 peas. Seed medium sized, largely 
square; green. 

CANNER JUNG co 40sec ee en ee Pe reais et i 

A recent Asgrow development. A main canning variety resist- 
ant to Fusarium wilt. Plant similar to Perfection but with more 
open habit of growth; color medium green. Pods slightly 
curved, single and double, medium green, blunt, contain 7-9 
peas of very high canning quality. Seed green, of medium size: 
100 per oz. 

Chanipion of fincland: 15-3 So Se ee ee oe ee 

A well-known standard late variety for home gardens. Plant 
medium green, coarse. Pods single and double, light green, 
blunt, straight, plump; contain 7-8 peas of fair quality. Seed 
large, light green: 120 per oz. 

Climias 5 25 ee PO oe ce Eee Pe re ngs otee e ae se 

A prolific sort for second early canning. Plant of Admiral 
type, medium green and slender. Resistant to Fusarium wilt. 
Pods single and double, light, blunt; contain 6-7 peas. Seed 
small, green: 140 per oz. 

Dwart Alderman: <2 ee Oe i OS a 9 a eee ee RE eee 

For market gardens and shipping. Plant dark green, stocky, 
branching, resistant to Fusarium wilt. Pods single and double, 
dark green, plump, pointed, slightly curved; contain 7-9 large 
peas of good quality. Seed large, green: 90 per oz. 

Dwart: -Lelephone -Qaisy)- 3 eee 

A productive variety for home gardens, truckers and shipping; 
resistant to Fusarium wilt. Plant light green, stocky and 
branching. Pods single and double, medium light green, lightly 
curved, broad, pointed and attractive; contain 8-10 peas of 
excellent quality. Seed large, green with bluish cast: 80 per oz. 

EARLY HARV BSE Soe re ee eee ee ee eee 

Our development, resistant to Fusarium wilt. An early sweet, 
wrinkled, canning type showing more vigor than either Surprise 
or Wisconsin Early Sweet. Plant slender, medium green. 
Pods single, light green, plump, blunt; contain 6-8 peas hav- 
ing tender skins and excellent flavor. Seed small, green: 
140 per oz. 

Evert bearing 2.250 eo eee ee ee ee 

A long bearing variety for the home and market garden; re- 
sistant to Fusarium wilt. Plant dark green, thick, coarse, and 
branching. Pods double, light green, plump, blunt, straight; 
contain 4-5 large peas of sweet marrowy flavor. Seed very large, 
light green, flat. 

Yorkshire Hero is similar. 
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Glacier: An early, wilt-resistant Thomas Laxton type 

Height 
of plant 
inches 

SILO Tg ae Sa a ee ee Le he a eee OE Ee rn 

A very good general-purpose variety, resistant to Fusarium 
wilt. Plant heavy, dark green. Pods round, dark green, 
pointed, contain 8-9 large peas of good quality. Seed green, large. 

i Rese Serene eet Fee Oia gy Ft) eo fot eee IE EEN te ooh he racials 

A new Asgrow variety recently developed at our Montana pea- 
breeding station to meet the need for a variety somewhat ear- 
lier than Thomas Laxton but of the same general type and 
fully resistant to Fusarium wilt. The plants are dark green 
and medium heavy. Pods single, dark green, blunt ended, 
plump and well filled with 7-8 deep green, semi-round peas of 
excellent quality. Seed large, cream and green: 100 per oz. 

(PELE S ee en a ae ye py er open eye eet eRe eee ee 

For home and market gardeners. Plant medium green, stocky. 
Pods single, broad, pointed, medium green; contain 6-8 large, 
sweet peas. Seed large, cream and green: 100 per oz. 

CEES, See E PTE Pa a ea eer ee eS 

Developed and introduced by Rogers Bros. Seed Co. A de- 
pendable cropping variety for canners. Resistant to Fusarium 
wilt. Plant dark green, slender. Pods single, blunt, straight, 
plump and well filled, medium green; contain 6-8 medium small, 
uniform peas. Seed small, very green: 170 per oz. 

EES TE SE oR Se ea eg ira na Ee nc 

An attractive, large podded sort, for home gardens, for truckers 
and for shipping. Plant dark green, stout. Pods single, broad, 
very deep green, pointed, curved; contain 8 large peas of excel- 
lent quality. Seed large, wrinkled, yellow and green, some- 
what flat: 100 per oz. 

ED DSS LS SG Fp a ee tn mE a eg 

A very desirable variety in the second early class. Plant 
medium green; pods single, plump, pointed, dark green; with 7-9 

: large peas of fine quality. Seed cream and green: 100 per oz. 
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PEAS—Continued | ee 
inches 

Laxtontan: -2.. 33 ee ee ee ee ee ee 

For home gardens, truckers, and shipping. Plant dark green. 
Pods single, broad, dark green, slightly curved, pointed; contain 
7-8 large, succulent peas. Seed large, flattish, yellow and green. 

LAXTON'S PROGRESS) 332.0% 2) eee 

Developed by Laxton Bros. and introduced in 1922. The largest 
podded and most attractive of the Laxtonian family. Popular 
for shipping to distant markets, also for home and market gar- 
den planting. Plant medium dark green. Pods single, 7%” 
wide, dark green, somewhat curved, pointed, handsome; con- 
tain 7-9 large peas of good quality. Seed large, cream with 
green: 85 per oz. Our strain of this important variety is noted 
for its solid deep green color. 

LITTLE -MARVEL 2.20.5 2 ee ee ee 

Outstanding among the older varieties of dwarf peas, Little 
Marvel continues to be extensively used on account of excep- 
tional quality and yield. Valuable for home garden and for 
early shipping. Plant dark green, medium, stocky. Pods 
single and double, dark green, blunt, plump, well filled with 
7-8 tender peas. Seed medium size, light green, squarish: 
110 per oz. 

WWE a OT ogee ee EO 3 rt See ese ee ee 

Recently developed at our pea-breeding station, this new variety 
combines the best qualities of Perfection and Profusion. Re- 
sistant to Fusarium wilt. Plant stocky, of open growing habit, 
medium green. Pcds mostly double and well concentrated, 
medium green, nearly straight, blunt, well filled with 6-7 large 
bright green peas of excellent quality. Seed large, mainly 
green: 93 per oz. 

Morse’s Macket.. nis oe ee ee eee 

For market gardens and shipping. Plant medium green, sturdy, 
somewhat coarse. Pods dark green, single, plump, curved, 
pointed; contain 7-9 peas. Seed large, cream with green. 

Pride: A recent Asgrow introduction, wilt resistant and prolific 
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Height 
of plant 
inches 

“ich 1 EERO Esse ca ot atin ged Aa Ie Doel ec a ce Rn 

A new Asgrow variety of large Hundredfold type, developed 
at our pea-breeding station for shipping, quick freezing and 
general use. Resistant to Fusarium wilt. Plant dark green, 
strong and prolific. Pods single and double, broad, dark green, 
pointed and slightly curved. Seed large, green. 

Waikaegars tet eRC OUST OTe en Oe ees Fe ad ee aa eS GA a ehuce saben th 

Similar to American Wonder. One of the older varieties now 
mainly used in the packet trade. Plant dark green, slender. 
Pods single, blunt, round, plump, light green; well filled with 
6-7 medium sized, tender peas. Seed square, light green: 134 
per oz. 

STEGER BGR AND) eo i a Be ea mies atric Mala recy costae ave Gn no Caen OE a oe a re ee 

Resembles Stratagem, but 4-5 days earlier; exceptional in 
quality; resistant to Fusarium wilt. Adapted particularly for 
shippers and market gardeners. Plant dark green, stocky and 
branching. Pods single and double, round, cark green, plump, 
pointed, curved at tip; contain 8-10 large, succulent peas. Seed 
large, green: 90 per oz. 

CEPR ETE ss ere ka ae ced ea i a a ea 

Plant medium light green, with heavy stem and foliage. Of 
excellent quality and strong productivity. Pods single and 
double, 34” wide, medium green, blunt, straight, attractive; 
contain 6-8 large, tender peas. Seed large, green. 

“SLES. 1 By CET YS eo ar ee cP ore a 

An important main canning variety, resistant to Fusarium wilt; 
concentrated in pod development and very productive. The 
Asgrow strain is known particularly for its uniform, large, 
attractive pods. Plant medium green, stocky. Pods double, 
medium green, blunt, slightly curved; contain 7-9 peas. Seed 
green, of medium size: 130 per oz. 

EF BOREL ETE Pe Cane c Wee [a 6 eh a 0107-5 6 Callen te ge oe ae 

Resistant to Fusarium wilt. Used for home gardens and by 
some canners. Plant dark green, medium, productive. Pods 
single and double, light green, round, straight, blunt; contain 
6-7 peas of good quality. Seed green, medium sized: 120 per oz. 

iP ES2 TSE VNTEIS O70 ee eg a ae nla eee 

For home and market gardens, and for shipping. Plant very 
dark green, stocky, with large leaves. Very attractive. Pods 
single, broad, plump, pointed, slightly curved, rich deep green; 
contain 8-9 large succulent peas. Seed large, green. 

Be FUER ges SSSR Sica 5 a pr a eR ec 

Developed at the Asgrow pea-breeding station in Montana and 
introduced in 1936. A hybrid variety, exceptionally produc- 
tive. Resistant to Fusarium wilt; excellent for canning, similar 
in color and texture to Perfection. Plant dark green, open at 
top, sturdy, very uniform, quite resistant to aphids. Pods mainly 
double, straight, plump, dark green, well filled with 7-9 peas; 
highly concentrated in season. Seed medium, green; 120 per oz. 

RMT NA ee eo ore bt cad acs. “ote ean 2 2, SAR Rene eee 

A desirable sort for canning large sized garden-run peas; also 
good for home garden use; resistant to Fusarium wilt. Plant 
medium green, coarse. Pods single and double, light green, 
blunt; contain 4-6 large peas. Seed large, cream and green; a 
light cropper: 95 per oz. 
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Evaluation of pea varieties for the annual records of our pea-breeding station 

= Heigh 1 h PEAS—Continued aoe ear 
inches inches Days 

Protusion: << 2.:i ee ee er ee 42 3% 76 

For home garden and canning; resistant to Fusarium wilt. 
Plant medium green, with stout stem. Pods single and paired, 
light green, plump, straight, blunt; contain 5-6 large, oblong 
peas of good quality. Seed large, cream and green: 88 per oz. 

Resistant Surprise: o-oo eee ee ee 28 25% 57 

Developed at the Asgrow pea-breeding station to provide a 
variety with the desirable canning qualities of Surprise, plus 
resistance to Fusarium wilt. The new variety is somewhat 
more prolific, but plant and pod type are, in general, identical 
with Surprise. 

Rice's Early Dwart (Sutton’s* Execlsior)..22 =) = ee 18 3% 63 

For the home garden. Plant medium green, stocky. Pods single, 
light green, broad, blunt, straight; contain 6-8 medium large 
peas of good quality. Seed large, flat, light green: 100 per oz. 

Shasta 2.5. hex es a ee eee ee 25 334 70 

A new variety developed at the Asgrow pea-breeding station 
to meet the need for a late-maturing Thomas Laxton type. 
Plants medium green and sturdy; resistant to Fusarium wilt. 
Pods dark green, a little larger than Thomas Laxton and of sim- 
ilar shape, borne mainly in pairs. Peas deep green, of excellent 
quality and highly suitable for freezing. Seed large, green: 
100 per oz. 

STRATAGEM, IMPROVED \oi520 5 See ie ee 28 44 79 

A superior late variety for home» and market garden, for 
shipping to distant markets, and for freezing. Resistant to 
Fusarium wilt. Plant deep green, stocky and branching. Pods 
single and paired, 7%” wide, nearly round, straight, pointed, 
dark green; contain 8-10 tender, succulent peas. Seed large, 
green: 95 per oz. 
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SUEINETRS@ se posses GR i en lle gl ne -ae 

A popular early canning sort of first quality. Plant medium 
green, slender. Pods single, light green, plump, blunt; con- 
tain 6-8 peas. Seed small, green. This variety excels in ten- 
derness of skin and sweetness of flavor. 

Telephone: see Alderman. 

EET TN ce wesc sc Concha abe a a Rs 

Developed at our Montana station: All-America Silver Medal 
for 1937. A hybrid variety fully resistant to Fusarium wilt. 
Excellent for market gardens, shipping, canning and freezing. 
Plant dark green, medium heavy. Pods single, large, straight, 
blunt, dark green, concentrated in season; well filled with 7-8 
large, succulent peas of very fine quality. Seed large, cream 
and green: 105 per oz. 

MENA SAT ON- DARK PODDED on. iicccleicencicnsneckehisdeaseeetbeectes eens 

Original light colored strain introduced by Laxton Bros. in 
1898. The Asgrow improved dark podded strain retains the 
earliness of the first introduction but is more attractive in 
both plant and pod. Excellent for home and market gardens 
and for shipping, canning and freezing. Plant deep green and 
medium heavy. Pods single, rich deep green, plump, broad, 
blunt: contain 7-8 large, tender peas of splendid quality. Seed 
of medium size, cream and green; 100 per oz. 

TO RTE ISS aL DH G90 2a aR aa re Ee ge Oa ee eee 

Of Gradus type, but earlier, and very uniform in maturing. 
Excellent for home garden and first early markets. Plant light 
green, medium heavy. Pods single, medium green, pointed, 
broad, plump; contain 7-8 large tender peas of good quality. 
The Asgrow strain is noted for earliness and size of pod. 
Seed large, cream and green: 100 per oz. 
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Edible Podded or Sugar Peas 
Pisum sativum saccharatum 

Height Length 
of plant of pod 
inches inches Days 

Dwart: Gray Sugar 2255...4528 2 2 ee ee eee 28 2 65 

A prolific variety for home garden; resistant to Fusarium wilt. 
Plant slender and wiry with purple blossoms. Pods double, 
light green, heavily curved, semi-pointed, strongly indented 
between the peas. Seed small, mottled, gray, round: 230 per oz. 

Dwart-W hite Sugar: 435.555.0533 ee eee eee 26 234 65 

Plant slender, medium green, with white blossoms. Pods single 
and double, much constricted, mostly straight, semi-pointed, 
light green. Seed small, round, smooth, creamy white. 

MAMMOTH MELTING SUGAR... 2252). 2 eee 54 5 74 

The best of the edible podded sorts for home and market gar- 
den use; resistant to Fusarium wilt. Plant light green, coarse. 
Pods single, very broad, indented, light, blunt; brittle, fleshy, 
stringless, free from fiber, of good quality; contain about 7 
peas. Seed large, round, creamy white; 100 per oz. 

Manimoth- Luscious (Sugar 3.4.22 ee ee ee 54 4l4 74 

For home and market garden; resistant to Fusarium wilt. Plant 
light green, coarse. Pods single, 7%” broad, light green, blunt, 
straight, indented; contain about 8 peas. Seed round, gray. 

For Southern Growers 

The following varieties of the species Vigna sinensis might more properly be grouped 
with beans but are commonly known in the South as Table Peas, as distinguished 
from Garden or English Peas. 

Black-By¢, arse = 265 ee ee eas ee ee eee 40 7 47 

A standard main crop variety with tall, strong, prolific 
plants. Pods large, long and easily shelled. Green peas large 
and attractive; reach full maturity about 15 days later and 
have good keeping qualities as dried peas. 

Brown. (Sugar) Crowder~ 230 ns en ee ee ee 28 7 45 

An early edible podded variety used also for green shelled 
peas for canning and for dried peas. Plant dark green, thick- 
stemmed and branching. Pods round, plump, blunt, medium 
green, filled with brownish peas crowded tightly together. Seed 
smooth, buff-brown with darker brown eye. Used also as a 
forage crop and for soil improvement. Through breeding work at 
our Southern station, the Asgrow strain has been made suitable 
for shelling in viner equipment. The hulls are thicker and do 
not fit too tightly around the seeds. 

Credm ‘Crowder 2:5; Mere re ce, a a ee ee 28 7 45 

Quite similar to Brown Crowder and used in various ways. 
Plant vigorous, dark green, with tendrils at top. Pods round, 
blunt, medium green, contain light green peas closely crowded 
together. Seed smooth, medium, cream with buff eye. 

Cream’ Lady. ii otc See eo eee ee ee aa co ee 26 8 43 

A very good variety of this group for table use. Plant stocky, 
dark green, branching. Pods oval, medium green, straight, 
blunt, closely filled with light green tender peas. Seed small, 
smooth, ivory white. 
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A run-of-the-feld picking of Calwonder Early 

PEPPER 
Capsicum frutescens 

Development of new varieties and the improvement of standard sorts is carried on 

at our Eastern breeding station, Milford, Conn. Our pedigreed stocks are noted for 

earliness in maturity and thickness of flesh. The seasonal relationship among varie- 
ties is shown by average reading of maturity dates, the column of Days indicating 
relative time from setting-out of plants to picking. 

Diameter 
Length at stem 
inches inches Days 

SERS ef FS la a see 7 1 80 
An all-purpose hot variety, planted mainly in the South and in 
California. Long, smooth, tapering, deep green fruits, chang- 
ing to bright scarlet at maturity. 

OTE Be GEV TUL SUSIE 00 Sa ihe tee cae ee eee ee Oe oe menner RE eer 3 234 64 

A popular, early, prolific sort, with medium, erect plant. Fruits 
pendent, blunt, largely 4-lobed, deep green changing to scarlet 
red at maturity. This is not the hot strain formerly grown. 

eet Ni WONDER. TMPROY ED 2 oof. o.0i ccf neste ieee 4144 3% 75 

For market garden and shipping. Plant vigorous, upright, pro- 
lic. Fruits mostly 4-lobed, upright, slightly longer than 
standard strains; very attractive, smooth, uniform and deep 
green, changing to bright crimson; flesh very thick, sweet 
and mild. 

co NEST Bin SST DONG Fed Wie ta peat a aE ces er eer eee eee Pen reee 4 34 69 

An Asgrow early strain of California Wonder maturing a week 

to ten days earlier than others. Plant stocky and sturdy, vig- 

orous, prolific. Fruits 3- and 4-lobed, upright, very attractive. 

Smooth, uniform, deep green changing to bright crimson at 

maturity; thick, sweet and mild. Particularly desirable in areas 

of shorter season. Packs well because of its uniformity. 
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PEPPER—Continued ee Length at stem 
inches inches Days 

Chinese Giant... ete ee ee ee ee 41%, 4% 80 
An extremely large, sweet pepper for home and market garden 
use. Plant short, stocky, and light green. Fruits pendent, 
chunky, square ended, and slightly crumpled; deep green chang- 
ing to deep scarlet. 

Bioral-Gemi\. (228.5 s Sie fre ec ee Pee Se a eae 3%, «1% 15 

The Asgrow strain of this variety has been developed at our 
Pacific Coast breeding station for more robust plants and 
larger fruits. The bush is taller than regular Floral Gem, the 
fruits run about 314” long by 114” at shoulder. Of value 
to Southwestern canners and pickle makers. 

Golden Queen. <6 36 Bo Be ae a ee eee ee 4 34 78 

A large yellow variety, of sweet and mild flavor, resembling 
Ruby King in shape and size. Fruits 3-lobed, pendent, tapered, 
deep green, becoming attractive yellow. 

Harris’; arly Giants 3. ee ee ee ee ee 44, 3% 63 

An excellent early sweet variety for home and market garden 
use. Plant dwarf, upright, very productive. Fruits pendent, 
gently tapered, 3-lobed, of mild flavor; deep green changing to 
bright red. Resembles a large Bull Nose in shape. 

Hungarian Yellow: Wax’: .8 ci 4 ee ee 6 1% 65 

A first early, hot sort, valuable for market gardeners and can- 
ners. Plant dwarf and prolific. Fruits pendent, medium slen- 
der, tapering, smooth and very pungent. Color waxy yellow 
changing to bright crimson at maturity. 

Kang orethe North 33. a Pa een este Ae se NE eG TE ESS Ss 5 3 64 

An early strain of Ruby King, introduced by Joseph Harris 
Co. in 1934, especially for shorter season areas. Prolific plants, 
somewhat smaller than regular Ruby King, though fruits are 
of good size and quality. 

Two plants of Paprika, a relatively recent introduction from Europe 
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Diameter 
Length at stem 
inches inches Days 

Wo DEE VEIN Se Sia Voge ae oe CR ei oe ee Cee ee Sa ee ee ee 6 1 70 

The Asgrow strain of this favorite hot pepper is notably 
more substantial, averaging an inch in diameter at the shoulder 
or somewhat larger, and borne plentifully. 

Mageencageavenne: Oricinal type... 2.8 edie 5 5 70 

Used largely for canning, and in sauces, pickles, etc. Plant 
large and productive. Fruits tapering, pendent, frequently 
twisted; very pungent; deep green changing to brilliant red. 

Oy BESTEL RTD eee ee CO OR is fen te Se a Meet CTE EL Be le Ea ~ 2 60 

A very early, medium large, prolific variety. Fruits upright 
in growth, 3-lobed; yellowish green, becoming bright red; flesh 
extremely mild and sweet. 

DS ALRES ARES GAG Oa Dra PVE Aras te IRE Ag Reet ge Bae ce Agee ee Ua 41% 3% 70 

A medium early productive sort, deep glossy green in color 
turning to canary yellow at maturity. Fruits mild, fairly 
smooth, broad at base tapering to blunt point. 

(LPRE TES SEP Gh US EaT a) er ye OF 5 ae es ln 41%, 4y% 80 

A large and heavy yielding Southern strain of the Giant type. 
Fruits similar in shape to Chinese Giant but smoother, mostly 
4-lobed and of large size but medium weight. 

SE BESO Ee ae Eo ER i ae fen Sapa le cet ORAS ie aI es Ps oe 4%, 1y% 70 
Long grown in Europe, a new item in the U. S. A. Plant of 
medium size, very prolific. Fruits long, tapered, deep red at 
maturity, flavor sweet with slight pungency in ribs and seeds. 

PIMENTO (Perfection) .......... a, ONE ARN cee 0a Vy A ale DI De ae ee 31%Z4 2% 73 

Primarily a canning variety; good also for home and market 
garden planting. Plant large, erect, prolific. Fruits heart- 
shaped, pendent, very smooth; color dark green, changing to 
bright crimson, flesh exceptionally thick, sweet and mild. 

PORE LEE SOS ear ae I og ee 1 1 82 

Popular for use in pickles. Plants vigorous, upright, prolific. 
Fruits round, smooth, solid, very pungent; color deep green 
changing to deep scarlet. 

Eee ee a Ey eeey lees. 
Plant of low spreading growth, 18” tall, very productive. Fruits 
erect, conical, extremely pungent; color light to medium green, 
changing to deep red; used in making pepper sauce. 

LPR ES) RAT y ea 2 2A oe Beate 2 nee ON Ee Ena 5 34 15 

Of Georgia origin, for home and market gardens. Plant vig- 
orous, erect, very productive. Fruits slightly tapered, 4-lobed, 
deep green changing to bright red; flesh thick, sweet and mild. 

ESET © SE Se a Sa ee a a I ee ae oye 54 3% 68 

Our early pedigreed strain bred for size and uniformity. All- 
America Bronze Medal for 1935. Plants medium sized, erect and 
productive. Fruits borne off ground, exceptional in breadth 
at base and in length; 3-lobed, tapered, smooth; dark green, 
turning to bright deep red at maturity. Flesh comparatively 
thick, sweet and mild. Particularly desirable for early markets. 
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PEPPER—Continued Diameter 
Length at stem 
inches inches: Days 

Sasnybrook 2.2 ee ee 244 2% 73 
A home garden sort of evecHint flavor. Plant vigorous and 
very productive. Fruits tomato-shaped, smooth; color deep 
green turning to deep red; flesh thick and mild. 

‘Babaseot.: fo eer ee 1 ¥% 95 
A late, hot variety, used in pickles and pepper sauce. Plants 
large and spreading. Fruits small, tapering, smooth; color 
greenish yellow, turning to scarlet- red, 

Lormato Gquash)- eee eee 144 2% 80 

A novelty for home gardens. Plant medium, upright, moder- 
ately productive. Fruits tomato-shaped, of green color, chang- 
ing to bright red; flesh thick, sweet and mild. The Asgrow 
strain is deep fruited and smooth. 

Sweet Cheese is a similar variety but with larger, ridged fruits. 

Woidsotr-A: i273 Sa ee ee ee ee ee 41%4 2% 57 

Developed by Dr. L. C. Curtis of the Connecticut Experiment 
Station. All-America Silver Medal for 1937. A first early type 
for home and market gardens. Plant of medium height, sturdy 
and very prolific. Fruits mostly 3-lobed; furrowed, pendent, 
medium green, of Ruby King type but with somewhat thicker * 
flesh. 

WORLD: BEATER: . <2 3). eee 5 cE Agee ( 
A valuable large variety for market gardens and shippers, from 
a cross oi Chinese Giant and Ruby King. Plants vigorous, 
upright, and very productive. Fruits 4-lobed, smooth; color 
glossy green changing to bright red; flesh thick, mild, and 

World Beater: The Asgrow strain has been selected for longer, uniform fruits 
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Connecticut Field: A planting at the Asgrow Eastern breeding station 

PUMPKIN 
Cucurbita spp. 

Length 
inches 

ent Le Ucar eC, EDO orn oe coe ac en no th aoe 

Extensively grown for making pies, for canning, and for stock 
feed; usually planted in corn fields. Fruits large, partly globe 
shaped; 15-20 Ib. Surface hard, smooth, somewhat ribbed; 
deep orange in color; flesh thick, orange-yellow, coarse and 
sweet. 

_ ESDETE ESSELTE LOSS UC RN 1 1 aaa a i  e  e 

Resembles the Cushaws in shape, but is earlier and larger. 
Skin dark green, with lighter green stripes. Flesh deep yellow, 
and of good quality. Weight 12 lb. Seeds have markings re- 
sembling Japanese characters. Valuable for canning and stock 
feed. 

DE LE SLC Br a Ded og DY GET 15) 0 Slee pes soe 

A heavy yielding variety widely used for canning, and for 
stock feed, particularly through the South. Fruits large, slightly 
ribbed, not fixed in shape, some being flat, others globular and 
elongated; 10-15 lb.; color dull orange; flesh deep yellow, 
coarse, and of good flavor. 

Witerrettite NT ATHINOUNS Co MIAKIMIA «25 cos. cic. olecs cise te Sends adc tein sda geecne ce ensee 

This name, commonly listed under Pumpkin, is a synonym for 
Mammoth Chili squash (page 86). 

LARGE CHEESE C. moschata Ae sieecood coc cetaceans cee eem oe eee 

Our pedigreed strain, exceptionally early and uniform, is par- 
ticularly valuable to market gardeners and canners. Fruits 
very flat, 10 lb.; slightly ribbed, cream colored; flesh very 
thick, orange-yellow and of fine quality. 

12 

12 

10 

Zz 

Diam- 
eter 

inches 

14 

13 

18 

12 

Days 

118 

110 

120 

120 

108 
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PUMPKIN—Continued Lencaueeens 
inches inches Days 

SMALL SUGAR (New England Pie) C. pepo ................. ; 218 10 108 

The best variety for general use. Of small handy size, but 
tonnage equals others. Fruits round, flattened at ends, 6-8 lb.; 
skin hard, smooth, somewhat ribbed, deep orange; flesh thick, 
sweet and dry, of bright orange color and high quality. 

Striped Cushaw (Canada Crookneck) C.moschata.................. 18 10 112 

Fruits crooknecked, 14-16 lb.; skin hard, thin, smooth, dull 
white with irregular green stripes; flesh thick, yellow, medium 
coarse. 

Tennessee Sweet Potato C. moschata ........ Re en Ce Re aN Po cay Ale! 10 110 

keeping quality, 12-15 lb.; skin creamy white with faint light 
green stripes; flesh yellow and of sweet potato flavor. 

White Cushaw C. moschata ........... Ne Ne A Nin Ae are ne IO 18 7 110 

Smaller, and with shorter, straighter neck than other Cushaw 
types. Exterior color nearly white. 

WintersLuxury. C.apepo.. 235 oe ee ee ee Q 100 

Resembles Small Sugar in shape but is somewhat larger. 
Fruits round, somewhat flattened at ends, 7-9 lb.; skin thin, 
netted, orange-yellow; flesh thick, firm, exceptionally sweet, 
and of fine flavor for pies. : 

Yellow (Golden) Cushaw C. moschata ........... Se EE eens ee et AD) 9 2 

Fruits crooknecked, medium large, 15-20 lb. Skin golden yel- 
low, smooth, hard; flesh thick, yellow, dry and sweet. 

Small Sugar: Very popular for pumpkin pie 
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RADISH 
Raphanus sativus 

Proven seed stocks produced each year from carefully selected and transplanted roots 
are the basis of our field plantings of the principal varieties. Northern grown radish 
leads in quality and Asgrow stocks, bred for the critical market garden trade and 
reproduced in well isolated fields, are second to none. 

Days 

DET GBLIE Bye pes hi apt Sa ee NR ee oe es ae a nn ar ay ne ee eee a ee eee 23 

Resembles Sparkler but with smaller top and white bottom extending to 
middle of root; upper part of root bright scarlet; nearly round, of medium 
size. Flesh white, tender and sweet. 

ENE A ECT SV EGRPSY 02 © CES) 0 Tig ee BK PENP a, SIG. Yas oneal dae eS Sac anc eer aS 58 

A good keeping winter variety. Roots cylindrical, eae tapered at tips, 
7”-10” long, 2”-214” in diameter; skin black and somewhat wrinkled; flesh 
white, solid and pungent. 

ELLER [Pearce] Sy errs Se i oe sa ee a ee ee AU ee ee RE eae 56 

A winter sort with round roots, somewhat top-shaped, 3”-4” in diameter; 
skin black, with cracked longitudinal lines; flesh white, crisp, and of strong 
flavor; an excellent keeper. 

ReRPEET OSE SGOT SC ATIE Ll ALAA LIN AN i Se a as 2 ins ecco deca cnc ennen sGkassdecesdeoresencbeveoes 26 

The earliest of the long red varieties, excellent for home and market garden 
use, and for forcing. Roots 4”-414” long, tapering, crisp and tender; vivid 
scarlet with white tip. 

(DP ELEEPEVTOTEY Lp reser eT ey CRAY TA 6 Wh ag reer a ee sr i RRs eee 60 

An excellent fall variety. Roots 7”-8” long, 2” thick; cylindrical, and thick- 
est at lower end; leaves large, light green; flesh white, crisp and not pungent. 

oS RSE Seon DS ie ale ae mg Re eaten Ee a er er et Ee 23 

An attractive variety of short topped Scarlet Globe type; primarily for forc- 
ing in greenhouse or frame. Tops about 1” shorter than standard Scarlet 
Globe; roots uniform, olive-shaped, deep scarlet. Holds well before 
going pithy. 

(2 ESET ED CUVEE ECS 2 eS Ps apes ES ee enna amen ee Uns rec ee hark ic ERC ace een 35 

A very attractive sort, ati roots 7”-8” long and 1” thick; bright rose color 
on the upper part, shading to white at the tip; flesh white and crisp. Sev- 
eral days later than other long red varieties. 

ee ene IEC (SCATICE Chia) oso oee cece es nth 52 

A popular, very distinct winter sort. Roots 4”-6” long, 2” in diameter, 
cylindrical, but thicker at the lower end; blunt, smooth, bright rose- ed in 
color; flesh white, very firm and pungent. 

Saee sae ey titer (Celestial). ce Shee lease Blade caevneicen 60 

Roots large, 8” long; 214”-3” in diameter, cylindrical, with heavy shoulder; 
flesh white, crisp, rather mild in flavor. 

OE BRED EE PES Gear 7 CCS aa ae re er 28 

An improved strain of Long Scarlet with small, short top, for home gar- 
dens and truckers. Roots 6”-7” long, cylindrical, with sAbetAe end, deep 
red; flesh very white, crisp, mild and tender. 

RL DT beg 2S Foetal rave 28 

A favorite variety for home gardens and for truckers. Roots large, globular, 
1”-114” in diameter, deep crimson in color. The white flesh hold its firmness 
well, and is of superior quality. 
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RADISH—Continued 

EARLY SCARLET GLOBE, RICE’S (Medium Tep) 2-2 

Our pedigreed originator’s stock of this very popular variety is outstand- 
ingly good, and well adapted to both field culture and greenhouse forcing. 
Roots olive-shaped, with medium top; bright scarlet, crisp, tender, and of 
fine quality. 

EARLY SCARLET GLOBE (Medium:To0p) 2. ee eee 

Similar to the foregoing except that tops are of deeper green and roots are 
globe-shaped, bright red color and tops bright green. The Asgrow strain is 
exceptionally uniform and attractive. 

EARLY SCARLET GLOBE. (Short Top) 2... eee 

A very neat variety bred especially for the use of shippers and market grow- 
ers. The roots are bright red and spherical, similar to those of Early Scarlet 
Globe, Medium Top, but the tops are shorter, yet strong enough to bunch 
well. 

Early Scarlet Globe, Medium Top: Bunches neatly for market 

Early Scarlet “Turnip. 0.5.5 cee ee eae ee ee 

An early variety with small top, well adapted to field culture and to forc- 
ing. Roots round, slightly flattened, with small tap root; 1” in diameter, 
dark scarlet-red; flesh pinkish white, crisp and tender. 

Early Scarlet: Turnip, White Tipped)... 7.0638. e see 

An attractive sort, extensively used by truckers, and in home gardens. 
Roots nearly round, with small tap root; carmine-red, with small white 
tip; flesh white, crisp and mild. Ready when 1” in diameter. 

French -Breaktast: i203 ico Rie a ee ee 

An early market and home garden sort, with small top. Develops best under 
glass. Roots oblong, thicker toward the bottom, dull scarlet with white 
tip; 1144” long, 14"-34” thick; flesh white and crisp. Becomes pithy unless 
pulled at first maturity. 

LONG SCARLET, SHORT: TOP 0.20.23. 200 ss. ee eee eee 

A standard sort for home gardens and for truckers. Roots smooth, uni- 
form, 5”-6” long, tapering, with white crisp flesh; color dark scarlet; 
tops small. . 

23 

23 

26 

26 

25 

27 
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Days 

[PEL Bye GINS OvIae WA ah 2 BAGS Tig ee le eye ee 28 

A medium early, white variety for forcing or outside culture. Roots round, 
slightly top-shaped, 134” in diameter; flesh white, very crisp, fine grained 
and tender. 

ST IRD, «gn ceca soho tigen isda ot Ht eee Ge eek cm ca Ny. ONE nae gt ta a Pc cm A ee 22 

Principally a forcing sort, but also used for out-of-doors planting. Tops 
very small. Roots small, spherical, 74” in diameter, bright scarlet in color; 
flesh white, crisp and mild. 

SLE re TILT ERS aed NS Re, ee ae eer eon aay re a ery ee nee en 26 

Similar to Scarlet Turnip White Tipped, but with larger white area. Popu- 
lar with market gardeners. Roots round, smooth, dull scarlet-red, one- 
third white at bottom; flesh white, crisp and tender. 

DET ope IE Co) tp] ad eo a a es oR PTE eee ee 27 
An outstandingly popular variety for home and market gardens. Roots 5"- 
514” long, slender; tapering at the tips, very white; flesh clear white, brittle, 
and of mild, inviting flavor. 

aaa NEE ch SB UM st eile Pana ea a aes oy scsi cee SO aac aS sh TSOe oh de ca Wirunaghe sai So buece chowcuoes 39 

Popular with market gardeners in the East for summer use. Roots about 
5” long, 1144” thick at the shoulder, tapering and smooth. Skin and flesh 
white, crisp and slightly pungent. Continues in marketable condition longer 
than most varieties. ; 

OP TRTER@ SUNPUIPET ONY ONY hi Rl SS, aS a ec ee ee One ee ere? de) 

The earliest white variety, desirable for forcing or field culture. Roots : 
small, turnip-shaped, with small top, clear white throughout, brittle and 
tender. 

RHUBARB 
Rheum rhaponticum 

Linneaus 

A second early, standard variety with thick, long stalks of fine flavor. 

Victoria 

A main crop sort, vigorous in growth, with upstanding, thick red stalks. 

SALSIFY (Vegetable Oyster) 
Tragopogon porrifolius 

Mammoth Sandwich Island 

The most usually cultivated variety; hardy, slow growing, requires all season 
od Perey if frosted. Roots 8”-9” long, 114”-2” thick, tapering, smooth, 

ull white. 

SORREL 
Rumex acetosa 

Ben POLES COA CAV ed =o. te A oe ee eee tteent 60 

Leaves large, oblong, medium green, of slightly acid flavor. 

ae area EEOC SHIVER leat ao see yer st = 8 Se re sdb cd seek 60 

The variety generally used by home and market gardeners for spring salads. 
Long, slender, attractive, bright green leaves, with bitter-sweet flavor. 
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SPINACH 
Spinacia oleracea 

Spinach seed was commonly grown in the Netherlands of Europe where conditions are 
well suited to its production, but for some years past Asgrow spinach seed crops of 
the finest quality have been grown in the Northwest. 

The time from planting to cutting. of marketable plants varies considerably with the 
season of the year in which sowings are made. The column of Days applies to spring 
plantings in the Northern States. 

Varieties marked s.s. are smooth seeded; those marked p.s. are prickly seeded. 

Days 

BLOOMSDALE, EXTRA DARK GREEN Ss. 55 ee 40 

A special strain of Bloomsdale Reselected, distinguished by its very deep 
color and therefore esteemed by long-distance shippers as it retains a fresh 
appearance at market. 

BLOOMSDALE SAVOY, LONG STANDING, ss... 6. 42 

Only a few days later than other Bloomsdales, it holds 12-14 days longer 
before throwing seed stalks. Plant large, very uniform, erect and sturdy, 
with very attractive, highly crumpled and blistered dark green leaves. 
ee a valuable for home and market gardens, and for shipping from 
the south. 

Aristocrat is a selection from Long Standing. 

Bloomsdale Savoy, Reselected, sis.26 ice nee Se 39 

A first early, vigorous variety. Plant fast growing, uniform, hardy and 
attractive. Leaves large, oval-shaped, curved, heavily savoyed, dark glossy 
green. Bolts rather quickly. 

GIANT NOBEL (Giant Thick Leaved:. Matador), sis... 2-22 45 

Introduced by Zwaan & Van der Molen: All-America Silver Medal for 1933. 
Very valuable for market gardens and canning. Plant large, vigorous, and 
spreading; slow to form seed stalks, and an extremely heavy yielder. Leaves 
very large, thick, smooth, pointed, with rounded tip; medium green, tender. 
The best of the smooth thick-leaved sorts. 

Giant Nobel: Productive, thick leaved and well flavored 
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Bloomsdale Savoy, Long Standing: A favorite variety 

HOLE ANDIA (Giant Prickly Winter: Dark Green); 9.S....26.25i.- ev osececensesctceveeccuneeaes 

More attractive and productive than the old Prickly Winter, it is highly 
desirable for market gardeners and canners. The leaves are large, broad, 
arrow-shaped, and dark green. Used extensively in California. 

cor enel Sy OME IBY BN AN MS a ee NE a dee oe 
An exceptionally long standing sort, highly desirable for canning, and for 
market gardens. The large, spreading plants carry broad, rounded, very 
dark green leaves, which are somewhat crumpled. Excellent for spring plant- 
ing as seed stalks are slow in forming. 

ieee eal atid p).Sa-LCLEAS ONIA CXDANS A encase vee iek oss Senco ope cac ns Fonds Silucyavenedosnvsein 

Not a true spinach, though similar when cooked. Native of New Zealand, 
quite distinct in habit of growth; thrives in hot, dry weather. The large, 
spreading plants have small, thick, pointed, deep green leaves, which can be 
picked repeatedly throughout the season. Seeds are large and hard-horned; 
should be steeped, and planted only in warm soil. 

ce WE, LE DIRT EE ETE SS es a Te Oe ae ES en eC eno Oe 

A poular variety in Texas, resistant to mosaic and of long standing character. 
Plant similar to the Savoy but leaves somewhat more pointed. 

Perpetual Spinach 

See Swiss Chard, Common Green, page 22. 

Viking, SS ee EE seh sie Ua a a i ie mec hee ee 

Introduced by Sluis en Groot: All-America Silver Medal for 1935. A darker 
leaved selection from Nobel. Excellent for market gardens and canning. 
Plant large, spreading, vigorous, long standing and heavily productive. 
Leaves very large, thick, medium dark green. 

Heavy Pack is a good strain of Viking. Plants are strong and vigorous, 
with large medium green, slightly crumpled, thick leaves on short stalks. 
Color intermediate between Nobel and King of Denmark. 

Sees Perla tro Cblight Resistant), S.So 2.20.0... 5 ccs. ao. eee nesee ies atleeeceesesteeetene ds 

Bred at the Virginia Experiment Station for mosaic resistance. Upstand- 
ing, vigorous plants; seeding rather early; highly desirable for planting in 
infested soil. Leaves somewhat smoother than other strains of Savoy. 

TSE RST See ee Rages ae roid tag de ee 

An old, extremely large, mid-season, vigorous growing variety, with long, 
broad, pointed, thick, smooth leaves of deep green color. Adapted to fall 
and winter planting in California. 

Tempo is an improved Viroflay: hardy, darker, heavier yielding and a 
week earlier. 
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Long Cocozelle: An early, prolific Italian marrow 

SQUASH 
Cucurbita spp. 

Of all the vegetables, squashes exhibit the greatest range in plant and fruit characters 
and hybridize most readily under average field conditions. Consequently they are 
given special care and attention at our breeding stations in Colorado, California and 
Connecticut. Pedigreed lines are established by controlled pollination. Increase 
blocks are grown in fields well isolated from any kindred variety. 

The column of Days indicates the relative time from planting of seed to marketable 
fruits. The measurements apply to fully grown fruits. 

Bush or Summer Varieties ° 
C. pepo 

Diam- 
Length’ eter 
inches inches Days 

Cocozelle: Black £3. .0."3e:ne5 Se ee ee ee 20 a 64 

An attractive Asgrow strain. Plants of open growth, with deep 
cut leaves allowing adequate air movement to prevent fruits 
from rotting. Fruits similar in shape and general character to 
Long Cocozelle but with deep blackish green exterior; smooth 
and uniform; much more attractive in appearance by reason of 
the absence of stripes; very prolific. 

COCOZ HERB rE O NG 206 sc es 22 seca er 20 44 65 

Of Italian marrow type, increasingly popular with market gar- 
deners and shippers. Fruits are cylindrical, straight, smooth, 
dark green with lighter green stripes which change to deep yel- 
low at maturity; flesh very firm, greenish white; a very early, 
prolific variety. 

Cocozelle, SHOPS 5 50 ee ee a eee rena oat nee ee 12 5 63 

A well known variety of Italian origin. Fruits weigh 3-4 lb.; 
cylindrical, smooth, dark green, with lighter green, changing to 
golden stripes; flesh greenish white, and of fine flavor. 
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Diam- 
Length eter 
inches inches Days 

BAN eR OWlbie ST RATGH TNE CK iii ci ssocsccconganctootsecakesdectoes 14 34 50 

Introduced by Ferry-Morse Seed Co. All-America Silver Medal 
for 1938. An attractive, productive strain of Giant Straight- 
neck; though the fruits are somewhat smaller, they are earlier 
and of bright lemon-yellow color. 

Pan eY YEECOW SUMMER CROOKNECK. .......cccicnieccc ee. 10 4 52 

An extensively used summer sort. Plants very prolific. Fruits 
curved at neck, light yellow at early eating stage, and covered 
with warts, 3 lb. 

Hodis Meee tab leWaEhONy i hess oo oocersocee sree evoke ah hokbe elas tosd oe es 15 4l4 56 

A prolific summer variety. Fruits 4-5 lb.; cylindrical but 
somewhat larger at blossom end; pale greenish exterior, lighter 
colored interior. A long vining strain of this variety is also 
available. 

CHIE yTRE SHURA aT NSIS Cy oY Oy ks WSCC Lee er nn np te ge 20 44 58 

Similar to Early Yellow Summer Crookneck, but larger and 
later. Fruits weigh 4-5 lb.; neck curved; skin lemon-yellow, 
warted; flesh thick and yellow. 

Crea i SW IVEVEE Re Sa RAT G EWTN BC KK iia 22d sioche aa veesastease sa ctesesens 22 18 4 60 

Packs for shipping to better advantage than Crookneck. Popu- 
lar with market gardeners and shippers. Fruits thick-necked, 
heavily warted, straight lemon-yellow; flesh thick, light yellow. 

GREEN TINTED BUSH SCALLOP, Asgrow strain |... 3 8 55 
A superior strain developed by inbreeding and progeny crossing 
a stock we have used for many years. Plants large and pro- 
lific. Fruits uniform in scalloping and in the shade of pale 
green favored at market; holding this desirable color until long 
after marketable stage; devoid of knots or warts. 

Benning’s is an older green tinted scallop type, warted and 
turning yellowish buff at maturity. 

Green Tinted Bush Scallop: A much improved Asgrow strain 
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SQUASH—Continued canteens 
inches inches 

Mammoth White Bush Seallop'< 23. eee 3%, «9 
Our special strain of White Bush Scallop, selected for size and 
uniformity of fruits. Deep, smooth, attractive and evenly 
scalloped; retain their white color at later stages. 

WHITE BUSH:SCALLOP= (Patty pan) eee 3 7% 

An old favorite for home and market gardens. Fruits pale 
green when very young, becoming white as they grow, to 2% 
lb.; shaped somewhat like a round pie or patty with scal- 
loped edges. . 

Wood's Early. Prolific. os ee eee eee 34-71 

A White Bush Scallop strain. Fruits cream-white only slightly 
scalloped. Not so uniform in color as the white scallop 
varieties listed above. 

Vankee Ry Drie re ee ec re ere 14 34 

Recently developed at the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment 
Station. A true hybrid, of which the seed is to be produced by 
crossing the inbred parents each year. Similar in size and 
appearance to Early Prolific Straightneck but yields more fruits 
at first picking. 

Yellow: Bush Scallop = =.32..4:545- 25 Se ee ee 3 8 

Similar to White Bush Scallop in size and shape of fruits and 
habit of growth, but deep yellow in color. 

ENV CE oe ee REID SALLE OR ais PE 12 A 

A well known Italian Marrow type. Fruits very nearly 
cylindrical, straight. Color medium green, mottled with cream- 
gray and lighter green lace pattern and stripes; flesh very firm, 
and of delicate flavor. 

Black: Zucehitrrig ge a, oe 13 414 
Developed from Italian Marrow; notably popular in the West 
and South. Fruits are cylindrical, long, smooth, dark green- 
black; flesh greenish white at eating stage and of good flavor. 

Boston Marrow: Extensively used for canning 

ASSOCIATED SEED GROWERS, INC. 
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Vining or Fall Varieties 

C. maxima 

Length 
inches 

Bea ea aa Ae ee Fs he cnn ots Sav ganins sah entie Od suena Sonsed panes eneee 

Cylindrical and pointed at blossom end, with thin, slate-gray 
rind. Flesh thick, fine grained, yellowish orange, and of sweet 
flavor. Seeds brown and highly enameled. 

SLES: LE LTELE) CEG Nw. ak Se Sa a UA a eet ee gem at ee Am SPE 

A popular New England type. Superior in edible quality to 
other Hubbard strains. Fruits large, round, pointed at both 
ends; slightly ridged, with very hard blue-gray rind; weigh 
12-14 lb. Flesh yellow-orange, thick, of fine flavor. 

12 DSTO RY BAN] RIO ke Soe gy act at ae eee eer ene nea eee 

A very productive variety, extensively used for canning. Re- 
sembling Hubbard in size and shape, the fruits weigh 6-8 lb. 
The deep orange skin is somewhat rough, and quite hard; flesh 
is yellow, thick, fine grained, moist. 

LESS BR SIE OE) SoReal er er 

Developed by Prof. A. F. Yeager at North Dakota Agricul- 
tural College. Shape similar to that of Turban, 344 lb. Rind 
thin and tough, dark green with narrow gray stripes and slight 
mottling. Orange flesh cooks sweet and dry. A small, thick- 
fleshed squash of good storage and eating quality. 

BOIS eG CCTs eS i Oh NT Re Ge he cae Ca Sh a ecgacde cn ananone 

Top-shaped fruits, 7-8 lb. Skin dark green, with light green 
stripes toward the blossom end; flesh orange, dry, and of 
good flavor. An excellent keeper. 

aA ANe NaCI CUS es ee Fy ses ee ot agen ec sansh Babee 

Fruits tapered toward stem, somewhat ridged, smooth, cream 
colored; 114-2 lb.; flesh extremely thick, straw colored, dry 
and sweet. 

A bush strain of this variety is also available. 

ame Ne tT TOUS MARROW ooo leit cecccc cp ees eee cas taleees 

Originated by Gill Bros. Seed Co. Highly desirable for can- 
ning on account of its extremely dry flesh. Excellent also 
for home use. Fruits top-shaped, about 7 lb. Color bright 

reddish orange, with deep green tip at blossom end. Flesh 
thick, medium grained, golden orange, sweet and dry. 

La EB Ey By Cr Sp cp 

Similar to Green Hubbard, but earlier, smaller, and more pro- 
lic. Popular with home and market gardeners and canners. 
Fruits somewhat pointed at each end, 8-10 lb., moderately 
warted, orange-red, with faint cream colored stripes toward 
blossom end; flesh deep orange, dry, and of fine quality; 
keeps well. 

Perse tts et AR DEM PROVED 2 oooiccoocsccccsgcteeecngeticisscsisbsons evict 

Standard winter sort for home and market gardeners, and for 
shipping. Fruits 10-12 lb. pointed at both ends, slightly warted, 
dark bronze-green in color; rind hard and tough; flesh very 
thick, orange-yellow, dry and sweet. 

12 
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SQUASH—Continued eee ee 
inches inches 

Wearnimothy Chile 55 ois vc ws eos cease 22 18 

The giant among squashes. Grown mainly for stock feeding 

or exhibition purposes. Fruits globular, slightly ribbed, 

flattened; 60-75 lb.; skin light yellow, mottled with orange, 

and sometimes slightly netted; flesh solid, yellow-orange, 

coarse, but of fair quality. 

TABLE QUEEN. (es Moines: Acor)-C. pepo =. =. 6 4ly 

Desirable for home and market garden use, also for shipping. 
Oval fruits, pointed at the blossom end, ribbed, smooth, thin- 
shelled, dark green. Flesh light yellow; bakes well with sweet, 
inviting flavor. An early maturing variety which can also be 
planted for summer use. 

Golden Table Queen is similar except for external color. 

Table Queen: A very popular little squash for home baking 

Ear Bere sic a ee ee 10 8 

Fruits 9-10 lb., of distinctive shape; cylindrical, flattened, with 

a prominence set in a depression at the blossom end, “a 

squash within a squash.” Skin orange-red in color, somewhat 

rough; flesh deep orange, and of good flavor. 

Vermont Hubbard 2.24 ccrcc ea ee 12 84 

Originated by the Vermont Experiment Station. Similar in 

size and shape to Improved Hubbard, but more warted and 

uniform. Fruits about 10 lb.; dark green in color; shell very 

hard and strong; flesh exceptionally thick, deep orange, dry, 

fine grained, and of excellent flavor. 

WARTED HUBBARD iii. o eee rece ee eee 13 9l4 

Somewhat larger than Improved Hubbard, and more thickly 

covered with warts. Fruits about 14 lb., pointed at each end, 

very dark green; flesh deep orange-yellow, dry, and sweet. A 

prolific, good keeping sort. 
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TOMATO 
Lycopersicum esculentum 

New varieties are being developed at our breeding stations and older varieties 
improved through individual cultures produced under expert handling. Disease 
resistance, attractiveness of color, thickness of walls, and heavy cropping qualities 
have been attained to a high degree. Seed is also available of leading shipping and 
canning varieties, certified as to purity and freedom from disease by various State 
Departments of Agriculture. 

The number of days indicated represents the time required from setting of plants to 
produce marketable fruits. It takes 4-5 weeks to produce plants for field setting. 

Varieties marked r. are red fruited; y. yellow; p. pink; and s.f. small fruited. 

: Days 

CMTE] (TORE KY) DVS EOE) 9 0c a vamiaet a mes e a  let RVC e 80 

For home gardens and shipping. Plant heavy and productive. Fruits borne 
in clusters, purplish pink, smooth, semi-globular, of medium size. 

Beetstcalk (Crimson Cushions Red Ponderosa), Fes scco0. 5 bieclhckc oc efhes heseueccscehect neds nas OO 

A wilt resistant, large variety, for home and market garden use. Plant open 
in habit of growth, heavy, rather light green, vigorous. Fruits large, flat, 
scarlet, rather smooth. 

CE DIREG LESS, Th Sage E as es Be aes a Rc hc Pe rE 73 

Standard second early variety for market gardeners, shippers and canners. 
Plant medium, not very hardy. Fruits slightly flattened globe shape, of 
medium size; smooth, solid, bright scarlet in color, of excellent quality. 

LET @RIR ©” IDG. Ts ie Site eRe sen cre - cre i ag tah conc ala Sm i ge cP oR 70 

Has considerable resistance to wilt and nail-head rust. Plant light, of open, 
spreading habit. Fruits medium large, orange-red, uniform, globe-shaped, 
smooth. The yellow cast in color and light vine growth are drawbacks to 
this variety. 

3 FRED OTE SDo8 cade ca ocak see Sakae oe MI Se FI gee ue ee ee ea 90 

An exceptionally large fruited variety for home gardens. Plant large with 
deep green leaves. Fruits very large, quite uniform, flat, dark pink, core- 
less and solid; mild in flavor, good for slicing. 

Asgrow tomatoes harvested for seed saving 
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TOMATO—Continued © 

Cardinal, fe 2 o.ccecoh ee en ee ee 

A recent Asgrow introduction bred to provide an earlier Improved Stone 
type in the main crop class. Strong dark green, very prolific plants which 
retain their foliage through a long bearing season. Large, handsome, semi- 
globe fruits of rich scarlet with unusually deep interior color; smooth, thick- 
walled and solid. 

Chalk’s Early Jewel, f. 2.20023 iek BB ee ee eee 

A second early sort for home gardeners and truckers, also good for canning 
in the North. Plant medium, with open growth; prolific. Fruits medium 
large, smooth, scarlet, flattened globe-shaped. Very similar to Bonny Best. 

CLARE’S SPECHKAEL “BO? 223.25. ee eee 

Bred and introduced by us in 1922 as a main crop canning variety. Plant 
vigorous, somewhat open, prolific. Fruits large, deep-flat, bright red, quite 
free from cracks, solid; interior color deep red; small seed cells. Resem- 
bles Indiana Baltimore, but is deeper and somewhat smoother. 

CLARK’S SPECIAL “Co? £:, 225250522. Ae eee 

Also an Asgrow variety; to follow Clark’s Special “B” in season. Plant 
heavy, vigorous and prolific. Fruits very large, deep scarlet-red, flattened 
globe shape; very smooth and mild. Of late Stone type and uniform. 

Clark's: Special Barly, 5: ~.....023.22-.. 220.250 

An Asgrow introduction in 1919. Extensively used both in the North and 
South for green wrapping and shipping, also good for slicing and canning. 
Plant of medium growth, open, very prolific. Fruits medium large, globe- 
shaped, bright scarlet, smooth, solid, with thick walls. 

ClO0, Te Bacco cessed eg A a a ee ee 

An Asgrow introduction in 1938, especially adapted for green wrap shipping 
in the South. Plant vigorous but of open habit, a little taller than Mar- 
globe, and very prolific. Fruits of medium size, smooth, globe-shaped, 
with small stem; size uniform throughout the season. 

Dwart. Champion; p02 22.2.2 Sh a es on ee eee 

Desirable where space is limited. Plant of dwarf tree type, with dark 
green leaves. Fruits medium, smooth, solid, pink in color; globular, flattened. 

Dwart Stone; rio ei ee a ee ee 

Mest widely used of the dwarf varieties. Plant short, compact, with dark 
foliage. Fruits large, flattened globe, exceptionally attractive bright red 
in color, and quite solid. 

EARLEANA IMPROVED) f. 2205 taba ek i eee ee 

An Asgrow improved strain of this standard first-early variety, bred for 
thicker, smoother fruits. Widely adapted and valuable in areas of shorter 
season. Plant open, spreading, medium small, with finely cut foliage. 
Fruits flattened, medium sized, firm, bright red, quite smooth. 

Early Santa Clara. Fasc) ec ecn 

An early strain of this standard California canning tomato. Very uniform; 
fruits large, flat, deep red and meaty; of sub-acid flavor. Adapted only to 
the Pacific Coast. 

Early Shipper, vr. CNo.. 112). o.oo) ee ee eee 

Our introduction in 1935. An early variety specially adapted to Califor- 
nia growing and shipping. Plant somewhat open, foliage medium, more 
sturdy than most early sorts, very prolific. Fruits of medium size, bright~ 
scarlet-red, smooth, globe-shaped with heavy side walls and small seed 
cavities. Very free from cracking and puffiness. 
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Indiana Certified Associated Baltimore: A deeper-fruited strain 

BD EES CUB DS 5 A i So oie ee ee ee ee re eee 

The standard large yellow variety. Good for home gardens and for com- 
mercial juice. Plant of medium size. Fruits medium large, deep golden 
yellow; smooth, rather solid, of mild flavor. 

Behe apee Psd EIIOTE. Te ie foe hod es cts eke ne ee nneen Moh tenn gee eee Beet ee tN er 

Mainly a canning variety. Plant large, vigorous, somewhat open. Fruits 
flat, medium large, deep scarlet, fairly solid and firm. 

(BOPEnere. Ses a Wh Bot ee ee 9 Ie ae ce or Gla r= ee Sen CME ee ee 

Well adapted to green-wrap shipping; particularly desirable for truckers 
and shippers in Florida and Texas. Resembles Break o’ Day and is simi- 
larly disease resistant, but has a positive bright red color. Plants have much 
heavier foliage, affording better protection from sun-scald. A heavy crop- 
per. Fruits medium large, globular; firm, and solid; interior ripens slowly. 
Best adapted to sandy loam soils of the lighter type. 

CEE SRR EEE EE ee ca ra OG ee eee 

Used widely in the South for shipment to Northern markets. Plant vig- 
orous, rather open, medium height. Fruits medium large, globular, smooth, 
purplish pink, thick-skinned, very solid and quite free from cracking. 

INDIANA CERTIFIED ASSOCIATED A a ENO Ree Stee eee 
This earlier, deeper-fruited Asgrow strain is particularly desirable for 
canners and market gardeners of the East and Midwest; certified free 
from seed-borne diseases by Purdue University Agricultural Experiment 
Station. Plant large with medium heavy foliage. Fruits large, thick-flat, 
smooth, deep red, solid and attractive; good for juice as well as regular pack. 

TYE 2 2G ey ge OT ke pe NR A AS CLUS ge TERS REISE scr ar 

An early sort maturing between Earliana and Bonny Best. Excellent for 
gardeners serving local markets and for canning. Plant of medium height 
and open growth. Fruits medium size, smooth, semi-globular, attractive 
deep scarlet, with medium walls and small core. The Asgrow strain is 
exceptionally early. 

RE LUE S SS a 0 ie ee ee ea pCR nee eet ee fa Oe 

Sometimes called Pink Earliana. The earliest of the pink fruited varieties. 
Plant is open, spreading, and rather short. Fruits of medium size, flattened, 
smooth; color purplish pink. 
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TOMATO—Continued 

Livingston’s Beauty, pi... eee 

One of the best pink fruited sorts. Plant sturdy, vigorous and _ prolific. 
Fruits medium large, deep-flat, smooth, purplish pink, solid, of good quality. 

LIVINGSTON’S GLOBE, p. ........... eee NO ORI T eh EN ee Me SS a a 

Originated by Livingston Seed Co. An excellent variety used largely in 
the South for shipping; also well adapted to greenhouse production. Plant 
strong and prolific, with heavy foliage; leaves broad, light green. Fruits 
large, fuil globe, smooth; purplish rose; ripen evenly; of good quality 
and inviting flavor. 

Louisiana: Pink ps 3252s ee es See ee ee 

A southern variety. Plant open, with fine cut leaves; strongly wilt resistant. 
Fruits medium sized, quite smooth, deep-flat, purplish pink. 

MARGEO BES bers. 25 ate oes ierage salient oa Sits escent ee 

Introduced by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture in 1925, this main crop variety 
has come into wide use by truckers and shippers, and in some sections by 
canners. Plant vigorous, with heavy foliage, resistant to Fusarium wilt 
and nail-head rust; moderately productive. Fruits medium large, nearly 
globular, deep red, smooth, solid, with thick walls and cross-sections; 
of fine quality. 

CERTIFIED MARGILOB Ey vii ccs ei iscs coho oe is Bla Ae 
The Asgrow strain of this well known and widely used variety is distin- 
guished for its freedom from puffiness, increased depth and heavier yield. 
Plant vigorous, dark green, resistant to Fusarium wilt and nail-head rust, 
quite productive. Fruits large, nearly round, smooth, bright deep scarlet 
with solid interior and small seed pockets; flavor mild. Adapted to field 
and greenhouse production. 

Pearson: A California variety. Foliage removed to show heavy set 

ASSOCIATED SEED GROWERS, INC. 
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Associated Grothen’s 
Cardinal : Stone : Baltimore : Marglobe : Globe : Rutgers 

PONE eT eS Rn te ONG RES Te ate i ey 
Developed at the Minnesota Experiment Station. All-America Silver Medal 
for 1940. An excellent yellow-fruited variety, early and prolific. Fruits 
medium large, globular, smooth; of mild and pleasant flavor. 

Be DP ED Se a ar ge ce eee a San a 

A wilt resistant variety, similar to Stone, introduced by the U. S. Dept. 
of Agriculture. Plant medium heavy and productive. Fruits large, flattened 
globe-shaped, deep cardinal-red; solid, and of excellent quality. 

cE SLES TRS Specs ees te ee ae a ere Nr ee ee ee 

A mid-season ey developed at our Eres Coast breeding station, par- 
ticularly adapted to California growing conditions. Plant sturdy and very 
prolific. Fruits semi-globular, solid, smooth, deep scarlet, very free from 
skin cracks; ripen uniformly "red with no hard green core; hold firmness 
and shape well when canned. 

(LE BEE RTE ac Sa teen et ee a 

Plant is open, spreading, only moderately productive. Fruits large, heart- 
snaped, somewhat rough, pink; very solid, meaty, and of mild flavor. 

Se Ee 5 UF BLED es 2 Se Sg a eg a ee mee gene ee ea 

Recently developed by the U. S. Department of Agriculture at Beltsville, 
Md., from a cross of a small-fruited Peruvian variety and Marglobe. Highly 
resistant to Fusarium wilt. Fruits globular, of medium large size, bright 
red color and thick walls, heavily borne. 

a aa eR is ade oe Rs en ee 

Developed at the College of Agriculture, California and improved at the 
Asgrow Pacific Coast breeding station. Primarily for canning but also of 
value as a shipper. Vigorous self-topping plants with ample foliage to pro- 
tect the heavy set of fruits, which are medium large, semi-globe and of good 
red color. Its tough skin is of value to both the canner and the shipper in 
California. 

Ponderosa, “En. oe dese. pei ES oe IR ei a ests a SR Si a ee a 

One of the largest varieties in general use for home garden planting. Plant 
large and spreading, with medium green leaves. Fruits very large, flat, 
purplish pink, somewhat rough, with tendency to crack, solid, with small 
seed cells; of inviting flavor. 

Days 
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TOMATO—Continued 

Pritchard .(Scarlet Topper), 0 0.0255... ee ee 
Introduced by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. All-America Gold Medal 
1934. Plant self-topping, resistant to Fusarium wilt and nail-head rust. 
Fruits globular with thick walls; color light scarlet, not as intense as could 
be desired. For market gardens, shipping and canning. 

Red Cherry; -S.f........6:265 ik 2 ee ee ee ee ee 
Valuable for preserving, and as a novelty. Plant rank in growth. Fruits 
small, rich scarlet-red, cherry-like; borne in heavy clusters. 

Red Peat Sf). co ik ei ee 
Very similar to Red Cherry, except that fruits are pear-shaped. 

Red: Plitm;:shy be A eee 5 
A red fruited sort, resembling a plum in shape and size. Grown as a nov- 
elty, and for preserves. 

ASSOCIATED SEED GROWERS, INC. 
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Certified Rutgers: A 38-acre field of this notable Asgrow strain 

RE GEARS fis ee eee i Rae. oe ees biaciad Mocadtbeie ceva eee 
A recent introduction by the New Jersey Experiment Station which has 
deservedly achieved general popularity. Primarily intended for canning, 
has also proven a good green-wrap shipper and all-purpose variety of wide 
adaptation. Bred from Marglobe and J.T.D., it combines the best qualities 
of both, including Marglobe’s resistance to disease and J.T.D.’s habit of 
ripening from the interior outwards. Plant large with thick stems and 
vigorous foliage. Fruits globular, bright red, smooth, with thick walls 
and small seed cells. 

CERTIFIED RUTGERS, F. 2iic5 icc cxctseescee cig oe eT eee 
By careful selection over a period of years, we have developed a very choice 
deep fruited strain of Rutgers, notable for its uniformity and high yield 
of U. S. No. 1 fruits. It is available only in Asgrow containers, and bears 
Experiment Station certification as to trueness to type and freedom from 
seed-borne diseases. 

86 
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Scarlet Dawn: A very attractive early variety 

Somivianrzano, cimproved King Humbert), Sife..355. 0 iccscccccxesccovcsesdesdonscce-serusedeadenesoee Secetanes 

A small fruited variety used for canning solid pack and for puree, also for 
preserves. Plant medium, rather open, very prolific. Fruits largely rec- 
tangular, 314” long x 114”, two-celled, borne in clusters, deep red, with little 
juice and of very mild flavor. The Asgrow strain is notably thick, uni- 
form and solid. 

SCA RIL I EID IDANVIY ALS Ge 23 2 Si a aac ete en aS Sr ne eo ee ee ga 
Developed at the Asgrow Eastern breeding station from a cross of Clark’s 
Early and Marglobe; earlier in season than either parent. All-America 
Gold Medal for 1935; leading early variety for garden, shipping and canning. 
Plant of medium growth, fairly open, very prolific. Fruits medium large 
with thick wall structure, globular, smooth, free from flat sides; bright 
scarlet, ripening well to the stem, exceptionally attractive. Adapted to both 
field and greenhouse production. 

ee eC Mie ene te ir Bre ane et el eee Se, 
Introduced by the Francis C. Stokes Co., an attractive second early variety 
of wide adaptability and heavy yielding ability. Fruits smooth and practi- 
cally spherical medium large in size and of good red color. 

SDE LISSRYOWENT GGL TES a Raa ee ec tee a 
Plant large, dense, very productive. Fruits large, flattened but deep, smooth, 
attractive scarlet-red of fine flavor. The Asgrow strain ripens evenly and 
is uniform. 

ee eT eer ee re SE Re elas ac ctdd ocean 
Recently introduced by Michigan State College and awarded the All Amer- 
ica Bronze Medal for 1941. Plants rather small and sparse in foliage, of 
self-topping habit. Bright scarlet fruits of medium size largely ripening 
at the same time. A promising first early variety. 

eNO EE EP SE cree hs hh en A prec ae ER sone slag a ik eto asc ies 
Fruits are small, round, yellow, with shape and size of a cherry. Grown 
for preserving and as a novelty. 

Mellow, bust (Strawberry), s.f., Physalis pubescens ..0.....00..00..0.c0ccccceeeeesceeccseesecsecdevsse 
Not a tomato, though usually catalogued under that heading. Plant spread- 
ing and flat. Fruits plentiful, small, yellow, round, enclosed in a loose 
papery husk; of delicate flavor. Grown as a novelty, and for preserves. 

Yellow EGRUCS Gute os ss NC mene le 1 Sea a Ae il ee ee ee cae eke 
Very similar to Red Pear, except for color. 

Se eeee UE ICH eS Oh eee tn tee Oe Ci pee or ar emene 6 ft aa La A he eee eee 
A yellow fruited sort, with oval plum-shaped fruit. For preserves. 

EPR MEICRICE OSA, Yer ose crn el eee ee ee et tar I a es 
A very large, mild flavored sort, desirable for the home garden. Plant 
large, spreading, strongly resistant to wilt. Fruits very large, flat, some- 
what rough, deep yellow; quite solid with small seed cells. 
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TURNIP 
Brassica rapa 

The number of days represents the time required from sowing of seed to roots of 
marketable or storage size, at our Eastern breeding station, Milford, Connecticut. 
The Asgrow pure bred stocks of the leading varieties are standards of quality. 

Varieties marked (w) are white fleshed: those marked (y) are yellow: the tops of 
those marked (g) are used for “greens.” 

Diameter 
inches Days 

Amber Globes(VYellow: Globe): CG) “353.4. ee 6 76 

Principally a stock feed variety; also used for table when 
young. Tops large, cut leaved. Roots round, large, smooth, 
globe-shaped, light yellow with green top; flesh yellowish white. 

Broccoli Rab (Italian Turnip) (g) 

Grown for tops and tender flower shoots used as greens. 
Plant 18”-22” tail; strap leaved, medium green. Of value to 
truck gardens as first early greens for market. 

Cow Horn, Guone White) Gv): 2s ee ee ee ee 24 70 

Tops large, upstanding, with deeply cut leaves. Roots white 
with light green shoulder, one-third out of ground, 9”-10” long, 
tapering, often crooked. A sweet, tender variety. 

GOLDEN BALL G) 2 ee ee eee 3, 65 
An attractive sort for the home garden and for truckers. Tops 
small, erect, cut leaved. Roots medium sized, round, smooth, 
yellow; flesh deep yellow, of fine texture and flavor. 

Pomeranian White Globe (Large White: Norfolk) (w) ............000...... 44 jis 

Planted largely in the South. Tops large, with cut leaves. 
Roots large, globe-shaped, slightly flattened, 4-8 ib.; white 
throughout, smooth, firm. A heavy cropper; keeps well. 

Cow Horn: Purple Top White Globe: Yellow Aberdeen Purple Top 



Ree ME Eee ee Ey Glew) VW ii ps Se 0S 

Diameter 
inches Days 

1 RIE LG: “TSN YUE ci 65 Nei ate ce ir ene a emer te ae ec 314 42 
An extra early sort for forcing or general use in home and 
market gardens. Tops small, strap leaved. Roots very flat, 
white with purple top; flesh white, fine grained and sweet. 

Binet PbO STRAP BAY BD CW) <5. sa. folate fod cies Bec nee 4 46 

A medium early, very productive variety, used extensively in 
home and market gardens. Tops medium small, upright and 
compact. Roots flat, purple-red at the top, white below; flesh 
white, fine grained and tender. 

Pea ere ©) Vek ie; GAO BBs CW)s ois hoo iets, Sess sora se ese + 57 

The most popular variety for home and market gardens, and 
for shipping. Tops dark green, large, erect, cut leaved. Roots 
large, globe-shaped, very smooth, upper part purple-red, white 
below; flesh white, sweet, crisp and tender. The Asgrow strain 
is very uniform and attractive. 

SEVEN TOP (g) 

A very hardy sort, grown principally for greens, also for forage. 
Popular throughout the South. The young shoots are very 
tender; roots tough and unsuitable for food. 

SEP SEDER. (RR) oe ge cea St a Na atv le Ine ee 30 

A popular fast growing variety, for early greens and small 
roots. Tops 18”-20” tall, erect, bright green, strap leaved. 
Roots semi-globular, white throughout, mild and tender. 

OL LEE (GT Sea lal pn et ar a Nee ete 24 40 
An early sort for home and market garden planting. Tops 
small and erect. Roots medium sized, round, white through- 
out, crisp, sweet and tender. 

Southern Prize (g) 

Used in the South as a foliage turnip for greens, and the large 
white roots for stock feed. Similar in growth to Seven Top. 

0 EEE BEG SRY Gir ge SS a ma Sn nC Gee pr nee ee 214 ° 60 

For home gardens and local markets. Tops medium sized, 
upright, cut leaved. Roots white, egg-shaped, 3”-314” long, 
white throughout; smooth, fine grained, and of fine quality. 

Teh ST gi 0 ee SSC ee 4 46 
An early variety for home and market garden planting. Tops 
small, erect, strap leaved. Roots flat, 114” in depth, white 
throughout; fine grained and sweet. 

(0 ELE DL POR Sr ee ee wee ee 34 42 

Extremely early; good for forcing, as well as garden culture. 
Tops small, compact, strap leaved. Roots medium small, very 
flat, white throughout, sweet and tender. 

atmo AGERDEERN, PURPLE FOP (7) ooocccccccccecccclcccteeceees- 4ly 80- 

Excellent for winter use. Cut leaved, globular, quite smooth, 
color purple at top, yellow below; flesh firm, light yellow. 

PPMP MIRRERE ING 4/940 ose yh ge ale Sn te ee 4l4 80 

A good sort for stock feed. Tops large, erect, cut leaved. 
-Roots large, globe-shaped, smooth, pale yellow throughout; 
flesh firm, and of good quality. 
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RUTABAGA: SWEDE TURNIP 
Brassica napobrassica 

Diameter 
inches Days 

AMERICAN PURPLE TOP) 9037.05 2 ee ee eee 5 90 

Banghotin : 223006) ay eee ee re 5 90 
Similar to American Purple Top, but having somewhat thicker 
neck. Roots very large, spherical, yellow, with purple crown, 
somewhat rough; grow one-half above ground. Flesh light yel- 
low, firm, of good flavor. 

Early Neckléssa:h.22: 23 ee eee 41, 85 
Resembles American Purple Top but with medium top and very 
small neck. Roots flattened globe in shape, yellow with purple 
top; flesh yellow, firm and of excellent quality. 

Macomber. sh ee Ce ee ee 4 85 

A white-fleshed variety of superior table quality. Roots nearly 
round, almost neckless, white with greenish purple top. Well 
adapted to New England. 

Sweet Russian (White Swede) ......... Sor oe eS Be ee oe 2 eae. 5 90 

A productive variety grown for table and stock feed. Roots 
very large, globular, with medium neck, color mainly white, 
with bronze-green top; flesh white, sweet semi-firm. 

Early Kansas Watermelon: Well adapted to Midwestern conditions 



Peer Ss CAN GIRO WW Hig = =e 

WATERMELON 
Citrullus vulgaris 

In addition to the production of regular stocks definite attention is directed at our 
Southern breeding grounds to the development of improved strains of important 
varieties resistant to Fusarium wilt. The number of days represents the time 
required to produce full-grown fruits in the seed-growing sections. 

Weight 
pounds Days 

Peeciia ata Weta: PINT OV CG oo se ooh c cock e ous SR a Senet 25 85 

For shipping. Fruits large, oblong with rather thin but tough 
rind; medium green with deeper green mottled stripes. Flesh 
bright red, fine grained, sweet; seed mottled white. 

RETO (CSDOLCEG WV USOID soo eh seer ees de oe 30 90 

Similar in size and shape to Tom Watson but with dark green 
irregular mottling on lighter green background of rind. Flesh 
red and sweet, rind tough enous. for good shipping. Seed 
brown. 

LEDER Seas ag De Batt a aoe ee 7 ne Ee Oa ee eee ee eee 18 85 

A blunt-oval variety of medium size. Outside color medium 
green with darker green stripes. Rind thin and tough, flesh 
deep red, medium sweet. There are two strains of this variety: 
the more common one black seeded, the other white. 

Citron, Green Seeded (Colorado Preserving) .0..00...............cccccccsseeeeseneeees 12 95 

Used only for preserving: extremely productive. Fruits round 
with alternate dark and light green striping. Flesh white and 
solid; seed quite heavy, smooth, glossy green. 

CEUEPE IM, TREC Sy SRG Era ALN ee Slr a A PR tt el deena UY 10 95 

Practically identical with Green Seeded Citron, except slightly 
smaller and with bright red seed. Used for preserving. 

DTD Bye Pel Ba G6 8 eS Dw ee 20 15 

A leading early, productive variety for home gardens and local 
markets; particularly in the North. Fruits medium sized, short, 
oval, with alternate dark and light green stripes; tender rind. 
Flesh pink-red; seed black. 

ce Ee CTC TTERL DSS B22 Eh ee it cee es 30 85 

A very prolific, shipping type of excellent quality. Fruits 
oval-round, light green with dark green stripes, weigh 30 lb.; 
rind thin but tough. Flesh bright red, crisp, and quite free from 
fibre; seed small, white and few. Sometimes incorrectly de- 
scribed as white-seeded Cuban Queen. 

EARLY KANSAS (Indiana Striped: Russian Red-seeded: Kan- 
SER LONE BY eee ah Tare as Se re er 30 80 

Has become very popular in the Midwest. A heavy cropping 
variety for local markets and shipping. Fruits large, nearly 
round, bright green with broad, wavy stripes of lighter green. 
Flesh bright red, thick, free from stringy heart, of excellent 
flavor; rind thin and tough; seed brownish red when immature 
changing to buff when dry. 

DLE, TEES Pec hy Tepe ei So a at Re 30 80 

Popular in the South with home and market gardeners, and for 
early shipping to nearby markets. Fruits long, medium large; 
medium green skin with irregular dark green stripes; rind mod- 
erately tough. Flesh deep red, of excellent flavor; seed white. 
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Florida Giant: A very large Southern variety 

WATERMELON—Continued Weight 
pounds Days 

FLORIDA GIAN FE -(Cannonball) 24.25.32 se ee 40 95 

Vines vigorous and very productive. Fruits dark green, nearly 
round; flesh firm and red; of excellent quality. Ships well, 
though rather large for some markets, and is one of the best 
all-purpose varieties. Seed with heavy dark brown flecking on 
tan ground. 

Georgia Rattlesnake (Aususta: Rattlesnake) =... = 28 90 

Fruits large, elongated, gray-green, with irregular very dark 
green stripes; rind very tough. Flesh bright pink, seed dull 
white with black tip. 

Golden Honey (Honey Cream: Golden Sweet) .............0000..cccccecceeeeeee. 20 85 

Fruits chunky, nearly round, medium sized, light green with 
mottled darker green stripes; rind brittle. Flesh amber-yellow, 
seed brown. 

GAY SECT 6 eh eg a eae Se ere co 35 90 

Introduced by H. G. Hastings Co. All-America Silver Medal 
for 1933. Of Stone Mountain type but with thin, tough, mot- 
tled gray-green rind. Flesh crisp, red and exceptionally sweet. 
Seed white. 

Halbert’s, homey: 2.505 ee Si ee ee ee a 82 

Similar to Kleckley’s Sweet, but somewhat larger; desirable 
for home and market gardens, but not for shipping. Fruits 
long, cylindrical, with blunt ends, slightly ridged, dark green, 
lightly veined; rind very tender. Flesh bright red, and excep- 
tionally sweet; seed white with blackish tip. 
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Weight 
pounds Days 

"SEP RUBS EPEAT Gira eS VY CES RS ee 35 85 

A wilt-resistant shipping variety developed by the Australian 
Department of Agriculture. Of the Irish Gray type: long and 
sloping toward either end, light gray with fine veining of green. 
Flesh dark pink, of good quality. Seed brownish black. 

TEESE. ESTBESW/ Sec See sr ne ae ee Soe are Se me one Pe Eee 30 95 

A very good shipper. Hardy and productive. Fruits large, 
long, smooth, creamy white tinged with green; rind tough and 
hard. Flesh very bright red, and firm; seed white. 

MER CMe S56 Ww Bt CVionte Cristo) — os... ns Sn ea: 30 > 85 

Similar to Wondermelon. An excellent variety for home gar- 
dens and local markets. It will not stand shipping long dis- 
tances. Fruits large, cylindrical, dark bluish green, with thin, 
tender rind. Flesh bright red, tender and extremely sweet; 
seed creamy white with traces of brown. 

Kleckley No. 6 ...... ee eee tN pe ee ce Baga ee a asset ee 28 90 

A wilt resistant variety of high quality developed by Dr. J. J. 
Wilson at the Iowa Experiment Station; of the same type as 
Kleckley’s Sweet and with as high a sugar content. Rind thin 
but tough, flesh free from veins or coarse strings. 

= SD TE STR E yoo tae ra g! es Fg 8 ale Nii ee ee er Se ey a, Se 25 80 

Popular in California. Fruits oblong, slightly tapering to the 
blossom end, solid dark green rind. Flesh very sweet and of 
fine texture; seed small, black. 

coe LL Re ae aaa SRS Bk ee rl ce nee 25 80 

A Fusarium wilt resistant green Klondike type developed at 
the College of Agriculture, Davis, California, and released in 
1936.. Vines vigorous and prolific, fruits similar to Klondike 
but with somewhat tougher, though thin rinds—making for bet- 
ter shipping quality. Flesh bright deep red, of excellent quality. 
Seed small, varying in color from tan to black. 

SSE DE OA COIN ol Bg A Be ee Sr ny peer 25 80 

A shipping and garden variety with irregular dark green 
stripes on lighter ground. Fruits oblong, of medium size, 
rind medium hard. Flesh deepest red known in watermelon; 
sweet and crisp; seed small, varying in color from white to black. 

Blue Ribbon is a new development of Striped Klondike type, 
from the University Farm, Davis, California. Resistant to 
Fusarium wilt. 

BPTI Pe EA 8 8 ie ee ec hye Snug gh eaclosaeee do seems hoch eabesuedicse 30 85 

A wilt resistant variety developed from Kleckley’s Sweet by 
Dr. M. N. Walker of the Florida Experiment Station. Fruits 
not quite so long as Kleckley’s and with blockier ends. Rind 
a shade lighter in color and much tougher; flesh deep rose- 
nink; extremely sweet and of fine texture. Seed white. 

EIA SINGH Se MRI ere oe GE es are TI SO UP ad enclaaracsctignaites 12 Th 

Adapted to shorter season areas. Fruits small, nearly round, 
medium green with dark green stripes; rind very thin. Flesh 
very deep red, crisp, sweet, and of good flavor. Seed light 
brown with darker edge. 

2 PEP EES OL BESO SR UES WS 5 Peay Pye geen tai opine tne een net Re ie 20 85 

Fruits oblong, medium green, with fine veining; rind thin. 
Flesh bright red, sweet; seed white. For home gardens. 
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Striped Klondike: Early and sweet 

WATERMELON—Continued Soran te pees 
SCHOCHT ER iodo in eee a ae RE ee, oe 45 95 

Fruits very long, large, dark green, with very faint stripes; rind 
hard and tough. Flesh rich red, coarse grained, of fairly good 
quality. Seed brown. 

SLONE MOUNTAIN, IMPROV EID xi ce ee eee 35 90 

Introduced by H. G. Hastings Co. A high quality shipping 
variety, also for garden planting. Fruits very large, oval-round 
with blunt ends; medium green with indistinct veining, rind 
thin but fairly tough. Flesh rich scarlet, fine grained and very 
sweet; seed white with black edge. 

Stone: Mountain, Improved (Now5 3.73... 27 80 

A Fusarium wilt resistant strain of this widely used variety 
developed by the Iowa Experiment Station. Earlier and 
smaller than the original strain; does not ship so well. 

SweetsHicart re a ee hd ie a ee a lace gee aa eae ene 22 85 

Fruits large, nearly round, gray with fine veining of light green; 
rind tough and elastic. Flesh pink; seed black. 

Teéxas Sweet:'(CPatagon) 2 200)5 eh ee eo eee 32 92 

Fruits large, oblong, medium green, with irregular light gray- 
green stripes; rind thin but strong. Flesh blood-red, uniform, 
fine in texture, flavor and quality; seed small, dark brown. 

ED Urmoned “(Gray hs. se eee sa iste aie ie ae ce 35 95 

Similar to Irish Gray but darker and having somewhat larger 
fruits, this variety has made a strong place for itself among 
shipping sorts. Highly resistant to disease. Fruits large, uni- 
form, cylindrical, gray-green with faint veining; rind excep- 
tionally tough. Flesh deep red, of good quality, seed brown. 

TOM WATSON, TMPROV ED &i.5..i5-ccp.cnuedencen canines ee 35 95 

A desirable red heart strain of this well-known variety. Fruits 
very large, uniform, cylindrical; with deep green, veined, 

WONDERMELON (Improved Kleckley’s Sweet) ....................00005. 40 85 

Excellent for home and market garden, but not adapted to 
shipping long distances. Fruits large, cylindrical, with slight 
ribbing, dark glossy green; very attractive, with thin rind. 
Flesh deep red, juicy and very sweet; seed broad and white. 
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HERBS: Aromatic and Medicinal 
A—Annual; B—Biennial; P—Perennial 

Anise Pimpinella anisum. A. Seeds for cakes and cookies; leaves for garnishing. 

Not to be confused with Florence Fennel (page 50). 

Balm (Lemon Balm) Melissa officinalis. P. Fragrant lemon-scented leaves. 

Borage Borago officinalis. A. Fuzzy leaves of cucumber flavor. A bee plant. 

Caraway Carum carui. B. Seeds for cakes and condiments. 

Coriander Coriandrum sativum. A. Seeds for spices and condiments. 

Dill Anethum graveo/ens. A. For pickles. See page 49. 

Horehound Marrubium vulgare. P. Leaves for seasoning. Juice for cough candy. 

Hyssop Hyssopus officinalis. P. Used in condiments and in eau de cologne. | 

Lavender Lavandula spica. P. Yields oil for perfume. Dried flowers used in sachets. 

Rosemary Rosmarinus officinalis. P. Leaves for seasonings and perfume manufacture. 

Rue Ruta graveolens. P. Bitter leaves for seasoning and toilet preparations. 

Sage Salvia officinalis. P. For seasonings, medicines and soap perfumes. 

Summer Savory Satureia hortensis.. A. Leaves used in salads; dried for soups, etc. 

Sweet Basil Ocimum basilicum. A. Flower buds and leaves for seasoning, etc. 

Sweet Fennel Foeniculum officinale. A. Stems edible; seeds used in confectionery. 

Not to be confused with Florence Fennel (page 50). 

Sweet Marjoram Marjorana hortensis. A. Used in seasonings; yields a fragrant oil. 

Thyme Thymus vulgaris. P. For seasonings, perfume and in garden borders. 

Wormwood Artemisia absinthium. P. Of fragrant odor and bitter taste. 
‘2 4) ae j 
a) a | : 

At our Pacific Coast breeding station, Milpitas, California 



The Asgrow Germination and Analytical Laboratory 

1. A partial view of the alternating tem- 
perature room germinator used for testing 
seed in sand or soil. Fluorescent light Is 
used to produce chlorophyll. 

2. Part of the laboratory—the doors on 

Three prerequisites for “good” seed are 

that the seed shall be (1) Viable, (2) 

Clean, (3) Disease-free. 

The most essential character of any 

Asgrow seed is its ability to germinate 

and produce normal plants under aver- 

age conditions. 

One of the primary functions of a seed 

laboratory is that of determining seed 

viability so that such seed may be evalu- 

ated for use by our customers. Viabil- 

ity implies ability to germinate and 

grow when proper environmental con- 

ditions are provided. A seed may be 

considered to have germinated when it 

develops those structures which are 

commonly recognized in different vari- 

eties, species, or families of plants as 

essential to normal seedlings. Broken, 

malformed or other seedlings which are 

known to be incapable of producing 

plants under suitable laboratory condi- 

tions are to be considered as not having 

germinated. 

the left lead to the germinating rooms. 
The analyst in the center of the picture is using a vacuum counter to count out and 
place 100 seeds on germination media. 



New Haven, Connecticut 

A second function of a seed laboratory is to determine the purity of a seed stock. 

This is accomplished by computing freedom from dirt, chaff, other crop seeds, and 

weed seeds. If weed seeds or other crop seeds are present, it is necessary to identify 

them accurately and to report if any noxious weeds are present. 

A third function of a seed laboratory is to determine if seed may be contaminated 

either internally or externally with bacterial or fungous organisms that are pathogenic 

to the seed or the plants that are expected to develop from the seed. 

The Asgrow germination and analytical laboratory located at New Haven, Connecticut, 

is properly equipped and staffed to perform the functions mentioned above, both 

efficiently and effectively on a large scale. In order that we may handle a large 

number of samples at any one time, we use “room” germinators (Fig. 2). These 

rooms are sealed with 2” to 3” of cork; the temperature and humidity are accurately 

controlled by thermostats and humidostats; and they are lighted by fluorescent lamps. 

One room is capable of holding 3,000 samples in duplicate when tested by the blotter 

method, or 670 samples in sand test. 

The best equipment available is used in connection with the purity work (Fig. 3); 

Binoculars, Iowa air blast separators, sieves, Boerner seed sampler, Chain-o-matic 

Balance, and special Neon lighted counting plates. 

Complete and accurate records are made and kept of all operations in the laboratory. 

These records are on permanent file, so that they may be referred to readily. Purity 

and germination samples are retained in a systematic file, usually for at least one 

year beyond the receipt of the sample in the laboratory. 

. 
BS 
a 

Ss . 

3. A part of the laboratory in which purity tests are conducted. 



The Asgrow Program of Research and Breeding 

As research based on chemistry, physics and mathematics is the foundation of mech- 

anized industry, so plant breeding based on genetics and its allied subjects is the 

basis of modern seed production. 

The food standards of today are not satisfied by Nature’s products as they would 

normally grow, unaided by man. Some plants, indeed, such as corn, could not con- 

tinue to exist without cultivation, while others would revert to coarser forms unaccept- 

able as food. 

Particular conditions of environment, including soil, climate and the devastating 

effects of ever-increasing insects and diseases, demand new varieties or the adaption 

of others. Advancement in the knowledge and technique of preserving foods calls 

for types especially suited to canning, freezing and dehydrating. In addition, the 

quality of older varieties which are in general use for whatever purpose must 

continually be maintained, so that they may not deteriorate from their accepted 

standards. 

To attain these ends it is necessary to employ highly trained specialists in particular 

fields such as genetics, applied plant breeding, pathology and entomology, some of 

whom concentrate their work upon individual species, as peas, corn or beans. 

As growers of vegetable seeds, we have long recognized the great importance of 

a sound breeding program and have kept pace with the progress of plant science by 

increasing the number of our research and breeding stations, and by establishing our 

central analytical and germination laboratory at New Haven, Conn. Our scientific 

staff has grown proportionately and now comprises 29 highly trained men and women, 

the majority being university graduates, including eight with the higher degrees, all 

of them having had years of experience in their particular fields. 

Eight Asgrow breeding stations are now in operation, situated in as many different 

parts of the country, their locations having been determined by the needs of the 

species to be grown at each. For example one Asgrow breeding station is chiefly 

concerned with the maintenance of sweet corn inbreds in an environment similar to 

that in which they were originated. Another has as its major objective the produc- 

tion of strains or varieties of vegetables well adapted to the southern states. 

The stations are charged primarily with the following duties: 

(1) The maintenance of high quality parent Asgrow stocks to be multiplied annually 

in seed crops destined for distribution to our customers. 

(2) The production of new or improved types to meet special needs. Taking at 

random a few from the many, examples are Clark’s Bush Lima bean, Pride and 

Canner King peas, the Asgrow strain of Golden Cross Bantam, and Golden 

Hybrid No. 2439 sweet corn. 

(3) To cooperate with federal and state agricultural experiment stations. 

(4) To determine the value of new or improved strains for particular localities. 

(5) To render service to customers by the investigation of special problems or 

furnishing specific information. 
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